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FOREWORD

.Although staff development is not a new term, in recent years it has
reached a level of high priority concern to teachers, administrators, support

fpersonnel'and the public.
Nis:w dev'elopments, techniques inteachinirtechnologies for support in

teaching and learning, and rapidly changing educational cireumstances
require that all personnel become a part of the continuous re-educational.
experience. rime rieds for differing experiences exigt; materials to support
re-training efforts are essentia.1, and determining the .most efficient and
effective mode for conducting extended. Warning is of major importance.

Fducation has Keen responsive to "forward looking", challenges of our
society hut to continue to be responsive, teachers must be equipped to adopt
and adapt new and improved techniques and must be professionally
receptivt to the fact that teaching and learning, and preparing to teach is an
ongoing experience.

[his volume provides insight .iruo a yariety bf models, experiences, and
research based resqlts. It is ,intended to provide a resource guide for
improved in-serviceprogNms gnd fOf potential adaptations-for overall staff
development.

L. Harland Fore
f)eputy Commissioner
Texas Education Agency

f'
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PREFACE

Ow does an educational i n nOvat ion come into being? H i nc.1 s (IA h t often
ena le is to invent purposeful and directed seaso'ns, particularly if weI\
choo. e to apply a pattern of selective analysis to the complex male of factors 4/4; that contribute to the implementation of the particular jnnovation..

...rrFor oxample, much has been .written about Mainstreaming, the major -Pr(/educational thrust of the late 1970's. Some of t NI material suggests that this
concept emerged as a logical extension of civil rights and represented the
growing concern of educators themselves. More likely, Mantstreaming came.
about because of a great deal of pcditical pressure, which resulted in-the
passage- of a law and the apprvriation of federal and state funds. This
approiat ion probably encouraged educators it!) stiift their attention to the.
new concept, in an effort to achieve national attention Ad-funding.

! i
/ the point is that hoWever appropriate and useful an innovation may.be,

its causes usually are untraceable and its motivating-factors are at tinNs
illogical. Pear ps it is only when an innovation reaches the second stage of itl., .

'developinent that bAnchmarks begin to appear in the program activities,
allowing systematic tracking to occur.. In short, rat.onohty and hard
evidence May indeed be second-stage ingrellients. . --..

Such may be the case with the Teacher Corps Network. he seeds of this
concept were probably sown (Wag the early 1970's, as e cators groped.
their way out of the chaos,of the previous decade. After viewing t hp obvious
failure of so many ,,11-meaning programs, educators in the late 1960's

C.----, partially withdrew from ate public arena. Certainly, the period was marked
by the lack of vibrant new ideas. Then, during tlickearly 1970's, peoplebegan
to talk with i)ne another, sharing problems and gaining sueport,and Sti'ength

*from this sharing. A carefut reading of the agendas of national confgxences
held during t his period reveals.that sessions were increasingly devoted to the
discussion and study of common problems. Embryonic clusters of concerned
professionals began to emerFe at various levels of education. Some states
began fosterin'g the development of Teacher Centers2which were really .
systems for linking people concerned about changiriDnd improving
professional practice. Althougirthe word Network had not yetbeen applied r
to such developments, some 'Of the elem.snts were clearly present.

The early 1970s were marked by this grZiping for purpose and
y

definitton.Now, however,Lwith the Teacher Corps Network well into its
second stage of development, the time has come when a thoughtful
examinati)n.is pbssible.

,.

Thi!,) book represents a compilation of material relatrI to _the Texas
.. Teacher Corps Network projects: It was designed apd coordinated b/ Drs. ;

Freiberg and Olivarei to assist universities, schools, and communities
4 wishing to work together to effect personal and social change. Teacsher Corps

v 9
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is, first of all, a promoter and tacilitator of the process of learning. The
imortancecf instilling moral behavior in personafand public lifttis stressed
ill all Apects of the project. The doncept itself is an aid to making operational
the derniicratic philosophy of life, training interns and practicing teachers
not only as dispensers of knowledge, but also as facilititoil5 for the leafning
process. Our goal is that students will acquire a firm sense of commitment to
Personal, as well as community development. We believe thedemocratic way
of life has 'at its core.these elenients of both individual anil civic
responsibility.

John E. Guzman, Ph.D.
Executive Secretary
Texas' Teacher Corps Network
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INTRODUCTION

('onceps.for the impioveme f education for all children are maily.
These concerns stem frorthe recog t n and realization on the part of the
schools, universitiel and thtcommunity that the current educational system
is not resspondingto the needS of society in its fullest potential. Until recently,
we have accepttd the fact that since school personne' are central to the
learning accomplishments ofstuderus, more effective ways for the training of
new and existing educational personnel are desirable. This desirability:, 4.ho ver, is not t he instantly realized, for, there are monumental socio-.
org nizational is. es and problems to be dealt witOand resolved. Concerns

Mr in stif areas as school desegregatjon, ,mulitculturalism, bilingualism,
national and state-legislation (P.L. 94-142 and Texas' HB 163).are posing a
tremendous 'challenge tiy,those involved in the preparation of educational
personnel. Organizational concerns in the professiral preparation of
educational personnel are rooted in a) the teacher supply and demand
situation; b) the eves-increasing growth and influence of teacher'
organizatiOns; c) the constant and gr'owingdemands for change being made
by school districts; d) statt teacher certification standards; and, e) pressures
internal to the structure and research/service orientations of colleges and
universities. All of these isizues are interrelated and cannot be resolved in
isolation. The iniplications for' universities, school 'districts and other
agencies or organizations associated with the professional growth of
educators are phenomenally complex and pose a tremendous challenge.

Teacher Caps, a& one of the most significanCnational responses to this"
challenge, is preparing to enter its thirteenth year with an expanded and
more elbo'rately.defined mission. Its major goals as written in the legislation

to improve the educational oppoctunities of children from low-
incomi, areas . . to encourage colleges and univeteties to broaden
their teacher preparation programs . . . tO encoUrage school districts to
revise and improve their inservice trainft programs for educational
personnel . . .

provide for4he development of- collaborative approaches amon
universities, stitool districts and comicriunity representatives.

As a comprehensive schoof reform stratev, it proposes to create and
demonstrate promising alternative ways for the professional development of'
new and practicing educational personnel. its traditionally innovative
characteristic hastillowed for the development, testing and further growth of
educational movements. It seems fitting to continue to discuss, not only in
the context of current practises but also in a state of anticipation, the many
issues relat e! to the challenges and unexplored opportunities that on be
provided by a Teacher Corps undertakingi

1



I his document represents an attempt to capture issues, concerns,
view points and processes related to educational -personnel training activity
of l'eacher Corps projects in 'the state of texas. lt is a product that
symbolires the "share and exchange" concept of the Texas Teacher Corps'
Network and which in part addresses individual projects; responses to t he
national reacher Corps demonstration mandate. ,

It is divided into four major sections.. The first section sets forth a
detiMt ion for inscrvice education, a perspective (Slits past, present and fin urg....>.
dimensions and t he impact of innovations upon teacher and teaCher
educator inservice. fhis section also addresses, the issue of teacher-
involv ement in deni;ions concerning the design, development and
implementatio" of insery ice education programs.

i he sec(Md section explores the theore_tical iSsue for program
development as it relates to competency bdsed education, preservice/
inservice education, and Teacher Corps..The authors develop a viable basis
for the construction of an effective proPssional preparation program, This
section also peovides a lhorough discussion on the Teacher Centering .. .

,
. Concept. BelQuse, both 'teacher Corps and Teacher Centers are- heavily

involved M preservice and inservice developmental tirograms., there are
4 striking commonalities between the 'two agencies. Teacher Centers call be ,64)

seen historically as deriving from the coneep4 of the Teachertorps training
. .

complex. which hos beon described as "an organization designed/4.) praide
preservice and inserviee .educat ion for potential and placticing edlleationaJ
persannel." A typology of different types of Teacher Centers is outlined. ,

, which allows the reader to allude to Teaoher Co needs. '
. _"lhe third section deals primarily with',dire periences of Teacher -

(.orps projects in 'the state of Texas. These experiences were drawn from ..
projects at rhe t I niversity of Texas at Austin, Texas Southern University,
Prairie View A & M and the/University of Houston.

The fourth section deals with the dimensions of multicultural education
in inservice training, learning centers as alternatives for inservice education
and a proposition). for a fine artsvompnent for altei'native staff development

.through -Feacher.Corps. . .
.**". Acknowledgements are in order to the peoPle who made this doCument

possible: Diane J ones from the national Teacher Corps office and program
officer for the Texas Teacher Corps projects provided support and guidance.
during the planning stages; Dr. John Guzman, Secretary for the,,
Texas Teacher Corps network; the Teacher Corps dire from the state of
Texas; and, the contributing authors. We 'wish to tha Mrs. Lynn Reyes,
documentation coordinator for the University of Houston Teacher CorPs
Project,-and Ms. Emma Halley, Administrative Assistant for The University ,.
of lexas at Austin project for their outstanding typing and documfdtation
activities. We also .wish to thank Dr. Len. Faseler for his oUstanding
technical adv),ce and documentation expertise for the development of some0,
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, aspects of this document. All these individuals exernPlify the caliber of
people in ..Feacher Cyjps.

In the spirit a the underlying goals of the NetWork.-, sharing and
collabbratiiin we hope that this-document will assist others invc,lved in
similar ventures.
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SECTION I,
4.

Chapter ! Inser4ice Education: A-Definition, Delineation and
Rationale.. A Preliminary Statement Prepared f9r the
Texas Education Agency

by Ben M. Harris, Professor, College of Education,
The University of Texas at Austin

Chapter 2 Educational Staff Development and Its Implementation:
Past, Present and Future

by Lorrin Kennamer, Dean, College of Education,
The University of Texas at Austih and
Gene E. Hall, Director, Research and Development

. Center, The University of Texas at Austin

Chapter 3 A Letter tb Harry on Governance

) by William H. Drummond; Praess%
College of Education
University of Florida at Gainesville
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CHAPTER 1

Inservice education is an aggregate of learning opportunities
afforded the staff members of .schools for purposes of
improving performance in already held and assigned jobs;
through a planned program.

Dr. Ben Harris has been actively involved with the Texas Educatibei
Ikgency in definingl nservice Education for the State of Texas. This chapter
cis being presented first to give the reader a perspective for each of the
concluding sections. Other authors in this book add to the definition of
inservice education through examples and experiences.

9
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,INSERVICE EDUCATION....

in thy' absence of unanimity, about. the meaning of the term (Edelfelt &

DEFIN ION, DELINEATION AND RATIONALE .*.

. While there aIre many Variations in definitions of inserviee education

. JohnS'on, 1975). A variety of closely, related terms have come,into common

providltd by scholars and peactitioners, there is alv a great deal of similarity,
e .

-' staff dvvelopment (Bishop, 1975; Geffeo, 1970), professional
'growth (Harris & Bessent, 1969), on-the-jbb-training, continuing edutation

.

(Cooperative EduCational Research Laboratory.," 1975), profesSidtsal
development (Rea &,Arnspiger 1970). These various terms have been used

s

.

Prehminaty SfatItient 1,?7pared
for the Tex.as Educition Agency*

v gen M. Harris ,

at different tiines, by different groups or individuals, often for highly
speciali/ed purrioses. This diversity, of terms has created a substantial
amount of confusion regarding both the nature of inservice education and its
relationship tO'other staffing tasks and programs.in elementary and
seco.ndary schools 'and colleges.

For purposes of plan-ning, the following definition is proposed with a
discussion of exclusion, inclusions and rglated concepts. Thisdefinition is .
eSsentially that presented by Harris (1963), adapted somewhat on ,the basis of
piisitions t5V-11 by various schOlars and practitioners in subsequent years
(Bishop and flarrisl 1975; Geffeit, 1976; ReaAnd Arnspige, 1970; Rubin,
1971).

Definition
Inservice education is an aggregate of learning opportunities afforded

the staff' members of schools for purposes of improving performance in
already held and lksigned jobs,' through planned program.

Exclusions

Curriculum developtnent, materials development, and organizing and
evaluating instruction activities engaged in by staff members for.purposeof
improving the conditions under which they perform assigned job tasks arp .

not included las a part of inservice education, as important as these may,be to
the improvement of education, because they are not planned essentially as
oppOrtunities for learning.

s _ .
Learning opportunities afforded for purposes of advancement to new,

positions or for personal satisfaction are not included s a part of inservice
education, becausp they are not planned with direct erence to agsigned

'jobs. si-

[his statement was prepared for review and study by the Texas Education Agegry
Ads isorv Council on Staff Development.,Permission for printingwassecured through
the Associate commissiorker's Office. /

7
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Learning opportunitis uccidentally or incidentally contributing to ,
improvement in performance on the job are not included, because they are-
not planned Aith such outcomes dearly anticipated.

Inclusions

*Any kind of learning experience oe combination of events that are
enttaged in primarily to produce new and j or performance.in job
as4gnments is inservice education.

Experiences which lead to degrees or certification, so. long as such
credentials are secondary or incidental rather than the priniary purposes, w
a part or inservice education.. , . r

Experiences planned by any person, agency, or institution, vt en the
outcomes anticipated are consisteis wi,,tqll't he planned program of thT school
organization being served, are a part of inservice education.

Activities experienced anywhere ,or at anytime, when the outcomes
anticipated istre,consistent with the planned program of the. school

4T" A

organization being served, are a part of inservice education.

Differentiations

'

The great array 91)terms sometimes treated as synonyms/for inService
edueation (Edelfelt and Johnson, 1#75) creates confusion aboen this crucial
tasks area in school operations, but also diminishes understanding and
appreciation, for other very important tasks related to ataffingand staff
development. Figure 1 below is one effort at a taxonomic analysis of at least
some of the terms being utilized. Education is seen as both formal and
inforeznal. OPerating routines are distinguished from dexelcipmCntal efforts.
Inservice education is distinguighed as one an arrayof staffilsvelopmentV
tasks folloWing a scheme developed by Harris and Hesseot (19*some years
ago. his scheme has significance', peirtlaps, in providing for clearly
distinguishable staff fievelopment task- as of four .kinds: ./

kI. manpower planning;

2. staffing for instruction;

3. organizing for instruction; arid, t

4. inservice education.

These are not arbitrary distinctions, since the people involved, the levels
of thie hierarchyassuming remtonsibility, aind the operating procedures tend
.to'be qUite Jifferent for each of theSefour tasks.

r.

\ r
Evaluation of education is identified separately.in Figure I si nce such'

efforts tend to permeate any and all aspects of tbe formal school orieration,
. .

and th y are 'not neatly classikild'avelating to one task area or another. In
he essence of edu al evaldtion may well be the focus upon various

ub-systems within h (Stllfflebeam, et al., FPI).
.

.."4" yl
..
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Pre-service preparation is designoted as separate and apart from.0 .

inserv ice educarion, even though there are many similarities in, the .taskr
involved'. I his is an accurate relleyt ion of reality, even though it is in conflict,
in part, wit h some recently developed concepts of "teacher renewal" arguing

'for increa-sing .integration of inservice and pre-service tea-Cher edutiat5ion
(Stufflebeam, et. al., 1975).

Staff development is used in Figure 1 to refer to only one of a variety Of
developmentat arenas. Rut subsumed uniler this umbrella-like term are four
task areas manpower planning, staffing for instruction. organiling for
instruction, and inservice education. The emphasis on staff 'development
related- to instructional programs is important for schools as instructional.
orga.nirations. there are, of course, needs for non-instructional staff
4evelopment as well.

inservice education is clearly seen as only one of the staff development
tusk areas.' Purposes are generally desciribed by the terms innovation,
modification, up-grading, and, exploration. These different purposes are
specified to- connote rather different kinds of programs to be developed
having striking variations in operational features, locations, time frames,
participants, and person'nel. What all 'yoga ms have in common as
previously defined, are planned learning exPe,riences offered to improve on-
t he-job performa nces.

\The Importance of Inservice :ducation

1ot definitionSi of inservice education are inadequate because they
either embrace toci many diyersett inds of.operat ion's with little focus, or t hey
arc' needlessly restrictive regarding the who, when, where, and how of
inservice yducation omrations.2 The need for a rather precise yet non-
restrictiv6 definition to guide legislation, policy development, plannin.S.
funding, and eyaluation is made urgent by the demands for extensille
improvements in teaching. The scarcity of fiscal and other resources which
can hriseallocatellt urgent inService education needs fuqher emphasizes the
impottance .of unrest rictive guidelines.

Without substantial continuing growth in ,competence in personnel
serving in Zia elementari- and secondary schools, the entire concept 'of
accountability has little meaning. The heavy reliance upon people to perform
nearly all tasks required tor biiilding and.Maintaining quality educational
pjogranti.is a reality that cannot be treated lightly. I t is the reality thatigives
If service education both it's importance arrd its urgency. If it were possible to
run schools with less dependence upon personnel, as in some industrial

'operations, inservice'growth would be less essential. If the competencies of
school personnel were Jess complex in nature, limited inservice training
Might suffice. If a readyjnanpow4 pool of bighlwy competent people existed,
improvements in education colild", be wrought with less reliance upon-
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inserv ice education growth...If lover changes in the character of the
edifcational system were required in the near future, mservice e ication
could be less ot a concern. IL the present personnel who are sta g our
schools had all come through rigoro.us four or five year progs-agilpre-
serv ice preparation, mserviee preparation might be less urgent. Were
futurists to assure that extensive retirements and withdrawals from teaching
would pernut much restaffing of our schools in the near future, then pre-
service rather than inserv ice education might be the more urgent need.

None of thele cunditions seem to prevail past, present, or l'uture.
Significant improvement of education cannot he accomplished, it would
seem, without a major programmatic effort at the inservice educatiotor of
personnel in all elementary and .secondary schools.

A Rationale for a Limiting Definition

I he definition of insery ice education provided above is stated wit h great
care to insure a l'ocils upon a broad array of on-the-job educational needs of
personnel in schools, while limiting that focus in clear and unequivocal.
wavy I he tey terms in this definnion are planned program. learhing
opfiortuntlws. Atall. purr.ses, perprmance! and /vbs. Each of these terms,
properly defined, provides t he basis for.clearly includingas welfas excluding
c,ertain kinds of operations from inservice education prograYns.

Planned prugrainfimplies s.ystematic prctesiures, carefully specified
'objectives, off icial review, and evaluation of outcomes. While planning may
be on various le els state, eegion, diarict, school or even individual and
who is involved in the planning is not defined, t he term implies that planning
is official, high quality, and programmatiC.

I.earning opportunities imply that objectives are instructional in nature
rather than eiperational. The central focus of any and all aspects of inservice
education should be t he promen ion of learning by personnel involved. This
ter-Fri also implies a ditality of responsibility, with opportunities to be
afforded by the planning agent(s) for use by personnel in order that they
might learn. Oh% iously, learning occurs only within the individual and is
inev itablx an inch% idual matter regardless of the fOrm of the program.

Staff is a term that clearly implies that the clients or recipients of the
inseivice edneatiOn opportunities hold official positions With an educational
organi/ation. Hie term can he broadened to include certified, para-
professional. and classified personnel or more narrowly defined to embrace
inservice nevds of ou !). instrUctiOnal pqrsonnel. School board,members,
w hue not salaried-staff members, should be embraced Ay his term becauSe of

'their offikial responsibilities. Whether parents serving in volunteer capacities
shOuld he. included is an important operf question. ,

Purpose k a term-that implies intended outcomes:Many efforts can

l I
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effect the quality of education in a variety of ways. I nserv ice education
contributes in a unique and crucial wav that relates to iltducing improved
performances in personnel_Purposes relating to morale' of personnel,
fecruiting and selecting pqrsonnel, curriculum revision, and many'otherS can
impact the quality of education, btit they involve- substantially different
kinds of operations even when common alIttomes are.shared,

. ,
Performance is the term usel to describe the kinds of outcomes'

expected from inserviae education. Ihe implication is ,that behtivior is
changed, hut even more -explicitly, that behavior changes are relevant to
educational quality, and that change occurs in directions that assure
impraed education for children nda youth. Hence, knowledge added is of
little interest as an inservice ed catiqn jutcome unless. it is knowledge that
can be expected to improve the way a staff ipember performs. Skills and
attitudes, as well as knowledges when they form aggregates of related
behaviors that can he directly related to quality education, are performances
sought as insjrvice outcomes. i

Job is a term that implies assigned responsibilities. I nservice education
outcomes must relate to improving performance in assigned responsibilities.
Personal interests of staff members are highly relevant when job related, but
may have _little importance 'otherwise. "1 he job-relatedness of inservice
education also assures attending to differences in individuals as unique job
holders. Furthermore, job-relatedness emphasizes the jointness of
responsibility of both job-holder and the organization in which he or she

. works for mutually appropriate inservice education.

-r)
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FOOTNOTES

Stall members may be defined in various ways without changing the
essential- character of inservice education. Typically the staff includes all
prolesional and paraprofessional regular employees. Sometimes,classified
or non-prolessional personnel are also included.

.2Note: Policy provisions in Texas as approved bY the §tate Board of
Cducation illustrate such a highly restripiye.defipilion by specifying only
three sources of experience local distriet, education Service Center, or
state agency.
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CHAPTER 2

Staff development involves planned activities for the instruc-
tional improvement of professional staff members.. Those
included are teaChers, librarians, counselors, crincipals,
supervisors, superintendents, college faculty and adrninis-
trators.

Dr. Lorrin Kenna and Dr. Gene Hall have viewed the past, present
and future dimensions of inservice education and the impact of innovations
upon teacher and teacher educator inservice. The reader is given a historical
perspective usually missing in our discussion of trendsand issues of inservice
education. The authors challenge some of our present assumptions about the
role and development of inservice education and ofkr some questions for
future thought..
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EDUCATIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT
AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION:
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The educational. historians of toiArow are surely going to' record the
1960's and 1970's as the "Age of I nnOvation." So much has been included in.
this .most recent age of change: team teaching, ETC, the middle school,.
coMputer-assisted instruction, non-graded schools, individualized Guided
Education (ICE), performance contracting, new curricular designs,
competency-based "teacher education, etc. All have been designed to help
remove the "ills" of the schools. There have beenmany ideas each of ther,
and their advocates, have required that the, practicing teacher receive
inservice education.

How.else can we ha,e expected the practitioner in the field to implement
these many expectations. r," have we expected too much?

The term Staff de opment is broadly inclusive, as illusteated by the tise
of the following terms:

staff devdopment, inservice education, program improvement,
'faculty development, training assistance, inservice management,
training programs, continual professional growth, professional
development, continual updating, teacher growtit, educational
renewal, teacher profesSionaligrowth, personal expansion, and
educational personnel development.

.All of these can be included within the following broad definition:

Definifion
Staff development involves planned activities for the instructional

Improvement of professional staff members. Those included are teachers,
libInaIttis, counselors, principals,- supervisors, superintendents, coil*
faculty and administrators,

. What are the purposes and assumptions of staff development?

It is generally agreed, that inservice education and staff development
have the same broad purposes:

-To cOrrect deficienies
To provide for continual learnft
To keep -Pace with change
To. increaseiriciency

16



.00 develop additional technical skills
To ail implementation df. innovations
To develop human skills,

.

lo bridgethe disparity between preservtei>cr paration and the rettr
world action in the schools.
In provide opportunities for self-renewal ,,,To establish a professiOnal floor k minimum level of teacher add

gadminiStratnr performance based on progress in the various
disciplines

- J.
A N'ational Education Association publication, Rethinking Inservice

Educatipn, states the necessary assumptiorls underlying staff development:

I An effective inservice program for teachers and other school
personnel is essential to improye the quality of school experiences
for students.

lnservice teacher education needs to be reconceptualized to be,-
cOnsistent with the changing role of teachers.

3. Reconceptualizing the inservice educiatiein of teachers is timely.-
2$. Teachers want and need insetviCe,edbcatinti.
5. Teacher organizations should exert initiative in reconceptualizing

the inseryice educ tion of teachers.

A collaborative e ort, including teacher organizations, colleges
anikuniversities, state departments of education, and
administrators is essential to reconeeptualize inservice education.

7. Inservice teacher education' should be designed to further
professionalize teaching.

The need

Harris 'and Bessent have stressed the need for ancf4iMportance of
inservice education:

I Preservice preparation of professional staffmembers is rarely ideal
and may be primarily an introduction to professional preparation
rather than professional preparation as such.

2. Social and educational change mikes Current professional.
practices obsolete or relatively ineffective in a %It ry short period of
time.

3. Codrdination and articulation of instructional practices requ
changes in people. Even when each instructional staff member is
functioning at a.highly professional level, employing an optimum
number of the Most effective practices, such an instructinnal
program might still be relatively uncoordinated froin subject to
subjectsand poorly, articulated from ytar 10 year.

/
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4. Other factors argue for iiiservice education activities of rat her.
diverse kinds. Morale can be stimulated and. maintained through
inservice education and:is a contribution to instruction in itself,
even if instructional improvement of any dynamic kind does not
occUr.

herefore a staff development program is not onir tool of progress but
can also be a symbol of faith that individuals can be improved.

'Changed emphases in staff development

The concept of staff development is not new. Ralph Tyler has noted how
the idea is an old one yet' has changed in emphasis through time.

From 1850 to 1870,1nservice education depended upon county teachers'
institutes of two to t hree Elay's dilration. The process was remedial
including a review of t he subjects taught by the teachers.-DurMg the peribd
from4880 to WOrld War I, inservice education changed and was offered in
summer courses on the campuses of normal schools. Teachers would gather
there to hear "great experts'! -in the teaching of different subjects. These
programs featured a wide range of specialists in the different subject matter
areas.

From World War I to the 193ifs, the focus was more on the quantitatiVe
standiirds for teaching certificates. By this time, the bachelor's degree was
required for certification and the majority of teachet's with two7year college
preparation were returning to the teacher's colleges to get a baccalaureate

4 and certificoe. Therefore, inservice work was aimed .at, filling gaps for
completion of the degree. At this time, the role of the high school.was being
re-examined by such study groups as the Eight-Year,Study, the Committee
on the Study of Adolescence and subject-oriented committees.

hiservice work utilized a new 'invention called t he "workshop" in the
period from the 1930's to World War II."Teachers used these workshops to
study the major curriculum projects that had developed from studin of the
preceding jiears. From 1945 to the present, therehas been a continuation of
-workshops with the emergence of a'new series of natiotial curriculum studies.
InService was primarily course coMpletion to meet .certification require-
ments. Only recently has inservice work given attention to special problems
within the schools as planned for the impkinentation of the various studies.

One istempted to say that, to a Certain extent, the pendulum has swung
back to the 1091 scene2As in the nineteenth century when Ideal county
institutes were involved in inservice education, so is there a current emphasis
on h4local school system as the site For inservice work.

Accelerafing Change on the Campus 4

The'need for inservice programs in CollegeS of Education is as great as

18
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the need for school-based progra-ms."Post-secondary
education in America

today is bursting. at ,the seams trot only with the numberS of peopleinvolved, hut also IA. Ith new typos of programs and diverse alternatives.
the change of terminology from "higher education" to "post-kcondary

education" is significant. We have de.parted four years in residence for eftry
student seeking higher education, with each student taking the same set of
courses in the same sequence.

Now we have "drop-in, drop-out, and drop-back in" phenomena in
higher' educatiOn and we speak of,ed ucat ion a's being necessary and available
throughout one's adult life. We have seen a change from one's entire
education being completed on a/ single campus to a time when the student
may acquire credits in a. great. variety of ways from a number of places.
Admission patterns have gone from rigid to open, with various patterns nowavailable.

College degree programs were once internally-based. We have the era of
the traditional campus setting with an internal degree as well.as a growing
number of external degree programs. Figure 1 summarizes the broad
changes that have taken place in 'this country.

From the 1600's to 1800, higher education's basic goals included
preparation for the professions of law, medicine, teaching, and the ministry.
From the early 1800's to the early part of the twentieth century, a quite
different focus was on the application -of knowledge and research to the
problems of society and on the beginnings of democratization of higher
eduCation. This second .era of higher education was followed by another,
concentrated 'in 1950-1970. Those years saw the mass expansion and
availability of higher education in America, along with major fundingsupport of research in universitik In this current decade., we have a

'continuation of all that has gone before (including examples of the classical
curriculum) as well as .non-traditional experimentras add-on phenomena.

Administrators and faculty on the traditional campus can ignore only attheir jeopardy the 'many new alternatives in higher education. `There are
dernisids, for more flexibility, a greater.variety of opportunities, and patterns
adapted more to the learner's personal work and time schedule. These
demands- will be met by some institution 'regardless of whether it is in the
existing institution or the emerging new ones. TIlt right to offer the academic
degree is no longer solely that of the traditional institution. Instructional
help is now available in a variety of locationsand forms, a movement begun
and generally not led by the traditional campus. It is advantageous to the
campus community to listen and respond to these new educational requests
from the schools and society. It isdesirable to be acquainted with the various
ways other agencies are, meeting these requesm to the, exclusion of the
campus community.

Can it truly bt said that we are in the fourth major era in American
higher education an era which holds far greater variety and potential
change than the previous three and thus a greater need to update faculty?
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Implementing Staff Development, or Why Are We So Tired?
We have explored t he fneaning of staff -cleyelopment and the

ramifications of the concept and its practice. Now, we'would like to move
beyond the description of what staff development is and lbok at actual %%lays'
of implementing staff development artivities and,t he consequences of doing
so. Our initial focus will not be heavy on theory but will list the various waysthat statf dev elopment, is being implemented in public sehools'and
universities. We will also examine recent research on change Or innovation
adoption and look at its implications for staff development. We will then
explore ooe illustratthn of.the -cbrisequences this research has for present
pract ice.

Present Implementation Practices

Several different aspects of staff development implementation need to
he kept in mind. First, at what level were the decisions made to initiate staff
development acsiv ities? The decision could have been made by an individual
teaeher who wanted to know more about a particular area orio glean
insights into some new practice. The decision could also.have been made by a
local administrator 'such as a principal, department ha'irperson, dean, or
suporintendent.

Howevej, as we all know, the decision to implement staffdevelopment
activities is often made at the state or national level. As noted later, the
source of this initial decisibn has tremendous implications for the resultant
outcomes of the activitiet

A second aspect O.f.'staff development implementation practice is the
source of expertise, Is tile source of expertise some form of printed material,
a person or persons, an agency, instiffition oi- no source at all? ("Therean
pick t his up without any help"). lnterestir1ly, in many instances the initiative
may not come at all from the users of the innovation but from the
innovation's advocate. Here again, there are important consequences that
can be anticipated by examining who or whatt he source of expertise will be;

A third area that needs to be explored is how the planned .attivities
relaie to other aspects of staff work as well as to curriculum and ongoing
programs. In all too many instances, staff development'activities are not
complementary to ongoing programs nor are they seen as relevant to staff
concerns and needs. This question also needs to be kept in mind when
planning staff development initiatives.

To illustrate the different approaches to staff development and the kinds
of initiatives which cause it to occur, Figure 2 is depicted. When reviewing
the chart 'and reading the following paragraphs; Ofease keep in mina that
sraff development act iv itiesa re included which are related,to supporting the
implethentation of specific innovations sgh as new reading programs Or
new computer systems. Activities are/also included whjih are related solely
to personal growth of staff members or tile institution as a whole.

-0
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WAYS WHO INITIATES

Book Clubs
Professional Meetings
College Courses
Sabbatical I.eaves
"[raveling Road ShOws
Good Time Workshops
Inservice Days
Summer Workshops
Hire Recognired Experts
Have Perion in Charie of

Staff Developmeni
Individual Consultants
Consultant Firms
Develop Teacher-Proof Curriculum
Dewy') Curriculum-Proof -teachers
Create New Institutions (e.g.

Instructional Development
Agencies in Universities,

/ Regional Service Centers,
National R&D Centers
Regional Laboratories,
Teacher ('enters)

Symbiotic Linkages (e.g.,
Lab and SchoolSystem)

Create formal Networks (e.g.,,
I(IE Leagues, Title III Project"
IfOCES, Teacher Corp Network,
Multi-State Consortium)

t

Create Informal Networks (e.g.,
Alternative Scho9ls,
Standord (iraauates)

Mandates by Any-and All (e.g.,
Principal/Chairperson,
Superintendent/ Dean
Legislature, ('ongress; Agencies)

1
Do Nothing

Figire 2. Kinds of Staff Development Activities and
Sources of Initiation for Staff Development.

Individuals
'School or College'
School System or 'University
Profes*nal Association

State Agency
State Legislature
Feder4I Agency
Congress
Students
Parents

COmmunity
. Some Combination

"They"
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Many staff de% elopment acti% toes are plamly individual initiatives. Aspart of thea professional li% et, teachers and administrators at all levels
individuiiUv inmate various kinds of development activities including
professional readmg. mining hook clubs, attending professional meetingsand taking college purses. as well a,s taking sabbatical leaves.

An mteresong new 'approach available' in many areas is the "travelMg
road show" where private comulting firms and individual consultants holdshort workshops in maior.cities or resort areas. Shese worksfuos vary inform and duration, covering any subject of local interest which can attract
enough part icipaivs to guarantee a profit. l'he cOnsultant is paid a tursic fee
plus expenses and according to a successful participant's rat ing (a short term
happiness coefficient) an additional bonus iSpaid. Thus,.the emp.hasis is on,
immediate satisfaction with the road show rather than on accountability for
long-term consequences.

Institutional initiatives for staffdevelopment are also running at a high
rate, especially those related to the implementation of specific innovations,
such as Individually Guided Education, mainstreaming, new curricultim'
materials, and more effective teaching in colleges. Institutional initiatives
normally sjent to. take the form of either one or two-hour inservice sessions
or full inservice days during the academic year or in the summer..In many
instances, consultant firms on shill or long-term.bases are used to support
or implement various act6ities, especially in larger .schOol systems.Unf ortunately, what seems to happen in the actual implementation is thai
the inservice sessions are not interrelated into a coherent whole. Rather, the
staff experiences a random collection of fairly popular consultants who are
brought in to run short "gclod time" workshops and leave. There is no follow-(

through .from summer into the academic year or from seSsion to session.
Another forrn of staff development at the institutional level is the

employment of recognized expert s in the area where the thrust is to be made.
..this is a well documented pi-actice in colleges and universities where Nobel
.Prize winners Or national figures join a faculty to share their knowledge and
expertise. Just how far their Wisdom spreads is not so well documented.

In school systems, a recent thrust has been to employ a central
adminstrator who is in charge of staff development. The Lincoln, Nebraska
publie schools have recently psed hiapproach quite successfully to develop
a centralized impetus for staff develOpmeni. This person coordinates and
facilitates staff development in the various individual school buildings witheach building retaining considerable autonomy in selecting activities.

The kinds of activities listed above are used quite extensively across thenation. At the state and federal level, other kinds of staff development
initiatives can be identified. Theseinilude the development of teacher-proof
curricula the big thrust during the I960s. Then, the assumption seemed to, be that bringing experts together and doing programmatic developmentwould mirlt i n curriculum materials effective regardless of teachers skills.
However, curriculum developers rapidly found out that ,without providing
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training, the teacher-proof materials were not effective. Unfortunatdy, it
.seems that some developers still have not discovered this principle and are

still attempting to devektp teacher-proof curricula.
RJcently, some ht.tve suggested that perhaps we can develop

"curriculum-proof teachers." Apparently, the implication is, that existing
curriculum materials are detrimental and somehow teachers need to be
trained.so they will not use the materials as they were developed. We suspect
that teachers'and proftssors already have-sufficient training to accomplish
this end..

, Another implementation practkce emphasized recently has been the
creation of new institutions for various kinds of staff 'development activities.
these include th.e creation of instructional Development Agencies within
colleges and. universities. Instructibnal 'Development AgenCies (Alexander
and Yelon, 1972) are-normally housed under the vice-president for academic
affairs and include specialist% in instructional design and the art ,of teaching.
These resource agencies serve the faculty to aid it in how to teach, not in what

to teactl.
rl. .ihe creation of the national research and development centers and the

regional laboratpries (CEDAR Catalog, 1974) was a fedeVal initiative to
translate research findings into forms that can be regularly used by.
practitioners. Collectively, the labs and centers have had an extensive and
documentable impact on educational research and developmental practice
during their 10 year life span. '

, Other re ent creations have heen the regional wrvice center asii
established in i exas or the 130CES (Boards of Cooperative Educational
Services) that . have been created in New Yore. These institutions were
designed to serve as a resource center to a salad number of nearby school
systems so that by combining resources and ideas, the schools . could

cbllectively haVe more impact.
Other new institutions are preseryice anct inservice teacher center& In

Texas, we haVe established teacher ceuters that primarily emphasize the
collaboration Of schools, colleges, service centers; and others in developing
more effective, preservice programs. In other 4ate, such as Florida atid
Minnesota, teacher centers have been created with more inservice emphasis.
For examplei the Minneapolis Public School System/ Unive-gity of
Minnesota Teacher Center provides instructional services for teaihers and
administratorsi coordinates and supports the many alternatA:schools
within the system, and even rotates principals trirough the center on short
sabbatical leavbs.

Spechtl li kages are also being created between institutions., For
example, the pokane Public Schools,have linked closely with the
Northwest RegOnal 1 aboratory so that the lab can implement and evaluate
the effects of various : taff development programs, and the school system has

access to Many xpert resources, Fhese symbiotic linkages seem to offer a
strong opportu ity to gain new ideas and resources with a minimum cif
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mutual investment. In much the same way, The University of Texas
Research & Wvelopmerit Cent& for Teache,r Education has collaborated
with colleges and universitjes interested in developing teacher training
programs.

Networks arc also being developed at an ever increasing ratc. Formal
networks siich as Teacher Corps, 1G E (IGE Leagues) and CBTE (the Multi-.,
State Consortium) are being created by .various schools ,and colleges.
Nationally, various key Title HI Projects have been linked together with
special grants (The Narional Diffusion Network).

Informal networks' have also been effective. For example, various
alternative school proponents have created a system through which they
maintain contact to share ideas and resources. This networ* was created and
'functions solely out of interest and need Without the impetus of outside
funds. Other informal networks,. or "invisible colleges" develop by the
sharing of common experiences or training.

The last category of initiatives or practices for implementation,
presently used too frequently,. is mandating. Principals, superintendentS,
state and federal agencies, or legislatures.all mandate certain accomplish-
ments. Tlitse include the decree of career education and special education
programs, the mandate of competency-based ceetificatibn and the
anvuncement by superintendents that tlieir schools will all go.IGE next
Se Member, by principals that thefe will be parent involvemsnt in all the
classrooms or by individual teachers that all Uiildren will color their flowers
alike. This kind of mandating seems to permeate far too much of present
practice and the evidence is overwhelming that Tandates -do not work. You
may get the "box" in the classroom, but that does not get it used.

Consequences of Present Practices

So far we have, attempted to list and deStribe various kinds of
implementation practices as summarized in Figure 2. We assume almost
everyone is familiar with hese approaches. Now let us look at some of the

-implications and consequences of present practice. If the list itself is not,
sufficiently dinying, think about the fact that a given college professor or
especially a classroom teacher is mine than likely or is supposed to be
involved with at least 90% of these practices at the same time. In their daily
work, one or more, of these practices is directfy relative because of the .
prevalent practiCe of what Hall (1974) called the Multip1,4doption Design:
or M.A..D. Strategy.

With the M.A.D. strategy many different innovationeare being
implemented and supposedly used at the same time by a given teaCher or
professor. These innovations result from decisions by the teacher, principal,
superintendent, chairperson, dean, professionalassociations, state or federal
agencies, and by various legislative bodies. All of these initiatives causc many .

unrelated staff development activities for the practicing professional.
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implementing Staff Development as Seen by One Change Researcher

One of the co-authors is engagqd in the Procedures for Adopting
Educationatinnovations (PAED Project which is funded by the National
Institute of Education. 1-hree innqvations being studied are team teaching,
.individualited instruction in elementary schools, and the adoption of
instructional modules by college faculties..We would like to describe briefly
some of this resiarch since some of the theory and findings have imp liartions
for how staff development is viewed and approached.

The PAH Projcct research is centered around a conceptual model of
the Innovation adoption process named the Concerns-Based Adoption
Model, CHAM, (11a41, Wallace and. Dossett: 1973). TheISCRAM is a

representation of the dynamics of the change process as it is experienced by
the individual members of a user system, whether school teacherOr college
professors. The CRAM also proviaes a way for diagnosing and interpreting
what useys are doing with and how they feel about their use of the
innovation. By guiding them in their selection of interVentions, ehe model
can prOide assistance to the staff development person, adopt ion'agent, and
others who are responsible for managing the change process.

The basic descrjption of individual innovation users is focused on
assessin,g their "concerns" about the innovation and behaviorally describing

- their "use",of.the innovation. Just as Frances Fuller.(1969) has found for
teachers in training, when anyone is involved in a change situation, the
change is approached with an identifiable set of concerns about the
innovation. One's initial concerns are apt to be self-oriented. There are many
questions about what the consequences of the innov,ation will be for theuser,
such as "How will it change other things I am doing?"

These are perfectly legitimate questions and cpmmonly occur in varying
intensities depending uponthe perceived trauma of the innovation that is
being implemented. Once these Self-concerns are reduced or resolved`
innovation users have increased tasks concerns. They have questions about
hoW to use, manage, and work with the innovation. Ijkimately, we would
like to find that users have more inteitsive concerns about the impact Of the
innovation on thtir students. Our research suggests there is a developmental
progression from self to task to ifnpact concerns, as individuals become

- increasingly invilved with and ,experieneed in using inngvations. If this
developmental progression to innovation' user .concerns is valid, then
approaches to staff development, which aCtivities should have priority, and
how the particular practices should be advertised need especially careful
consideration. Otherwise, the staff development activities may not be seen
as relevant.

The other key dimension of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model, the
Levels of Use dimension (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, and Newlove, 1975)
presevs behavioral descriptions of how a user actually performs in using the

innovation. In this dimension of the model:it is hypothesized .that

r)
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innovation users progress from an orientation time-to an initial use which is
apt to be very mechanical in nature. That is, the innovation user is rather
awkward and uncoordinated in his movement S. Logistical and management
foul-up5 commonly occur and expend the user's energy..Subsequently, it is
hypot he. . red that in novat ion users learn a routine or even refinedway Which

3.

becomes a part of their regular pattern of work: Some innovation users may
move to an integrated level by collaborating with others to further increase
impirct.

I

In PAH research, 'ill adoption of various innovations, such as teani
teaching, instructional modules and individualized instruction, are being
studied. Stratified samples of teachers and professors are used to determine
if (he concerns sequence and the use sequence do exist.

"Early returns from this research suggest very, strongly that there is an
empirical reality to the -ideas that automalically "make sense to
practitioners. For example, with the innovation of teaming in elementary
schools, teachers do progress fro the early pre-use concerns about self to
more intent concerns about h to change, manage, and master the

..innovation! However, even experienced teachers are concerned about
reducingthe amount of time that it is taking (Hall and Rutherford, 1975). It
appears to take a minimum of three years of using teaming before teachers
settle into a comfortable use of the innovation in spite of very little Initial or
ongoing training. -

.

A key implication for staff development is that implementingteaming is
simply not accomplished by having a single One- or two-day summer
workshop and then leaving teachers on theicown. Rather, teaming is more
likely to take four or.rive years of wo'rk before teachers establish a 'high level
of usel- With different staff development activities to support the-
implementation of teaming, this time might be reduced. It is certain that. the
type of teaming that is finally stabilized might be more sophisticated and
advanced if more effective activities were provided 'over an extended period
of time in. contrast to the minimal or non-existent support that inormaIly
found.

,
I

A Brief Case Study of the Consequences of Present Practices .
Let us look for a minute at an illustration of the cons uences of the

ideas that have been presente4. First, we identified v nous kinds of
implementation practices that are commonly employed. hen we briefly
outlined some theory and research findings relatrd t3o change and
implementation of various kinds of education innovations. What does.this
have to say for staff development in relation to a particular institution or
setting? Let's take a look at the kind of staff development/innovative activity
that is going on in some schools which we suspect are not all that atypical,

-__ Let us take a look at three schools for which we were able to get a partial
. picture during the 1974-75 academic year.
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Obtaining this information was not an easy accomplishment. One
problem was that no single source or person had all of the information. For
example, it was found that in sevefal of the schools the principals hackonly
been there a year or two alid therefore were not very knowledgeable about
the history ot innovation in thaschools. The school secretary turned out to
be a useful source of information as did the eounselo'r; but the teachers

_

weren't that useful due to an average annual turnover of 50%. In all cases,
there was no certainty that the information was accurate.

In Figure 3 it can bt seen that during the 1974-75 academic year, the
teachers in these schools were attempting to master and woricjwith sixteen
different.innovat ions. There were large-scale innovations, and most of them
Were introduced within the last two years. The number of staff development
activities that were proVided to support any one.Zthese innovations could
have consumed the bulk of the inservice days That were scheduled for any
given year. Fhese innovations all had related ibservice training, surrvisors,
or, consultants, and each supposedly was beint used by teachers, half of
whom, along with the principals, had only been there two years.

Werfeel the need to go into an extensivediscourse about just what thiS
. .# ns; however, it would seem that i his discourse should not be necessary. It

uld he readily obvious that it is humanly impossible for any teaCher to
ster and use sixteen different innovations ntroduced within the last two

ears. 'this is especially so, considering mi imal input ,in terms of staff
development activities and no coordination' or correlation to the various
innovations that are being implemented.

The 6verall adoption strategy is the Multiple Adoption Design
(M.A.D.). The consequence is system over ad resulting in teachers having

.an odd.daze in their eyes and an exhausted slouch to their movement: If the
research with the Concerns-Based Adopti ,n MOdel meansAnything at all, it
would suggest that wit h each One of these in novatio its, each tea`cher involved

i has an identifiable level of use. It does not seem at all possible that teachers
can keep all of thesesoncerns and levels of use sorted out a'nd to effect ively '.

. Use each innovation in addition t6 4ceeping track of instruction for twenty to
thirty children acro,ss conventionalsurricuium areas.

r
. The conclusion that we come to seems all too obvious it is not
possible to get any kind of return on the human, .financial, and resource
investment that is being made ws'hen staff development and curriculum
change are approached hy having ajarge number of implementations within
a short time ,frame whichiare unrelated and in nearly.all cases unsupported.
Although this seems obviouS to us, present practice and policy suggest that
even mbre is being attempted with less support rather than a reductionin the
number Of innovations implemented at one time or the amount oPstaff
devellopment activities being increased and extendedover a longer duration.

Whens'Are We.Gqing?

Within the concept of staff developMent, many different issues and
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aspects need to be taken into consideration. However, staff development
caonot he looked at without placing h in the context of the larger system.
While the idea of staff development i.S* not new, effective programs would be.
Keeping these /ideas in mind, we offer the following fist of factors or
components which are presented as observations from the past and
questions for the future. Weinvite re4:1on on them in implementing future
staff development activities.

Staff Development Yesterday and Tomotrdw?

Fortnat: Information giving via the lecture and readings.
Shouldn't it be Multimedia and interactive?

Facilities: Campus:based in the college classPoom or lecture

Shouldn't it be field-based and not always
classroom-based?

Timing: At the beginning or end of the school year and after
hours.
Shouldn't it be during the professional day and
year?

1.ength:

Who Is Involved:

Resources:
\

College-based.
Shouldn't it he field-based in school settings?

One-half day to three-week workshops with mini- (
courses.

Shouldn't it be.extended oyer the implementation
period with on-going consultation?

The classroom teacher as the main recipient.'
Shouldn't it tie all professional personnel. in-..
eluding teachers, principals, superintendents,
supervisors. paraprofessionals. and university
administrators and faculty?

Minimal investment, mainly for teacher salaries.
"Should.rr't it be investment of resources for

materials for planning, for salaries, for continuing
consultation and for follow-through?

Relevance: Hay ing ot hers tellt he teachers what they need with
outside "experts" having proved the relevance:
Shouldn't4it bc baged on diagnosis and determina-
lion of the i`ieeds as felt and expressed by the
teachers involved?

capacity:: Based on the assuinption that teachers can always
do more Without taking anything away.
Shouldn't there be recognition of the personal and
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institutional Jimits of how Much innovation can be
implemented in any period of time and recognition
of the potential-for "overloading the system"?

Planbing: Centered in the central office.
Shouldn't it he cooperatiyely planned by all earties

'ittyolved with opportunity for feedback?
Feedback: Sere ipitous at begt.

Shouldn it begin with the pitnning, with ,adap-
t ions, made b sed on the period of implementation?
tion?

Wed: Dull, boring, irreilk. ant; "somuthing to check ofr.
Shouldn't it .he,"rig on'', meaningful, personaLs.
exciting, and ustliiP

It becomes obvious that staff development is quite. gomplicated and
involves much more attention arid planning than in the past. After ail, we are
talking about people and not objects.
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CRAPTER 3

I support the teacher press for parity of power in teacher
education, both preservice and inservice. -

Dr. William Drunupond informally presents some of the critical
governance issuesfacing the developers of inservice programs. The issue of
parity in the education decision-making process is a volatile issue for all
concerned. The pole of teachers in the designing, development, and
implementation of inservice programs touches the heart of the. issue.
Before inservice programs are developed and implemented careful
consideration should be given to the issue of governance.

c.

A 0
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by William H. Dr ond
University of Florida

A-NCE'

Dear Harry:

I know it's been a long time since I've written but you haven't been the
world's hest colrespondent either. When I received your recent letter about
the meeting you attended at the Student Center of Lighthouse University
regarding,*te proposed establishment of p new staff development and
teacher education center, it blew my mind. I'm not sueprised that you got
into an argument with Dr. Treadmill about what needed to be done to
improve inservice teacher education. Your questioilk and ciinments ttbout
"governance" in teacher education, however, have caused me to do some
reading and thinking and have goaded me into writing this letter. So, if I
write more than you want to read, blame it on our friendship and be tolerant.

Before I complete this letter, I want to respond to the following
questionsx (I) Why do people establish governments or governing
arrangements?, (2) Why are teachers and teacher organizational leaders
pressing for clarity of meaning and parity of power in the governance of
teacher education?, 13) How doeS governance in teacher education ?elate to
the development of effective interagency collaboration?, (4) What are the
governance issues today?, and (5) Must governance be faced before
program development or teacher center development can proceed?

What are fovernments for, anyway?
f

The Bicentennial Celebration, Harry, has caused me to look agajtl at the
rationale for governments and revolution used by Jeffersjh in the
Declaration of Independence. /*cording to young Thomac, men are..
endowed with certain inalienable rights of .life, liberty, and pursuit of
happiness;.and governments are formed to protect these ends and derive.
their just power from the consent those governed. MoreOver, when
governments are formed which are mirfounded on these principles, it is the
right, even the duty, of the people to overthrow them. (If you're seally
interested, you might want to read again John Locke's Second Essay on ,.

Government. from which Jefferson borrowed heavily.) These same basic
ideas are also reiterated in-the Preamble to the United States Constitution:
that the purposes of government are to establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general vie& e

-aitd secut-e-the-bkrrs-ingi-of-liberty, {These ideas-also can be found-inArticl
of the United Nations ('harter.)

No matter how you cut it, Harry, governments are formed to govern
that is, to exercise authority, direction and control over the actions of the
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members of a community, society, or state. Paraphrasing I,ocke,
government is a social.contract between those who govern and those being
ggverned. In effect, some individual liberty and authority is given up by
those being governed in exchange for the maintenance of safety, public
order, and the promotion of the common welfare

I. here are many people who say "the less government the better", and 1
suppose in theory that's correct. Certainly if there were little change in the
lives of people from year to year and if they had clear roles to play and life
were more simple and if everyone trusted everyone else, there might be less
need for government. But since none of these conditions exist, we find
ourselves needing government for our own safety and protection.

Why sire Teachers Pressing for Parity in Governatice of Teacher Education?
I guess when it really gets down to cases, Harry. the reason teachers

insist on parity in governance is they have learned that they cannot afford to
trust administrators, professors, state depart ment.of education supervisors,
private consultants, or lay citizens withottt clear legal and procedural
safeguards. Too often, teachers have -been victimized by apparently well-
meaning people championing various Causes only to reahze that they have
been given more responsibility with less time and fewer resources to
accomplish additional tasks. And, being the kind of people they Are and
wanting to do their very best for their students, they wind up fecling more
guilty and more anxious ablut their world and their work. Teachers have
learned that the only way th0 can stOp the erosion of their role and status is
by collective political action: becoming involved in local, state, and national
polities: engaging in collective bargaining, withholding services unless some
parity of power is ac.hieved in activities in which they (the teachers) have a
kgitimate stake.

have just been .reading Rethinking tn-Service'Education. edited by
Roy Edelfelt and Margo Johnson and, published by the NEA. In their
chapter "Agency Roles and Responsibilities in In-Service Education'',
Patricia Orrange and Mike VanRyn make the following-statements:

...."Although educators at all levels of.the education enterprise give
considerable lip service to the'impqrtance of in-servie education in
helping school personnel cope with changes in curriculum,
methodology, materials, organizational structure, and student needs,
there is little evidence that adequate finahcial resources are availabk
.to enable school staffs to organize in-service programs...is-

"The widespread recognition of need, then, frequently falters
under the second-phase questions like finance and also control,
construct, initiation, design, delivery, and time restraints. Questions
of roles and responsibilities create major stumbling blocks to fast-
paced progress in developing new programs. Among these questions
are:
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3
Who should maintain primary control of in-service education?
Whatare the objectives of the training?
What agencies should be involved in the determinatioof
subjectives?

Where should the training take place and when?
Who should initiate the training?
What torm Mould the training take?
Who is responsible for.conducting the training?
112w much Ane is required for conceptualization and impren-

tation? t.

Just wh are the appropriate roles and responsibilities of higher
edu lion institutions, state education depaitments, telather
or anizations, and scho districts in the proftssional develop-

.. ment of teachers?" .

Now don't ,c..)u think,. Harry, that 'classroom teachers individually and
collectively should have primary decision-making powerinanswering these
questions'? I do. Issupport the teaehet press for parity of power in teacher
education, both preservice and inservice.

How Does Governance Relate to Collaboration?

I've been reading some materials on group theory written by William C.
Schutz.several years ago and have adapted them to explain where
governance fits in relation to the development of .group esprit. Over-
simplifying Schutz's theory, he says that groups go through a series of.phases
or stages as th,cy become morteieffective and stronger over time and that they.
reverse the sante stages as th*become less effectiveand weaker, eventually
disbanding. Here are the stages: 4

I. Purpose or reason. Why get involved?

2. Inclusion or membership. Who is in and 043 is out?
Pay off. What's in it for me? What are the others getting?-3

4. Control OP governance. Who is in charge? Will my interests be
protected?

5. Task accomrilishment. What have we done? What are the results?

6. Appreciation..When we did what we did, what were the
c4nsequences? Whyl.

7. Affection. Isn'tour work together enjoyable and worthwgile?

Harry, if this theoretical sequence is descriptive of,the way groups
develop and hecOrne ef ettive-. it : 1- I S II I

argument regarding the establishment of some form of governance for
teacher education centers. It would seem that you guys (Dr. Treadmill
Ocluded). should become clear on (I) what your motives and purposes
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--a-ro, 424 ,who-wilt heyine4 udech-o-ri4A-34--what -the immediateand the possible
long-range pa -offs will be kir becoming involved. Then, hefore anyone
expects people (especially teachers) to jump on some bandwagon, you had
better establish some governmental structure because, whether you like .or
not,.you are establishing, with a new set of norms, roles, ex pecta t ions, a new
institution which needs to be, gover'ned,

fhere is another ihiportant message in this ffitoretieal construct:
effective collaboration in teacher education has to go far beyond formal
agreements and governmental strugures. Tasks have to he accomplished
certainly, but heyond that individurs and organizations have to experiencc .
success and appreciate the rewards Of interagency work. Communication
between and. among the people Who do the work has to become informal,
easy, and caring transcending institutional or prganizational boundaries.
l-his means, of course, that.thOse involved have to work at both group task
and group maintenance activities. yffective organizations don't just happen.
People have to care about them and to devote lime and energy to sustain
the m.

Harry, you wondered if every organization involved in a teacher
education center had to be in on everyactivity or on every committee,. Of
course they don't. Every organization should have parity of representation
on the policy board of decision-making council. But the neat thing about a
col l a bora t IN't endeavor iS t havach of these agencies is different they have
diffelent talents hnd resources. Given appropriate policy develment and
responsible decision-making and appeal or grievance .procedures. some
activities of a teacher education center may well be delegated to a single
agency or a combination of agencies. Who caresnas long azs: tasks,are well
done and as long as everything is above board and "in the sunshine."

1.1

What are the governance issues today?

If you accept the theory outlined above, you already know some of the
issues. But in any case. Ha rry,-let me list them for'you. If they turn you on,
you might want to use them as you distuss governance the next time you-
meet with those guys at Lighthouse U.:

I. What is to be the mission or purpose of the collaborative effort?
(Although most everyone, Harry, wants to hurry past this a
question, our experience leads mc to advise people to take the time
needed to come to agreement on miaion.)

2. Who wilt be included? What organizations and agencies? Will
'membership be limited? WhItt will be the prerequisites for
membership?

3. What will be the short term rewards for membership? Are the short
s

term rewards consistent with t he Organizational objectives of each ;
of the members?
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4. In the lon)3er run, how will personnetwho work in the Center be
rewarded within their constituent organizations and institutions?

5 What wiI the governing body be like? Will it assure equitable
representation? Will the goyerning body have decisio mg
power? How will the Use of power be monitored? H. will he
govrrninig hoard manage, .monitor And evaluate th ork the,

center? 1

(An int . resting facet of teacher education center ( ) develop-;
merit io Florida is that TEC councils usually do ns have as
niembe the superintendent of schools, the dean of t ,t c 8 ege of

,.educati )n or the president of the local teacher organiz tion the
very pople who have decision-making power for thei rganiz
lions. 4As you can imagine, this has created some i eresting
dynamics.)

6. How 1.011 members of the governing board view their roles. Will
they le responsive and responsible to their constituents? How will

Lmem ers communicate with their constituents?
,

7.,How and to whom. can aggrieved persons or organizations appear?
Are there by-laws guaranteeing the right of appeal?

-I

9. WhAt standing committees are needed?

10. Wilii policy relate equally to preservice and inservice education?
Hcw will pres6Vvice and inservice teacher education be co-
or mated? How will the work of the cider be related to credits,
cr dentials, courses, inservice points, di other forms of recog-
ni ion?

1

I I. t ow will the work ..of the center be, related to teacher supply and
emand, to changes in staffing patterns and assignments, to
dministrative SuperVisign and/or to personnel management?

,

12. How wilrthe center assure constituent members, the teaching
professions.and. the public that its work is of high quality?

think it is important to remeinber that organizations and institutions
which ,are in close proximity to one another and which share common
interests (teacher education the subject of interest here) develop a history and
a reputation..This history, fOr good or ill, influences the nature and
effectiveness of work to be done in the present. ln 'launching new
collaborative endeavors, after agreements have been reached regarding
membership, ..pay-off and governance, the nee organizational coalition
should work on thoselhings they know they can do well. When people work
frqm their strengths, they feel rntre cornfortable;:they know more about
what they are doing; they have the most to offer.

am convinced that. interageney collaboration will not octur unless
both the leadership and the rank and file of constituent organizations see
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some fairly immediate pay-offs or rewards. New organizational arrange-
ments require heavy commitments from the leaders of the organizations
involved and e,these heavy commitments cannot be sustained unless
members provide psychological and moral support to the leaders. M you
can see. Harry, it ain't easy, and it requires a lot of time to learn to
communicate across bureaucratic organizations.

Must Governance Be Faced Before Progrom Planning or Teacher Center
Development Can Proceed?

In listening to discussions about c petency-based or performance-
based teacher education. I hear good olks bemoan the fact that when
attention is given to governance as a rst or early step in bringing about
change, tbat program development occurs much .more slowly. My
expecience, Harry, is that the governance issue has to be faced early. If you
don't face it. you are either playing games or fighting a holding action. I'm
convinced that the time has passed, especially in those states with collective
bargaining, wtten change in teacher education can be considered without
dealing with governance. And, Harry, t think that's really OK. Democracy
isn't beautiful or speedY, but it's- the best thing going for us.

This turned into a longer letter than I planned. I still feel good about
what is happening in teacher education in America, although I wirsh we knew
more about it that we had a better research base. Without research almosto.
all decisions turn out to be political. So we have to continue tieing politically
active on the one hand while trying to learn about teaching and the career
development or ourselves on the other.

It's always good to hear from you. I've enclosed a brief bibliography.
Warm personal regards.

Sincerely,

Stanley
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FObTNOTE

'A note of explanation:
For several years I have written to an imaginary "Harry", a teacher

colleague employed in another city; in writing to him I've used the pen name
"Stanley." Letters to Harry have givenine freedom to be more informal and
off-hand in what I've had to say.

In the present case, Stanley has received a letter from Harry in which he
has described an argument he had regarding the governanee of a proposea
staff development or teacher education center. The basic question being
raised is whether Olt_ norrme kind of formal governance structure is
necessary to get a center started. WHO
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CHAPTER 1

The half-life of most educational movements is amazingly
short. They are born of a need, pressed by early adopters, and
become well known about the time their shortcomings are made
evident. However, each movement tends to leave a residual
effect on practke which Integrates its characteristics into new

,

.1novements.
,

,

In the first section of this book we saw the development of the inservice
issue from definition through historical founditions to the cohcerns for
governance. Dr. Sarah Whit; and Dr. W. Robert Houston explore. the
theoretical issue for program de4elopment as it relates to Competeney Based
Education, preservice/ inservice education, and Teacher Corps. Kennamer
and Hall (Section 1) quote Harris and Bessent in stating "Preservice-
preparation of professional staff merbbers is rarely ideak and may be
primarily an introduc,tion to professional preparation rather than

rofessional preparation as such." Drs. White and Houston develop a viable
asis for the construction of an effective professional preparation program.

)
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PREPARATIQN PROGRAMS FOR--
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS

BY Sarah Cockrell White,
W. Robert Houston

The half-lifepf Mint educational movements is amazingly short. They
are born of a heeti, pressed by early adopters, and become welt known about
the time their sh rtcomings are macle evident. However, each movement

s to leave a r sidtuil effect on practice which integrates its characteristics
into newer mo ements. Educational practice is improved When thial
evolutionary pr cess is facilitated by open and critical discussion. Through
such discussion the fuzzy outer layers of concepts and proposed practices
are worn away waving behind a viable core remains which carried the essence
of the movem nt in to the next generation of educational thought.

Thus, th hue and cry faised in ,response to the competency based
education m vement has made a ffinintler of positive contributions. First, it
has given pr fessional preparation the most widespread attention it. has
enjoyed since its establish nt as an in hob in American education.

SeconsAy, it has surfac and re-o discussion of issues related to
professional preparation,1 su as control, initial and ongoing certification
requifementit, accountability professional educators and institutions,
degree and source of support funding, among others.

Perhaps the most potentially significant contribution of the CBE
discussion lies in its focus on the preparation program, and the attempts to
order, define, and clarify5t through systematic developmedt. The purpose of
(his paper is to stimulate discussioh of the.relevant issues related to program
development by suggesting the parameters within whIch the discussion
should occur. Specifically, assumptions will bestated's types of programs and
development processes *ill be defined; a structure for comparing programs
and development processes will be suggested; and implications of
definitions, assumptions and structural components will be analyzedto
identify, relevant issues.

,
ProfesSional Preparation Programs

flit. term "professional preParation program" almost defies definition.
If there is any common characteristic among provams, it is their diversity.
As a beginning, however, the following assumptions can focus the
discussion.

Practice of the profession of education recinires sente-type
'preparation. The basis for this preparation is grounded (in most
instances) in law and can be traced historically in American education.

Professi nal ',separation is an.endeavor separate and apart from
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---- ------z---eertifieation( licensing,. anti __control procedures. Though_it_is of
necessity related to, involved in, and influenced by these factors,
professional preparation is cparacterized more by a tra,ining or

. educational functioti than by a "gate-keeping" function.

These assumptions eliminate from the discussion such issue's as whether
or not there should be a preparation program; who controls the program

leither through legislation, policy or funding), and who issues licenses and

, certificates. Also eliminated are the ivues of acb-Orpllability and Professional
standards, not because these are unimpohant issues: but because they are

,implicit, not explicit to a discussion of,program development.
. Also from these, assumptions, a definition of the professional program

begins to emerge. Forthe purpose of discussion, the preparation program is
delemed is it set of requirements, alternatives, and procedures provided to
initiate and promote acqUisition of the knowledge, skills and characteristics
necessary to perform the professional activities and practiceS carried out in
an educational institurion. This definition is comprehensive enough to
include all education experiences provided or requilfed for both inset-VIC-tor
preservier educators, regardless of the setting (institution of higher
education, local school district, Service Center), or the administrative unit
directing it (College of Arts and Sciences, College of Education, Department
Of Professional Studies, or public school Staff DeVelopment Department).

An artalysis of the requirements, alternatives, and procedures would
provide a great deal of information about any specific program. Because
these differ widely, a comparison of programs becomes more meaningful if it
is ructured around characteristics programs have in common. Every
p4aration program has some type of focus, structure and quality control.
Figure I illustrates the relationship between programs and their common
characteristics. li

1
FOCUS

t Quality
Control

Requiremelts
Alternatives
Procedures.

Figure I. Program Characteristics
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The structure of the program ma)) be defined partially by its parts or
pieces. In its early history, professional preparation consisted primarily of an
apprenticeship wherelq"the Art, Tradeor Mystery" of teaching was learned
by emulating a proven master (Best. and Sidwell, 1967). A short time tater;
teacher preparation became a legitimate pursuit of the academies, and the
pedagogica4 apprentjceship was com.bined with academic preparation.
Normal schools extended the efforts of the academies by providing
opportunit ies to gatrOxperience thrdugh supervised pract ice (Meyer, 1967).
The evolution of Preraration programs in American education has centered
around these three .trakditions pedagogic apprenticeship,, academic

eparation and experience throUgh practice. All appear as basic structural
co a ureparation program known today.

Within each of arts or administrative units, less
comprehensivesubcomponents are visib nizational units" arc
primarily estabtished for management purposes, an -11,14j ..t! form of
Program Areas (Elementary, Secondary) or Content Areas (Social-Studies
or Science, for example). Each of these areas is made up of more parts which
are considered instructional units. Traditionall)c we have thought of these
units as courses. In many newer programs, however, the basic instructional
unit is the module a set of learning expeKiences organized around a single
objective or set of related objectives ( Houston et al., 1971).,A preparation
program mayl niake use of any or all of these structural elements, depending
upon .the level of specificity at which they are defined.

Units may be organized in different ways .fOr administrative,
martagement or instructional purposes. For example, the Academic
component may constitute the initial program offering, followed by the
Pedagogic component whith, in turn, is followed by the Experience, or
Practice component. Or they may be presented simultaneottsly and extend
throughout, the program. In many programs, the pedagogic apprenticeship
occurs in conjunction with the Experience component. Organizational and
Instructional units may-also be combinedin a number of ways. To discuss or
compare preparation programs, it is necessary to ferret out this organization
and the types of units that comprise its structure.

Quality control is the process through which programs are modified
through evaluation either formally or informally. informal quality control
ranges from what has been referred to as the "Cardiac" method, in Which
program changes and modifications are made on the basis of a"feeling deep
down in the heart" to a "hear-say" method where commeots oveiheard by
one or two students, principals, academic faculty or ad tninist rators result in
program modifications.

Formal methods of quality control consist of outside evaluation made
bystate approving agencies orsuCh organizations as-the National-Council on
Accreditation for Teachfr fducation. Outside evaluators often employ
standards of this type: the numbef of years faculty members have taught in
riublic schools, the content of the professional library, the contributions of
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faculty members to the 'profession through research, writing, arid conference
presentations.

Other formal control methods utilize organized procedures for
obtaining student, feedback about the teaching performance of individual
instructors. Such information rarely results in any serious,modification of
programs. Some programs establish a rigorous evhluation process in which
data about student performance, program components and experiences,
faculty performance, and program relevance to job requirements are
collected and systematically analyzed to identify areas where changes are
needed (Shalock, 1974).

: Every progrthp has some implicit or explicit assumptions about the type '
of .preparation educators need. These assumptions' give focus to the
requirements, alternatives, ana procedures of the program, and influence -

structure and quality control, According to loyce, four types of programs
can be identified in terms of the assumptions and practices on which each
focuses. These four types of programs have been labeled Classicat,
Academic, Phenomenological, and Competency Based (Joyce, 1974).

Classical: In the Classical orientation, ieaching is vieived as a process of.
problem solving. Teacher education provides a broad range of general
knowledge from which fh solve problems. This general knowledge base is
provided through a series of courses-and exposure to classroom situations
through observation. The prepanftion program is capped by practice
teaching where would-be teachers practice solving classroom problems
under the watchful eye of an experienced teacher-

The focus of the Classical program is the Master Teacher (instructor,
supervisor) _who is expected to draw from personal experience in the
classroom to guide students in solving problems. Methods courses often take
the "anecdote! approach where problems are posed from the instructor's
experience and solutions suggestied by the student are evaluated on the
same basis. The Classical orientation Combines the traditional components,
but emphasizes the Pedagogical component. Academic fireparation is not
'de-emphasized, but is viewed more as a necessiry evil than as an integral part
of the program. The Practice component still focuses on the Waster Teacher
notion, as students practice solving classrooM prbblems under the.
Supervisor's guidance.

Quality control is usually a combination of formal and informal
evaluation and modification, with the informal procegure taking
precedence The experience of the individual Master Teacher is considered
the bcst source of information. The 'Master is the primary evaluator of '

students heavy emphasis is given to their recommendations and reports of
students' progress and ability. Individual instructors determinethe quality of
performance of students at every level (as-any student who has contested a
gr.ade given by an instructor can testify). The instructor's feeling abbot Now-
well his particular area of assignment was received by students, the perceived



amount of difficulty expehenced by students and instiuctor, and the
perceived effectiveness of required expetliences is the basis upon which
program requirements and procedtires are modified. Again, the Master
reacher idea is carried through, where thc modificatiojis made are derived
from his experience.

Academic: The Academically-oriented program assumes knowledge of
subject matter to be t he most important.characteristic of teaching. The body
of knowledge, structure of the discipline and its mode of inquiry are the real
content of teacher preparation, and any attention to methodology and
practice are usually "lip-service" to certification requirements. In addition to
subject matter knowledge, the professional educator is expected to
exemplify the "liberally educated person". who not only .values knowkdge

- but is able to institl that value in his studeny by illustrating how such an
education enriches human life. The central core of the program is the
academic specialization area surrounded by other courses deemed nece4sary
for enrichmentkpurposes.

f he focus of this orientation is, of course, knowledge of the discipline.
The program takes its structure of the discipline and courses are provided
around the categories of k nowledge, inquiry and application of key
concepts. Academic preparation may constitute the entire preparation
program. This basic structure is modified in some programs to accommo-
date a brief Pedagogical component near the end of the program, or added
on as a fifth-year experience after Academic preparation is complete.

Quality control is also discipline centered. The program is characterized
by the cumulative expertise of its faculty the extent of their scholarship,
the degree to which they contribute to the discipline, and often by their
reputation which allows them to seek and receive more funds for research.

Phenomenological: A third type of program is oriented toward the
Phenomenological view. In this approach, teaching is defined as a "helping"
relationship established between two persons (teacher and ,pupil) both of
whom are in a process of "becoming." The content ofthe program is "needs"
based drawing from individual students' perceptions of the most valuable
experiences. The preparalion program,is characterized by its balance of "a
maximum diet of success and a minimum experience of failure" (Combs,
Kinzer, 1974). In. this type of program, behavior is considered symptomatic,
and what the teacher is becoming is more important than what the teacher is,
knows, or does. Requirements, alternatives and procedures are often a
matter of individual concern. The prospective professional sets the direction,
with the teacher-educator acting as a facilitator in the exploration of
personal concerns.

This type of piogram foeuses on the individual student. The student is
viewed in a "holistic" manner in which academic, social and psychological

!- -growth cannot tre separate& The-program is st ructured aro-and experiences-

,
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,
designed- to foster, growth needs. Diagnosis, problem encounters, and
individual and group counseling are important components of the program.

Quality control is also a function of the perceptionslof individuals. The
program is successful to the extent that individual needs are satisfied. Both
student and instructor enter into the evaluative pruisess which is
idiosyncratic, as opposed to seneral, in nature.

Competency Based: The Competency Based orientation defines teaching in

terms of prolessipnal roles and,the tasks or competencies performed in role
execution. This orientation is coricerned with tNisocial nature of teaching,

and the variety of ways roles are defined ad executed in different
educational contexts. Objectives arederked froin a.task analysis oft he roles.
These objectives serve as the focus for the program, and as the basic
structural units around Which learning experiences are organized. While the
traditional components of programs are still visible, they usually do-not
operate as separate structural units. Academic preparation, pedagogy, and

practice are organized around4he objective or task which focuses the
training, experience.

Quality control in the CBE orientation is based on objectives. Each
student is evaluated in terms of specific instructional objectives, and

program components are modified in relation to the program's ability to
meet its overall goals (Joyce, I974). Quality control is a, formal part of the
prograM, with built-in procedures to gather information and make needed

modification. Data are gathered from a variety of sources students,

instructors,,supervisors, school staff and used as a basis for changes in the

entire program.

Program Development
f'

Preparation piograms are icrevocably tied to the types of
development processes they employ. Quality' '1)ntrol is the connecting link
between a preparation program and the program development process.
Though it may appear more as a "missing link" in many programs, it is
present'to some degree, and it is through this program facet that the need

for program development is often identifiedie),
In this discussion, -program development- ts assurrtedto be a conscious

decisioning process carried out for some puri)ose or in response to some
identified need. Because programs are developed by people, it is also

assumed that aft the different ways humans make decisions will be visible in

the development prooess.
One of the major purposes of prOgram development is communication.

The program development proces* results in a graphic description of the

program which is 'used to facilitate participation in the program; to justify.
,the existence of the program; or to seek apprdval for funding or,
accreditation.
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Program dei/elopment is grounded in accountability. The focus of the
accountability student, program staff, the profession, hiring agencies,
society in general or the academic world is related to control of the
profession and its preparation programs. Accountability is an issue that
cannot be resolved through program development.

There are numerous development "models,r and many discussions of .
the ways a means of program development. Few of these, however,
address t basic question of what program development really does.
Program elopment.iS defined as a process through which the program's
focus, st u. ure and quality control mechanisms are identified, and the.
require ts, alternatives and procedures are put into communicable form.

Thu. xiss can be carriedout threugh one of two tyjies of program
decisioning triinsformational or systemic design. The.transformational
process.is basically one of modification of liKisting programs. The existing
program may be niodifieno fit within its present institutiOnal setting, or a
program may be transferred from one institutional setting(or one progr m
area) to another, and adapted to fit the new environment. The Syst mic
Design process is characterized by intent and systematic planning, Decisiens
are made in relation to the intent and result in specified procedures for
implementing decisions (Cooper, Weber, 1973).

The two types of nrecesses can be further differentiated on the basis of
the f011owing characteristics:

a

I. :The needs and goals for development.

2. 'The type decisioning process emphasized.

3. The data sources used for making decisions.
4. The organization of decision-making procedures.
5. The manner in which development decisions are implemented.
6. The degree of congruence between deyelopment and operation of

the program.

7. The extent and duration of the development process.

The immtus for program development arises from two primary
needs: ( I) the. need to initiate a new, previoysly non-existent program;
and (2) the need to make changes in amexistinAnd ongoing piGgram. Both
of these need's can .have one or more goals for program development which
give direction to the development process and guide the decisions made.
Some of these goals are:

'10

Mainttnance

To fit the program to pressures arisini from outside the,program such as
certification requitements or approval procedures, job markets, hiring
practices, changes in funding and resource allocation, and. legislation.

41111S
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To fit the program to pressures arising from inside the program such as

different entry levels of students, student demands for more relevance,

changes in faculty expertise and interest.
a-

impact

To render the program as effective and efficient as po
make the best use of resources and to increase its potent;
and for demanding and receiving nwre resources.

To affect changes in its surrounding environments ,such as changing

institutional organization and educational practices).
Any development process is characterized by the goal it emphasizes.

The Transformational procesvmphasizes maintenance goals and decisions
about the program are made in response to ehanges in the environment; T.he

. Systemic Design process emphasizes Impact goals the desire to increase

effectiveness, efficiency and to influence change in its environment.
Two types of decisions further illustrate differences between the two

processes. The decisions made in the Yransformational process are rvctive
decisions. Since the major goal is maintenance to accommodate chaftes in

the internal or external environment, there mpst be evidence that changes are

needed and information about what changes arc needed before

development decisions can be made.
In the Systemic Design procesi, decisioning is proactive. Focusing on its.

intent to affect changes in the internal or external enviromment the

Systemic process first identifies desirable changes, then formulates plans to

concentrate resources on change?TheSe "front-end" decisions lay the
groundwork for all other development decisions (De Vault.. 1973).

The possible data sources that can be used as bases for program
decisions are extensive. Capabilities and needs of students and staff; content

of programs; fnnding or appioval requirements; societal and economic
needs, goals, trends, educational and, social research; employment trends

and needs; resourciallocations; legal requirementkand conditions;
sonditions and trends of the profession; and time.constraints foname only a

few. A data source may be any person, factor, condition, or element'
contained within the program, working within the program, or existing

outside the program and having some direct relationship to it.
The Transformational process will utilize data from whatever source or

environmental factor that calls attention to iOelf. Students become the data

source when they express dissatisfactiOn with some portion of (he program
and make enough noise to be heard. Society becomes the data source when it

expresses some unmet need as in the case Of racial desegregation. Funding
and resource allocation will supply the most data wl;en more or less money is.

available. The Transformational process may take in data from several

sources, but in this process, there is no guarantee that more than one data

source will be used.

sible in order to
I for autonomy,

$.
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In a ,Systemic Design process, as many data sources as possible will%
-used. A major part of the systemic process is setting up ;ystema tic
procedures to identify data sour-ces, to collect and analyze data, and to use
these data in decisioning (Shalock, 1974).

If program development is a -decisioning. process, who makes the
decisions? And, how can the question of decision Makers be addressed
without discUssing control'? One possible way is to define decision makers in
terms of ownership ownership meaning vested interest in the program
(Hernandez, 1974).

Decision makers, then, can be drawn from a wide range of possible
groups st udents, faculty, staff, middle and high levpl management, public
schools, state agencies. and so f th. Philosophically and theoretically, the
question ,of who should be as a right to,he) involved in pr
development decisions can an should be discUssed at e major
concern in development, however:is not so much who makes decisions as the
degree of aitention given to organizing the decision-making structure. And
the extent to which all Owner's are satisfied with thtedeci,sions.

The Transformational process is characterked by, its limited inclusion
in nnd organization for owner decisiow. The Systemic Design process is
owner-incluAive and highly organized to allow owner involvement in
decisions. The Transformational process often utilizes a vertical decisioging
structure. Decisions are made "at the top" and funneled down througlf the
program structurr. (11

A horizontal decRioning strUcture is more descriptive of the Systemic
Design process. Decision areas are defined in terms of fUnctional units and
not power units. Decision makers are identified on the basis oicski)l, interest
and involVement in the functional area: not on the basis of position in thr
administrative hierarchy (DeVault, 1973).

Closely aligned with the,organiiational structure for decisions is the
method through which decisions made in development become implemented
in programs. There are basically three ways that this can,be done through
persuasion, corisensus or by divine decree.

Decisionin n the Transformational prows operates along a
continuum from persuasionio divine decree. The Transformational process

most compatible with the'diviiit deoree'mode. Because the development*
*frocess aims toward maintenance goals, it inust.be in a position to resiSond

rapidly to environmental changes.,Key'peoplein thepower sttucttire assume
responsibility for making decisions and for seeing that /hey are carrieg out.
These people hold the means for rswar4 and punishment, and use these
means for implementing decisions.

When program development focuses on.internal goals, however, the
,persuasive model must often he employed. The power figure in this mode is
the charismatic leader who influences through personalifyand interpersonal
facility. Both decree and persuasion are extremely important in trans'for-
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mational development as ihere is usually a continuing "swing" in the goal
focus from internal to external pressures for .chanse.

Ihe Systemic Design process is effective to the extent that,it can employ
a consensus implementation mode. Consensus of decisions is most
important within functional areas. Time spent in reaching consensus during
decisioning is more than made up in program operation when owners share
commitment to the program's focus, structure and quality control
procedures (('offin, Hamreus, 1973). In Systemic Design, informatioo and
ptofessional teust are also important. Since decisions related to specific
functional areas are made by people whO have eipertise, interest and
involvement in that area, it must be assumed that their decisions reflect their
expertise and invplvement. While these people are trusted to make good
decisions, they must be furnished with adequate information from other
Ititictional areas and must, in turn, pass on inforldtion, so that all areas can
remain consistent and focused on the same intent (Felder, Shores, 1974). ,

Two other important characteristics distinguish between the two types
of development processes: The first of these is the degree of congruence
between development and program operation: the second is the extent and
duratio.n4bf development. In the Transformational process, development is
minimited. Only the most obvious changes are made to accommodate
pressur ies n the environment. Development ceases when those changes are
made, and future changes occur only as a need is again made apparent.
Changes are likely to be on paper only. Many practices written -into the
program are "watered down" at the operational level so that they never
actually become a part of the program. This has happened in many so-called
competency based programs where list after lis`t of competencies haVe been
committed to paper, but which are never used as a basis upon which to
evaluate students.

In Systemic Design, program operation is one step in the total design
process. During program operation, data are gathered to determine program
effectiveness, efficiency and impact (in relation to intent) 'And this
information is fed back into the develcipment process. Needetl changes are .
made _to_irtereaseimpacrpdtinlial for the next operational cycle. Thus,
development is continuous in the Systemic Design process, instead of stop-
and-go as in the Transf?rmational process (Houston, 1973).

The two devdopment processes rarely exist in ideal form. Most pro-
gram developers combine the characteristics of each with more emphask
given to one than to the other. The basic differences are summarized in Fig-
ure 2 and have been presented to illustrate the extreme forms which
development can take.

4
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Transformational .. Systemic, Design

Maintenance Development Goals 0.. act

Reactive Types of. Decisions - Proactive.
.-Crisis Point Data Sources Systematically -Identified

Limited; Hierarchial Organization for D&Lions inclusive; Horizontal

Decree; Persuasion Implementation of Decisions Concensus.
410

Accidental Development-Operation Congruence By Design
% ,

Partial; Intermittent Extent and Duration of Development Total; Ongoing

i

qgure 2. Characteristks of Development Processes
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I he process used, or the combination of characteristics used, has
implication for the types of programs that result. In Figure 3, the types of
programs discussed earlitr-are arrayed along a continuum to illustrate (to
some extent) relationships between the type of development process and the
type of program with which it akears most compatible.

-transformational Systemic Design

I nternal External

Classical

,t Academic

Phenomenological

Impact

Competency Based

Figure 3. Development Processes and Types ofPrograms

The first issue faced by progr4m developers is which t pe of process, or
which combination of characteristks from the two process s, will be used in
development. Subsequent decisions will be guided to a great extent by this
initial one, but neither process dictates the content of Idecisions or the
outcomes of-decision-making. Program developers must siill determine the
focus, structure, and quality control which will define anY given program.
Such questions as: I

. .

I. Flow is the professional educator defined for this program?

2. What is the basic content of the program? From where is that
content drawn? .

3. What are the basic structural units for the progratn? Will these be
changed, or. will theY remaht basically unchanged and the new
program inserted in existing units? I

, 4. How will structural units be organized? What is the sequence of
preparation e,xperiences? In what order will students progress
through the experience? Will they have alternatives? If so, how are
they determined, communicated, or restricted? Uponehat
theoretical basis will sequence decisions be made?

,
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5. What emphasis will be given to preparation experiences? To what
extern will preparation experiences take place in the academic
classroom? the college laboratory? the public schoo,l classroom?
Will the program he lield-oriented, field-based, or university
campus-bkmd?

6. On what goals will program development focus?

7. What data sources will be used for decisions? What methods will be
used to collect data? To what extent are these methods reliable,.
valid? ".

8. Who will be involved in decision' making? Who Will determine
program policy, goals. Mstructional experiences? In what way will
the profession be involved? the University? the public school? the
community? the student?

9. How will decision-making structures be identified and otganized?
What is the function of the Teacher Center? What role does the
reacher Center have in the decisioning process andin rogram
operation?

These and numerous other issues specifically related t program
development will emerge as either pograin development process is
implemented. These issues4ill stimulate and focus discussion of preparation
programs and program development. Resolution of these issues becomes
increasingly important as the state, the profession, universities and school
districts consider their evolving roles and relationships in professional
preparation.

'reacher Corps, with its far reaching mandates, can become an
extremely viable vehicle; as such it provides unexplored opportunities, '

unknown challenges, and unthought-of delights. Its role in preparation
programs and program development processes has emerged from a senSitive
realization of needs apd an overwhelming atnount of excitement and
commitment. The possibilities for its role are unlimited in the provision of
educational benefits for all children. One of the most important tasks of
Teacher Corps projects it careful, deliberate attention t o basic issues as their
roles become defined.yIhe viability of the Teacher Corps role will be
measured by the extent to,which we use these issues as vehicles for critical
dialogue; explore alternatives for decisions; and resolve issues through
mutual interest in and dedication to quality professional preparation
programs. This is our challenge, and our opportunity.
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,CHAPTER 2

"...My interest is in the 'future because I am going to spend the
rest of my life there..." Charles Kettering.

An analogy can be drawn between tbe functions of the Teachers Corps
and the role ,of TeaCher Centers in professional Teacher Education
programs. Becaise both are so heavily involved in preserve and inservice
developmental programs, there are Striking ciommonalities betsveen the two
agencies,

Teacher Centers can be seen historically as defiving from the concepts
of the Teacher Corps training complex, %VII h has been described as "an
organitation designed to provide preservic d inservice education for
potential and practicing educational personnel.

The reader can allude to Teacher Corps needs in the chapter by Collins
as he outlines a typology of different types of Teacher Centers.

The management plan 'outlined by Collins can likewise be seen in
reference to governance mechanisms of Teacher Corps projects, as can other
portions of the chapter. The article might best be seen as-an allegory to the
potential reinforcement of the two different concepts together they may
.hold the key to the ultimate in professional regeneration of teaching skills for
the betterment of child-centered education.
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.TEACHER1TEACHING CENTERS AND..,-'THE EDUCATION'OF TEACHERS
By..4imes F. Collins.
Syracuse Universiiy.

"...My interest is in the' future because I ,am going to spend the
rest of my fife' there..." Charles Kettering.

"Ohange". A Relatively Iiiew Ex nee

While some still disagree, change, as a significant reality in our lives, is a .
very recent eiperiential phenomenon. Some Will argde
"beings have alwats eXperiended change..The facts of the Matter urn that
quitette contrary is true Unt it very recentlychange has taken place at a rine
that was almost impeiteptiblet It took three, or. four, or perhaps even five
Vet intes.gefore change; once begun, reacped a staii of developMent where it
became obvious to'or -had any real impact on thelifeof the avcra'gr citizen.

c' 'Today change is a very real-part of the everyday life of each andtvery one of
ar-Os.

Bennett; (1970), points out that the last 50,000 years of th:\iiistory of
_

mankind, divided into lifespad of approximately 60 to 65 years, leaves
total of aboUt .800 such lifespans. Of these 800 lifespans, at leaset 650 were
spent Th caves: Only in the last 70 lifetiings ties it been PosSible to
purposefully communicate learning arid experience from one generation to
another. We have been able to coMMunicatevia the ininted page fox on l9'the
lasittilf dozen lifetiniek For little more thin 4 lifetimes have we been ableto
recOrd time accurately; and sornewhere within the last 2 lifetimes we had our
fitst ,expertence with the electric motor. The overwhalmjng majority, of the
things we have corne to depeiid on as esrential II) everyday living (radio,
television, automobile, household appliahces, plastics,. central beitini, etc.)
are but one hfetimeold.

Furthermore, he points out that this becomes even more striking as Wee-

, come to realize that the cathed rals of Europe altd the pyramids of Egypt were .

' built tolast until the end of time, but the more recently7constructed New
York World Trade Center or the new 'airport in' Dallas-Fort Worth were
built for something lex.,s than twdiifetimes. By that time, they ivill no longer
serve our-needs and will be torn down or renovated for some other pprpose.
This is, referred to as planned obsoles4ence.

Thus, we cannot help' but be struck' witbthe contrist, between the
.innansigenee of the fiast and 'the impermfnence of the preserti.

It isvithin this cqntext't hat we look 0* incredible task Of piep.iring
arid renewing teacheq.- *

. 7:. .; , 1
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Teacher Education .,-- In Need of Change

To keep pace to stay abreast Teacher Education has to move
aggressively and dramatically toward new and different ways of organizing .
and managing its resources which will produce significant and sorely needed
changes in preservice and insrvice Teacher Education. More specifically, we
need Teacher Education programs that will:

a Enable teachers to relate to students as individuals with changing
needs.

b. Assist teachers in- the diagnosis Of student needs and in the
de,elopment of alternative strategies to meet those needs.

c. Facilitate the development of effective interpersonal communica-
tion skills in teachers.

d. Discover unique and effective ways of integrating theory and
- practice, campus and off-campus, preservice and inservice.

e. Provide more highly focused training experiences ranging from
observation to carefully simulated and/or controlled encounters
with teachin (via peer teaching, microteaching, miniteaching,
reflective tea hing, etc.), to full classroom responsibilities over
extended periods of time.

f. Plate greater emphasis on broad-based decision making,. wit h
meaningful inVolvement of the teaching profession in the critical
deciSions related to training at both the preservice and inservice
leve0.

Teacher (enttrs A Concept with Great Promise and Confusion

The Teacher Center is afi important concept and vehicle to accomplish
these goals. Joyce'and Weil (1973): 2) make the observation that "...new
concepts are constantly emerging so that [we] can reorganize and shape [our).
thinkg about old problems and phenomena in more powerful ways the
Teacher Center is such a Concept.,"

Granting that the concept of Teacher Centers is one of great promise
and utility, Howsam.(1974: 9) observes that: "Any serious examination of
the embryonic phenomenon of Teacher Centers tends to reduce one to...a
Mate of rational disorientation."

Need for Clarification and Preckion

Artiong others a major contributing reason for such disoriebtation is the
undisciplined use of the terms Center and Teacher Center.

Otie of the most overworked terms appearing in the language of
educators today is the word center. We hear and see frequent reference

.4
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to open education centers, remedial centers, resource centers, R &
centers, curriculum centers, diagnostic centers, teacher education
centers, student teaching centers, teacher centers, teaching centers,
and many others." (Collins, 1974)

In regard to Centers for the education of teachers, the use of the
terminology is equally confusing. Schmieder and Yarger observe that:

Probably no other new educational concept offers us such a rich array
of namei and acronyms as the teaching center. The most commonly
used are teacher center, teaching center, learning center, teacher
education center, staff development center, educational cooperative,
and training complex...A National Teacher Center Study conducted
in 1973 tly the Syracuse Teacher Center Study revealed more than 200
different titles for the 600. sites studied."_ (1974)

rhe organizational and functional diversity is even more confusing.
Some treat Teacher Centers as places, some as informational clearinghouses,
some as staff development or materials development centers, some as
organizational entities,.and others perceive them as mere concepts.

Toward a Typology

Someone interested in a systematic analysis of the organizational and
functional types of-Teacher Centers, should refer to Schmieder and Yarger
(1974) where seven organizational types of centers and four functional types
of Centers are identified:

Type of Center Client(s)

Pre %Mite Teacher preparation
students seeking initial
certification. Predomi-
nantly student teachers.

Inservice Practicing profession-
als seeking advanced
training and/ or job-
related skills. May be
personnel seeking ad-
vanced certification
and/ or degrees as well.

Primary Purpose(s)/Function(s)

Provide training (primarily lab-
oratory) experiences for teacher
preparation students.

Provide inservice and continuing
education for employed personnel
in the form of courses, workshops,
seminars, or job-related teac,her-
centered activities designed to
meet the day-to-day needs of the
practicing personnel.

( k
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Corporate Feacher preparation
Preservice/ students.as well as em-

ployed personnel in-
Auding teachers,
administrators, super-
visors, para-profession-
als, social workers, etc.

Preservice Centers

Promote thc improvement of in-
struction while at the same time
providing for relevant job-
embedded preparation and con-
tinuing renewal of both pre-service
students and practicing personnel-
can also be for community educa-
tion together with program and
materials development.

Preservice Centers, typically are off-campus sites (schools) where, by
mutual agreement, with local districts, a college or university places a
number of .teacher preparation students.

While this is a tremendous step fo'rward from the conventional pattern
of assigning students to widely scattered classrooms throughout many
school systems, they typically have a limited purpose and focus and
perpetuate unilateral control and unilateral decisioq-making. The college or
university still largely determines policy, standards and procedures.

More recently, this type of Center has been taking ona broader function
with more extensive involvement of groups such as schools, state
departments of education, and professional agencies. In some cases the
('enter is system-wide as opposed to one or two school buildings.

With the rise of this kind of cooperative action two or three other things
are becoming more .prevaleny 'I) full-time site coordinators are being
employed; 2) joint councils for cooperative planning are being citated;
and 3) more systematic efforts are being made to train and deploy
stipervising teachers.

However, upon examination of this kind of Center, one would have to
agree that the 'focus, while important and by all measures justifiable, is
limited primarily to the needs of the training institution and its clients, the
teacher preparation students. It does deal more adequately with the
administrative and logistical problems of pikoviding field experiences for
preservice students. Only to a lesser extent, has it been able to deal with,solid
in-depth programmatic changes dictated by the more expansive needs of all
cooperating agencies.

Inservke Centers

lnservice centers typically focus on the needs of already employed
personnel. The Majority of these have completed a four-year college
program which includes a fairly traditional sequence of professional courses,
reviewed and approved by' the appropriate state agency. Graduates are
certified for teaching on the basis of a statement from the preparing

e.
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institution that they have successfully completed the approved program in
the prescribed manner. As one examines this procedure, only one thing is
certain the candidate has been successful in psssing college courses. While
there is generally included a direct experiencecomponent (studentteaching),
it is frequently considered to be too little and too late, and far too often is
seen as be'ing inadequate in terms of preparing one to suddenly assume the
Complex and awesome resporiNbilities of the "real world" of today's teacher.

Programs in I nseryice Centers vary greatly. There_is little consistency
from center to center or school to school. They range from poorly
coordinated, poorly planned, poorly executed, impoverished programs
dealing with "administrivia" to well organized, systematically executed,
well-supported programs dealing with the.current high-priority needs of the
clients (i.e., the practicing professionals arid/or paraprofessionals).

The terms "Teacher Center" or "Teachers' Centres" are most aptly
applied to I nservice Centers since their focus is directed toward meeting the
needs of inserviCe (practicing) personnel, the majority of whom are teachers.

Teachtr Centers, as the name implies, focus on the inservice
'development of teachers but may not necessarily be the creation of or under
the control of.teachers.,

Teachers' ('entres, on the other hand, are usuallyb4ndirect creation of
teachers, and usually exist of, by and foi- teachers. They take their origin
from the British prototype which had as its primary function to develop,
"Teacher-acceptable answers to Teacher-defined, Teacher-researched
problems." (Bailey, 1971)

Three propositions underline the British Teachers' Centres:2 I) That
educational reform will come only from those charged with the basic
educational responsibility; 2) That 'teachers are unlikely to change their
ways of doing th,ings based upon the platitudes of reformers: and 3) That
teachers' will take reform seriously only when they are responsible for
defining their own educational problems, delineating their own needs, and
receiving help on their 'fiwn terms. -

Hence, the key cNaracteristic of the British Centre is that the
development and contro of programs is with the local teachers. A full- or
part-time person serves t coordinate the activities of the Centre but the
intent, if not the reality, is that the program remains in the hands of the
teachers.

Programs typically evolve from a local teacher-dominated management
committee or an advisory committee to encourage self-improvement
programs for purposes of upgrading educational performance. Teachers are
able to review existing curricula, practices, and innovations developed by
both commercial and local talents throUgh exhibits and promotional
activities. Experimental classes on community, adollacent, and/or family
prot3ns, which may involve other educational peruinnel (social workers,
par nts, health officers, etc.), round out the British Centre program.

t)
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l'o have reform emerge from teacherS own oxperiences and creative
Impulses is a relatively new anti tinresearched phenomenon. The programs,
budgets, tacilities;:and achievements of Centres vary widely from Centre to

ACentre, but in the main, innovation has resultesd fr.om the endeavors pf
creative and enthusiastic teachers.

rhe noticeable strengths of the Teachers' Centre (Britistr Model)
.revolve around the fact that it places responsibility for improved
'performance and the assessment professional needs with the teachers
themselves. Furthermore, the attendaw to local needs as assessed by the
'teachers would 'appear to .ensure maningful, developmental, renewal
experiences for teachers.

l'eachers' Centres are social institutions aS tell where teachers can
,.relax, get to know one another, and informally swap ideas and experiences.
One of the reasons why most of them are physical separate from active
school buildings is to provide a sense of proprietary igKormality. Because the
teachers are not in a deferential milieu, they slomehow feel that all of this is
their own: They are given a genuine chance to take the initiative in
professional leadership and reform.

In general, such I nservice Centers promote little involvement of colleges
or universities. Some have no formal relationship with any established
agencies, not even the professional teacher organizations. Some, on the
other hand, involve teachers' associations and school systems but only a very
few, involve institutions of higher education, usually by placing them in
eons iltant roles.

Corporate Preservice/inservice "Teaching" Centers3

Teacher Education Centers or Teaching Centers include bot h preservice
preparation and ins'ervice renewal of.teachers.

... I he focus is not only on teaching but also on the effects of teaching
(i.e., learning). More typically, this type of center is located in schools
and much of the activity takes place during the school day, with the
governance, management, and decision making shared between and
among the participating groups. (Collins, 1974)

I-he Teaching Center is an effort to bring tOgether participating
organizations into a functioning partnership where cooperation in teacher
educationis a stne-qua-non. It is built on the premise that the essence of true
cooperation is joipt decision-making with the resultant concepts of joint
responsibility and joint accountability.

Fite reachinct.'enter is designed to meet the needs of teacher self-
improvement while creating effective learning environments for students. It
is organized to meet ihe needs and interests of experienced professionals.(as
well as preTrofessionals) in a way that permits each to become a student of
teaching at t heir own .particular level of professional development.



.

'A.

Physically, a I caching Center is a cluster of scho s, an environment where.

teaching and the effects Of teaching (learning) ca t udied and researched.
Organitationally, it is a partnership between a 'School system and one or
more preparing institutions, with the possible incltision of the professional
associauons and the state department of education.

. .

Ideally, each .Center ha,s A full-time coordinator, jointly selected-and
emppyed by the collaborating partners, whose role is to unify the personnel
and material resources of the cooperating agencies to provide training
experiences for the preservice students assigned to the Center; and to
organire inser r. ice programs and activities for the Center staff. Stationed in-
t he Center schools, the coordinator is in congtantsontact with and serves as a

. continuing resource to both the preservice and the inservice personnel.
College pers6nnel are not limited to working with pre-professionals, but

also function in the capacity of curriculum and teacher education resource
consultants to the Center staff. With additional twining, the teachers assurne
increased responsibility for the supervision of the re-professionals and free
the college supervisors to work more directlyas i... rvice staff trairiers. Thus
the public chool personnel assume increas d responsibility for the
preservice program and in return the college or university assumes increased
responsibility for the inserv ice program.

&pile pre-professionals develop haNiu teachink conipetence, the
prof ..,:iiiiil teachers develop advanced -teaching competence as well as
ex pehilr'in specialited areas of personal interest. In each of the Centers a
sequence of carefully planned inservice workshops, seminars and programs
is developed by or with the teacheFs. Progranv are developed in a Teaching,
Center only in response to needs clearly delineated by theCenter personnel.
lbase programs are designed to promote the study of teaching and the effects
of teaching. Among other things, they focus on techniques of developing
creative learning environments, the analysis 'of the teaching act, the study of
specific teaching learning interactions, instructional 'strategies, curriculum
evaluation and redesign and ways to improve instructional effectiveness.

Center staff members can also be given opportunities to participate in a
wide range of professional development experiences, includingattendance at
local, regional and national. conferences, worksaps..and clinics, micro-
teaching, reflective teaching and simulation labs. National figures can be
brought to the Center to work with the staff in developing and implementing
creative programs. 'The. Centers become vehicles Jor validating and
disseminating promising inn ations developed eilher locally or elsewhere.

College faculty membe can work with teaohers in updating content
and methodology in spect instructiotal areas. The close association
between college and public hool faculties leads to .the involvement of
public school personnel in professional courses, and college personnel
beCome more involved in the curriculum of the public schools.

The Teaching Center concept has proven applicable to all types of
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educational sit uatidtts: elementary and secondary schools: urban and
suburban schools, open-pace classrooms and self-contained classrooms:

. large .group instruction,: small group instruction; and individualized
instruction.. 4T

.,- I hi; leaching Center shares the responsibility for decision-making
regarding piolessional development and draws upon the resources of those-
organizations and institutions that have historically, legally, and
traditionally had some responsibility for teacher education within the
American educational-system. Con ,ned with the development of a
systematie,. yet personalized aPproach preTrofessional and professional
teacher education, the Center is governed by a board composed of
representatives of the schools, colleges or universities, professional
associations, state depanments of education, and the local community.

Preliminary research indicates that center teachers feel t at they.have
cont rol' over thoe.,programs that serve to revitalize their tea mg. Teacherike.
also indicate significant satisfaction with their ability to d me ;heir own
edirtional needs and io dictate the methods of receiving h Ip with t hem.

The strengths of t his plan lie in its formation of a corpora relationship,
t hereby sharing t he responsibility and decision-making for i , i roved teacher
effectiveness and learner performance with all of the ke members of th
educational system. The resulting cooperative venture h great potentia ir
diagnosis of preservice and inserv ice 'staff -needs, and he de elopme t of
st rat egies for t he achievement of improved teacher perfor anc t hro gh the
evaluation-of 'learner outcottes.

Perhaps the most notable difficulty in this plan is that o tablishing- .

and maintaining a working partnership among the groups. Th\is does not
come-easily or quickly, but once developed it proves to be highly productive.
It provides for the open challenge of ideas and techniques with theltsult that
the best tend to come forvviard and remain. Any program or i' novation
which emerges from collaborative policy-making and program-dev lopment
processes, and is conctived and carried out by the Center staff, ha genuine
credibility and a far weater chance for Success than one impos d from
outside. 0

Many reasons argue strongly for the preparation and ren wal of
teachers tating place in and being supported by some kind of T cher/
Teaching ('enter. Without such a vehicle there is little hoiievi g sig-
nificant change: Research on change shows that for significant cha ge to
occur, two very important conditions have to be met: a) those who will e af-
fected by the change have to have a sense of ownership and control over it
(whilih means they have to become agents of change as opposed to being.ob-
jects of change), and b) some vehicle ormechanism which facilitates the
desired change and enables it to end une the pressures of opposition and rejec-
tion (which inevitably accompany any significant change) must be utilized.
The Teaching Center has a unique potential to Meet both of these conditiotl.
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In regard to the first point. an essent/ial characteristic ofa Teacher/ Teaching
Center ought to be that the. teachers are able to specify their own needs and
prioNies as well as determining the means by which these needs and
priorities will be met. In regard to the second point, the Teacher/Teaching
Center is both a place and a vehicle for designing, facilitating, and prompting
desired change. , /

Professional renewal is synonymous with improvement of profession
performance, therefore, every professional development program tn st
begin hy specifying standards and criteria against which profes mal
performance will be judged. Basic logic would dictate that teachers have to
play a very significant role in &fining professional corn fence and the
criteria against which they will be judged. They *shou also have a
determining role in designing programs intended to help meet those criteria,
An interesting side effect of this process is that when teachers begin to
differentiate competencies they also begin to differentiate teacher tasks. This
tends to result in priority use of teacher time and talents. Thus,
nonprofessional tasks are stripped away, leaving tape for sreative
professional growth experienees to be planned into the teaching day rather
than placing them entirely outside of the teaching day and outside of the
teaching environment, the mine traditional pattern.

One could hardly imagine a system that would be less effective in
improving teaching than the one we now use. Typically we send teachers
away from their teaching environment, after a l ng, busy, exhaust ing day, to
take coures at the university or to particip te in regional workshops.
Because the involvement iNf the teacher in the, planning and directing ofN,,
these experiences iS minima', the interest, enthui iasm and perceived-benefit
is frequ ntly marginal. On the contrary, if inse vice education is going to
have any significant direct effect on improving the,education of children
then it ha th have a much closer physical and programmatic affinity to
particular schools and the purposes and priorities of the teaching staff
therein. ..

-..
.

One value of the Teacher/ Training Center is that it has a unique
capability of eliminating many of the undesirable currebt- practices in
inservice education as well as extending the posSibilities of offering creative
professional renewal opportunitim

.
It can do this by providing a locus for teachers to assemble hopefully

a place that is physically attractive andjocially as well as professionally
stimulating 'a place equipped with an up-to-date resource center, a, media
and communications center, a materials development laboratory, a teaching
laboratory, access to a computer center, a diagnostic center, as well as
experimental classrooms and laboratories. It can also serve to promote
professional staff development through a continuing roster of individual and
group opportunities offered in the form of workshops, seminars, courses,
interschool visitations, released time for conferences, travel, and study, and a
whole array of practical, internship-type experiences.
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Ik'lliOver and above all Of these, it can give leadership to faculty efforts. The
nte r cbordinat or can organize the interests of the teachers and direct them

U. ward profitable outcomes, facilitating the planning and peer decision-
n king processes, as well as identifying and making available the resources
to achieve the goals of the Center. staff. It should also serve to stimulate and
renew the aspirations of the teacher. Fundamental changes in behavior that
result in better teachtng come not because teachers have been exposed to new
and different things but because there has been a change in their beliefs,
purposes, values, and convictions which automatically overflow into
teaching. [he nature of a properly functioning 'reacheri Teaching Center is
such that it provides opportunities and resources that uniquely revitalize a
teacher's mastery of basic knowledge iind skills. More importantly an
opportunity is provided for continuous sharpening and extension of the
teacher's ability to make mOre appropriate decisions regarding critical
classroom interactions. ---

In a world changing so rapidly that a college mgra m is obsolete before
the graduate can put it to use: in a profession where decision-making has
become a highly complex process new and effective mechanisms
need to be, developed and implemented.

rhe education of teachers, whether preservice or_inserviceis -no
exception. The concept that teaching competence is synonymous with a
college degree (or less), that teacher training is basically the respemsibility of
the colleges or universities, and the decisions are exclusively the prerogrative
of orpsge professors and or college supervisors...has,been tested and found
wan'Kg. It is evident that:

.1. rhe processes related to governance and decision-making in future
Feacher Education are going to be complex and involved.

2. Centers of some kind are a sine-qua-non to facilitate the complex
tasks ol articulating theory and practice,. Feld and campus.

3. New models of organizational and manageme systems will have
to be developed to accomplish these comple tasks.

Organization/Management of Centers

rhe final report of the Lask Force on Improvement and Reform in
American Education uses the term "management" in "relations to the
planning, implementing, evaluating and revising of the totality of personnel
development center activities, including that of instruction." (Denemark,
1974).

Fhis obv iously is a rather sweeping use of the term. Webster's
Dictionaraetttres management &the "judicious use of means to
accoMplish an end or set of end's." Simple ic dictates that the selection and
utilization of means should de'pend in large part on the goals or objectiv9
one has in mind. The goals and objectives of a Center are going to bakiedlo
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the needs it is committed to serve. l.n some cases these are institutional needs
and in other cases the primary motivations will arise directly out of the
personal needs of the clients.

Spectrum of Needs Motivating the
Education of Teachers

Institutional Needs
School System
lnservice Training
Curriculum Development
Instructional Improvements

University
Research laboratories
Sites for field experiences
Sites for program validation
Preservice training

Professional Organizations
Broad based decision-making
Professional accountability
and control '

Community
Better understanding of schoqls'
goals

More meaningful involvement
in goal setting

Curriculum planning
('urriculum planning

2

Development of Centers for the

Personnel Needs
Teachers/ Administration

Instructional materials
development

lnserv ice Training

Sharcd decision-making in
regard to curriculum and
professional matters

Paraprofessionals
On-the-job training

College Instructors
R & D sites
Sites for laboratory experiences
for preservice students

Sites to validate and field test
innovative programs and in-
structional materials

Student Teachers
Supportive environment to study
and practice teaching"

Parents

Training as classroom aides
Training in tutoring skills
Involvement in program and
materials development

(NOTE: Institutional needs and personnel needs are not mutually exclusive.
They can and frequently do overlap.)

s one begins to deal with the management of teacher centers from the
perspective of I) th'e currcnt pace of "change," 2) 'the sliver* array of
"needs" to be met andPurposes to be served, 3) the increasingcom exities
of the task of developing relevirt, creditable, preservic& and ins ice
teacher educ.ation programs. ald 4) the diversitl, of funaions a
organizational patterns of centeli' the task of dealim with Center
management becomes extremely complex.
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Pitted against hese perspectives any management plan of a center
should be:

V

a. Systemic not haphazard, casual, or piecemeal, but well
conceived and soundly based on a syslems management plan. It
follows:

I. That unlos a management system is specifically designed to
satisfy unique functions (purposes), and can operate within
specified performance and design constraints; it will be
dysfunctional.

. .

2. That the job(s) to be done or the function(s) to beserved must
.be clearly explicated before beginning.

3. That exPected inputs and outputs (including interactions)
must be calculated as closely Is possible before beginning
*program implementation. (This Mould be done in terrns of the
inputs and outpuis or participating individuals as well as
groups.) .....

4, That the assemblage of units -working together must be
orderly, purposeful, and mOtually rewarding.

b. Comprehensive It must take into consideration the totality of
the Center functions, including such things as:

I. The overall coordination of the planning, designing,
implementing, evaluating and revising of the Center functions
and activities.

2. The translation of the decisions of the policy-mak g group
into Center procedures, practices and programs.

3. The definition of the "Chain of Command" including
specifying roles and responsibilities -of individuals and/or
constituent grouPs:

4. The allocation of resources Efficient and effective
allocation of the material, fiscal, personnel resources must be
carefully managed in accordance with ptedetermined center
goals or intended outcomes.

5. The development and maintenance of an efficient two-way or
multi-way communication system between all parties and
individuals involved. . -.. .

The development and installation of program(s) This
should be based on a continuous (empathic) needs assessment
s stem that identifies the personal needs of the clients to be

,4". rved. The program should haVe depth and variety in order to
'meet the diverse_needs of the Center clientele and should be
administered with openness and flexibility with an eye toward

. 6;
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increasing accessibility and psonalization. Careful consider-
ation should be given to the nature and extent of options.

7. l'he assessment and evaluation of the total functimis of the
Center should be planned from the beginning and executed
with purpose and precisiOn. The results of these efforts should
be carefully fed back into the system and made readily
av,ailable to all interested parties.

8. l'he regeneration and revision of Center direction and/or
functions based on the feedback data should be an ongoing
process. An Intent-Action-Feedback model might be used:

Intent-Plans
are specified

4 2
Plans are modified in Action- program is piloted

line with feedback and/or field tested

3

Feedback is presented
and analyied

9. The provision.for free. open and equitable participation, in
the governance and decision-making processes of the Center,
for all who want to be involved and have a justifiable purpose
for being involved.

c. Consistent .There should be a high degree of consisteney
between the stated goals and the delivery and operational systitts.
fhe management plan ought to facilitate genuine goal attainment
(i.e. Center functions ought to serve Center purposes).

d. Facilitating The Center management plan should facilitate the
optimum development of each individual to be served by the
Center. It 'should likewise facilitate the development and
implementation of a unique variety of program options. lt should
facilitate the training of preservice students as weltits ofinnovative
on-site inservice cours , workshdps, seminars, internships, inter-
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school and intra-school visitations, ail attendance at national,
state, and local conferences.

e. Formal . enough to meet the demands created by thtrincreasing,.
complexities otcorporate program planning and infnordiiiiirough

into ensure scere concern for meeting the personal nee "center
clients.

1 Proactive in that ...it assumes a positive, creative, leadership
7. posture and proceeds to act accordingly to the direct benefit of all

personnel in the Center. A Center should ro only "keep store" but
.- -4.. should provide pivotalleadership in such tfiings As ( I ) developing,

piloting and disseminating newand innovative training programs;
(2) deNeloping and field testing protocol materials and/or

. instructional materials, '(3) creating new sources aresources.for
teachers including "lobbying" for positive legislative and fiscal
changest 0 the benefit of teachers both preservice and inservice if
both exist in the Center, (4) promoting better human,pu l ic, and
professional relations among all participating parties, ( ) design-

l
ing, conducting, and disseminating research .and research
findings, (6) developing new incentives for profdsional educators
to become involved in teacher renewal programs.

g. Differentiated.. The Management plan ought.to provide eciaal
access to, and participation in, Center policy-Making but should
differentiate the level or degree of opportunity and/or respons-
ibility for the operation and management of the Center.

h. Equitable and Accountable All persons and all agencies should '
be assured fair access to the decision-making processes and to- the
resothces andt c4r benefits of the. Center. This includes teachers,
administrators, students, professors, and community people. In
terms of fiscal accountability, all fiscal resources must be managed
expertly and efficiently. Strict accounting systems need t.o be used
and full disclosure of all fiscal transactions be made to all,part,tes.

Beyond these, t tie management and organization of a Center should
promote and facilitate whenev.er possible, job-embeilded "on-site" training
in 1 he "work-a-day" teaching' learning environment, during the vicirk day. It
should constantly strive to develop new incentives for personnel
involvement. Likewise, it should strive to integrate theory and practice,
campus and off-campus, preservice and inservice.

In general, Centers having a more narrow foeus (i.e., inservice only, or
preservice only, or preservice elementary onbOwill be easier to initiate and
easier to maintain. Likewise, it is easier to initiate and maintain .a center..

. where there are fewer part icipating agencies, as opposed to a large numbee...
"Limited-purpose" Centers demand a less sophisticated, less formal

management system, and seem to be able to survive the "perils" of poor
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organization betterihn the 'multi-purpase", complete preservice/
,insen,.ice teaching centers:1'he elpmplexity and comprehensiveness of a
" reaching" .('ent,Z.7e. preSel..vice-inservice.,,mthlti-phrpose, multi-
institutional), demand well deigned, expertlyiexecuted, sophisticated
management system.

'fyen though centers should t'te organi7ed in such a way as to give them a
degree of 'independence and identii)y in their own right; includi4tg their own
salaried staff, budget, and facilities caution AiTuld be exercised lest that
which Was initiated to %ef): t he nee& of the "parent" groups, will begin to
serves imn organtrationai .needs rather than those that rotivated its
creat lop in itially.'A Wel forganized Center wit a" good managont plan will s.

inevitably become increasingly independent, but the .management system
shOuld have e'built-ip",accountability system insuring that the needs of the
clients are notfrinintentionally overshlow`ed.hy those (self-serving needs) of
the ('enter. .

N. 4. N.

It appears thin the clay,s a head,will be marked with dynamic change and
increased complexity. )1 agree with Bob Howsam that teacher centers are
vehicles of great proniise and utility. We have a very real Oppoktunity
.perhaps greater) than ever befoee. to make courageous, re...iponsible;
visionary, professional decisions that will tally make a diffetnce in the
practice(of ohr prefes,sion. It remains to be seen',4 when, how and ttcwhat
.extent we wilLseize the opportunity and rise to the challenge.

.
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lAs pointed outearlier, there is &great lack of precision in die way the
term Teacher Center is used. In some cases resource center, open-education
center, niateiials devel6pment center, social and cultural center, humanistic
center, etc., wear the name "Teacher" Center. However, it should be noted
that we are.limiting thediscussibn to Centeri for the Educatif5n of Teachers.

rfhis section adapted from Stephek K..Bailey, "Teachers'. Centers.",
address to the NEA-GRIO Seminar, Boston, Massachusetts, November
1971.

'Adapted ,from kimes F. Collins, "Teacher Centers and Teacher
Renewal," Six Critical Issuias in Education, edited by David Tronsgard
(Denver: NA Sid. 1972). 6 llf
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CHAPTER 1

How one school came to grips with the problem in inservice
education...what inservice meant...what the teacher really did
(can help) ot'her schools rethink their programs...to come up
with alternatives that better suit their individual needs.

S.

The authors detail a year-long summary of a Teacher Corps co-
sponsored inserv ice program at Allison Elementary School in Austin, Texas'.
Activities are presented for a workshop program which developed 45 generic
teaching competencies. Through needs assessment, teachers were prepared
lor three separate "tracks" leading to their xear's professioopl development.
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CONCEPTUALIZING SCHOOL-BASED INSER C
EDUCATION P GRAMS,

Ruben Olivdrez and elen Berrier

Introduction
4

It's one of-those days again. The kids aren't at school today, but you are.It's an inservice day for the teachers. Some of your colleagues are headed for
the district-Nkide workshop on language arts matetials, while you perhapswill be attending a seminar at the university on teaching geograpby to
elementary students. Perhaps you feel slightly dissatisfied; or the inservice
workshops you have attended in the past either did not suit your particularneeds or were difficult to apply once you got back to your classroom. Inother %%girds, you foel pretty powerless about the whole idea of inservice
education and the way'it's implemented in .your school.

-Incidents and.feelings like this are played and replayed throughout theschool year, all over the Country. Given' the iMportance of meaningful
professional development for those involved in thc education of children, thecurrent-situation appears to be rather inadequate. But what can be doneabout it?

This chapter is a rest,,of how one school cameNiligrips with theproblem of inservice education what inservice meant, what the teacherreally did in the classroom, what teachers needed to improve their abilities,
and- hoW training wis provided to meet those needs. What follows is a step-by-step account of tbe entire planning and implementation processundertaken by Allison Elementary School faculty and staff under the
auspices of the Cycle XI Teacher Corps Project of the University of Texas atAustin and the Austin Independent School District. By presenting some ofthe ideas ihat worked (Ad some of those that didn'typerhaps dther schools
can re-think their inservice programs and to come up with alternatives thatbetter suit their individual needs.

The section is divided into five parts. Part One is the "re-thinking"
process which was mentioned -abovc teaming a faculty for professional
development. Part Two is the heart of an inservice program for teachers
what is a teacher?, what do teachers do? The third section deals with ways to
prepare teachers for needs assessments by expanding awareness of rolebehaviors and skills_ Methods for assessing individual training needs ofteachers are the substance of Part Four: The fifth and final part
demonstrates how the Allison faculty actually got its inservice program off
the, ground during the spring 1977 semestel.

It is difficult to acknowledge all of the people who have contributed tothis document. The teachers and administrators of the school, as, well as
Teacher Ceps staff and directorship, are primarily responsible for the ideas,
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"'processes, and methods whicti will be presented. In actuality, though, this
document is a compilation of reports written by Teacher Corps staff
throughout the Cycle XI project's planning phase and first-year operations.

"Yearning Up a heathy for Professional Developinent

Let's start out with a couple of assumptions about inservice education
for teachers. the ultimate aim of continuous professional staff development
is the improvement .of educational programs for students. An effective
teacher education program should posseSs two characteristics
adapt iveness and flexibility. This is to say that suclia program would first of
all be based upon identified needs which have been derived bysystematically

assessing the skills, capabilities, attituiles, environmental context, and
general state of affairs which exist with 'and between people and the
institutions involved. Such a program would be tailored to those specific
needs identified as relating to such crucial variables as goals of the school,
and the,-community, teacher competencies, desired instructional modes,
unique organizational plans, and present constraints of the physical setting.
As new ,information is received from on-going program evaluation and
trainee needs assessment; there will occur the development of new training

experiences.
These assumptions about the ideal inservice program suggest one over-

riding characteristic that the program will be school-based. That is, the
program, from start to finish,-will derive from the local individual school
not fr.om a higher level within the school district organization. The school's
faculty and, prineipal will be responsible for tailoring its inservic.e training to
the specific uniqueneeds of its teachers and students.

fly assuming the, "ownership" of its stffjkvelopment, the teachers
become personally. .responsible for iuthflogether a coherent program
which has- sound fOundations and activities directly related to its
underpinnings. For that reason, planning becomes absolutely crucial for the
assurance of the programls seiccess.

Once you have a faculty committed to putting together such a program,
what comes next? A steering committee representative of everyone who is

touched by the program should be formed as soon as possible. Grade level

representatives, teacher aides, special education teachers, community
representatives, principal (and assistant principal, if there is one), and a
consultant for data collection comprise the basic membership of this
committee. In Allison's case, Teacher Corps staff were also on the
-committee. This group will ultimately be responsible for giving the
leadership to the program; it is also instrument in "teaming up the faculty

for professional cLevelopment."
For every step of the planning process, it is important tti makesure that

everyone Was the same set of assumptions about the concept of inservice
education. This "teaming up" 'process begins by having the entire faculty

0 1
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meet as a group to discuss and compare their ideas of What inserviee
education is and what` it ought to be. This firsnaep is important in that it
brings all of the teachers to a commOn ground with regard to the direction
which the,rest of the planning will take. The Allison steering committee
opted for a workshop which was held one-day after school. This is what
happened.

hgure I gies a "flow chart" of the workshop's activities. First, the
entire faculty met in the cafeteria for a general introduction of the
afternoon's activities. By numbering off (in pairs), the teachers were divided
into two discussion groups. These groups were sent to separate open-area
classrooms where they were introduced to their small group leaders
(members of the steering committee) and re-divided into groups of about
four teachers each, plus a leader. These small groups met-in various parts of
the classrooms and were presented with 4he following activities and
questions:

Question 1r: What is inservice edUcation? Each individual in the groupwill write his /own definition, share it with the group, and then a group
statement will be generated. This statement should be brief; one or two
sentences should suffice.

Question 2: Why have inservice education? This should be addressed,
as should the following questions, according to the current status of the issue
and the ideal status. A list Of possible topics fet discussion include:

I. Improve self: professionally.and /or personally
21) Satisfy central administrative pressiires-

3. Receive college credit

4. Qualify for salary increases

5. Work towards advanced degree

4

6 Meet an overall schbol need, such as integration problems ""
7. Introduce change in curriculum, scholastic emphasis
8. Provide employment for central administration staff (This is a

loaded one, isn't it?)

9. Make up for deficits in preservir training
10. Submit to faddish pressures.

Question 3: Who should plan inservice education? A list of possible
top)cs for discussion includes:

I. Central administration

2. Inhouse personnel: who; what combinations, how are they
selected

3. Community anel/ or parents: in what capacity

a
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GROUP 1 1

GENERAL SESSION

What is Inservice Education?
Why have Inservice Education?
Who plans Inservice Education?

Who coquets Inservice Education?
How does one determine the nature
of content for Inservice Education?

Recorder; Mfct, compile small group responses,
and select one person to report to the larger group.

r?

SNACK BREAK
sr-

1.

GENERAL SIESSION

School-Based lnservice education Guidelines

\ Figure 1



4. Local or state teacher representatives

5. University

6: Students

Question 4: Who should provide inservke education? List of possible
topics for discuSsion include those listed for question 3.

Question 5: How should content area of inserVice education be selected
and what content areas should beincluded? (focus.on the tole of.the teacher). ,

Key issues include the distinction between central administration cOntrol
and local school control. Also, is cqntent decidedon the basis of individual
teacher needs or current educational fads? This last point shouldt ouch off a
discussion of thefole of t he teacher and cohlpetencies necessary for effective
teaching. Additionally, in establishing the content of training; it must be
decided how to distitiuish an area of interest and an area of actual need.

A cokple of points peed to be made about these small group meetings.
'the group leaders must have had a chance to "dry run" the process before
hand. Have the principal. committee chitirperson. or someone else lead àllôf
the small group leaders through the discussion activities/.questions before
the woiikshop to ensure that every group will be getting approximately the
same trvtment. At the beginnjos of the( small group meetings a recorder
shotdd be appointed to be resKonZble fOr writing dawn thc group's various
responses. Finally, .everrone participates in the discussians. The success of
the "teaming" will.depend on how much the individual faculty members feel
a pa rt of the team. That can't be disarvered unless they Contribute their ideas
duri4.1.4e small group discussions,

Aft4r the small groups finished, the recOrdets met antl designakl one
person to. ort the tompiled -results of the Small grouti meetings to the
larger group ile the feachers-Moka- break. Such "maquenance" is
important inkeeia,gworkshop participants froni losing interest in the ,
act ivit ies.

After the break, the snà44roups reconvened as a total group to look at
the compiled responses tO the di stion questions. Once %gain, *point of
having several leyels of sharing as toassure that common frame of
rekrence. ,

The final activity of the 'ay was to re nvene as a tOlal faculty to shore
what the two la0bsigrApps had discu$sed. 14ur.prisingl$. both groups caMe
up With just about the same ideas and p about the way inservice is
and the way it ought to be. The Allisbn teachers Ilrtaip characteristics
should be included in an ideal program:

I:Teachers will have the major say in determining what their inservice
. ,program is to be.

2. A system for assessing inservice needs cif ptaessional staff will be in
use.

g9
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3. Inservice education will be an integral part of a total school program
improvement. It will take place before any new curriculum changes .are
carried out.

4. 1: very participant. (teacher, teacher aide,.parent, principal) will have
the opportunity to learn how to do his/ tier job better.

5. Opportunities will be given to learn from colleagiies in the same
,school or district. ['here will opport ulnities to visit scliools and teAchers in
othei areas. .

6. .I.here will be opgortunity to prepare for career aavancement if a
teacher wishes and if appropriately determined by university and school
district officials: .

7, [he principal will also have inservice education.
8. -Hie program offers more alternatives than just college courses or

workshops.
9. Fhe resourcos of nearby universities and other educatitfn institutions

will be utilized in planning and, implementing inservice programs.
10. [he community will understand and support the need for inservice

education.
I I. ' .I.here will be tangible rewards for ihseivice growth.
12. There will he an ongoing process for linking veservice and

inservice education.

A close examination of these program characteristics reveals some
readily predicttple accountability and service delivery outcomes. It is
expected that the implementation of these program guideling will result in
change in the school climate. ity bringing the decision-making process to
teachers and thus closer to the."problenvlevel," changes in school
organizations and program implementation practices shourd occur.

A
Conceptualizing Roles of Teachers

What is a Teacher? What do Teachers Do?

As mentioned earlier, herein lies the heart,of an inservice, program for
teachers. The foundation, the underpinnings of the program must be
grounded in a firm conceptualization of the role of the teacher. The role
description presented in this section was derived by the University of Texas
at Austin and te local Teacher Corps project. During the spring of 1974 the
'Institute for Teacher Education at the University of Texas appointed a
college-wide committee.to conceptualize the teaching role to derive generic
competencies deemed essential to the teaching act. After cOnceptualizing the
role of schools and universities, the committee identified the fojlowing
categories under which major generic teaching competencies could be
delineated:

I. Assessing and diagnosing

0 7,



2. Planning actiaies

3. Conducting instruction
1

4. Management of the environment and resources. \--
5. Evaluating instruction

N ,

6. Evaluating self ,

7. Working in school community context .

S. Working with auxiliary personnel (teacher a ides, volunteer
parents, special education)

I he.vcomrnit tee then proceeded to have university professors, teaches,
principals, and other school personnel review and react to the framework of
competericies. Several attempts were plade to Involve theentire faculty ofthe
College of Education in a curriculum review process by utilizing their
framework.. Various committees for reviewing tbe different.programs.werp
formed within ,the College of Eduvation. The Teacher Corps staff then
participated in the various committees formed.

For the Cy* X I progam, t he `Teacher Corps staff reconcept ualizedlle---
role of the teacher ahd redefined the generic competencies by analyzing the

.'reportS of curricular program reviews and competency-based teacher:
education work from other.Teacher Corps sites.

.
This work resulted in a list of 45 competencies which are thought to

coMprise the total role of theleficher. The teaching act itself what actually
happens day:to-day in theitlassroom includes the first six competency

41Icategories. The last two ca gories include areas In the working day of a
teacher that were consider equally important and require attention for
competency development.

Th ote role of the teache forms the f s of any inservice education
program. Wit hout a clear un rstanding of t e wide range of abilities which

.

teachers are expected to po ess, it would be impossible to put together a
.coherent program based on teacher needs because there would be no ratiOnal

.. ......---foundation for the selection of training experiences,:
.

Figure' 2 is the frantework used, by the Allison faculty.
.6.0.
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I. The Tea trig, Act

Self Analysis

Figure 2.

List of forty-five Competencies

Assis5i g and Nursing

I. sesses stOdent's language dominance

2. ssesses theastudent's needs in subject areas
: 4intifies 'learning disabled pupils

#4 Identifies objectives related to students' needs

nning Activities o

. (,

5. Applies diagnostic in(ormat.ion

6., Setects appropriate objectives

7, SeqUences ictivities around goall

g. lnyolves students in planning.1
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F.

9. Selects materials

10. Includes resource personnel in planning

11.- Minimizes dis pline problems through leirning activities
12. Selects crite

Conducting Instr ction

13. Involves st ents

14. Undersea s students' language/dialect
15. Uses tety of communications patterqs

16. Individualizes activities .

17. Is aware of students' needs and feelings

18. Reacts with Sensitivity lb hildren's needs and feelinis
19. Demonstrates transfer' of nowledge

20. Accommodates learning d abled students

21. ream-teaches

Management of the Ehvironment and Resources

ngthens self-concept and social skills
_ 23. Facilitates currict4lar goals

24. Istablishes procedures and routines

25. q(iopes with individual differences

26. Copes yith learning disabled students

27. Copes wish maladaptive behavior

28. PIses behavior management techniques

Evaluating InStruction

29. AAsesses pupil progress

30. Considers el.tenuating factors in'assessment

31. Selects and/or constructs evaluation measures

.32. Analyzes studem interaction

33. Solicits pOpil feedback

Evaluating Self
_

34. Determines teaching effectiveness

35. Analyzes own interaction with students

36. Solicits students' and peers' perceptions of own behavior
37. Uses soliciied perceptiong to improve one's coping behavibr

S.
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B. Collaborating

Working in School/Community Context

18. Involves parents in instruction .

39. Plans with parents for instruction

40. 1..'om. rnunicates with parents

41. Solicits parental information about hoste environment

42. Facilitates reinforcement of school. learning at .home

Working with 'Auxiliary Personnel (Teacher Aides, Volunteer Parents,
Special Education)

41. Interacts witti. instructional support personnel

44. Works with auxiliary personnel through'out the teaching act

45. Provides basic skills in instruction for teach% aides and parents

Readiness for Inser,vice Education

Preparing Teachers for Needs Assessment

Expanding teacher awareness of teacher role behaviors and skills
Once the role of the teacher bas-been fully described, it must be com-

mut*ated to the teachers who will be the targets of the training programs.
It is important to assure, once again, that everyone is operating from the
same common frame of reference. For example, when talking about
assessing and diagnosing in the teaching act, one needs to be confident that
everyone is talkineabout the same thing. The Allison steering committ%
approached this problem by dividing.the process into twasic parts. The
first part was designed to intr duce the overall role of .t teacher-. The
second part p*resented each of the ight coMpetency categories to the faculty
in order to more fully explain the various skill Areas within each category.

For Part One; the committee decided to have the Teacher Corps
lAcilitOe two workshops for half of the faculty the first day and the other half
the second day. Hence, the workshops were identical. The mOrnings
activities dealt with Part One, while the afternoon began thetstep-by-step
process of Part Two.

f,

The morning waS ,divided into three activities designed to expand
awareness of (netting and syste,ms approaches t.o problem-solving. The first
activity was a "synectics" exercise as explained in Bruce Joyce's Models of
TeachTiWAJoyce, Well, 1972).

Synectics is a teaching technique.with the following characteristics:

I. It enhances creative thinkingArri individuals.

. 2 It is-a connection-making process used with adults and children in
Problem solving situations.

*
.

1
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3. It involves the use of metaphors drawn from analogy_ or corn-:.
parison.`.

4. It* a way to help connect ideas from familiar content *with new
content or- to view familiiir content froni a new perspective.

5. It is supposed to""break set" in our .thinking.

I here are three tYpes of metaphoric direct analogy, personal analogy,
iind compressed conflict, a direct analogy is a way of making.connections
and comparisoPs between lam, people gs, or problems. For'example,
"a classroom is like what plant?"; ribe the plant"; "what.dbes it look like
allter a rain"; "what else can you tell us a'bOut the plaPt?" A personal ana1Ogy
is individual ident ifiefftion with a problem. It inyolves subjectiiie comparisOn\
or., identification with a person:eplant, animal, or non-living things for the
purpcise of coniparison, e.g., how do you look?: how do you feel?: what are
you doink? Compressed (7)14liet is a two-word description. The words seem
to be opposites or contradict each other and at the same time can be used to
describe an object, person, place. or situation. Compressed conflicts help in
developing insight because the contradiction provides dimensions not easily
described from other activities. For example, a clown is funny and sa'd. A
clown is funny because ; a clown is sad because

Some other examples are: What can you think of that is
angry,an.d helpful at the same time? Can you think of anything that hurts but

, also feels god?
Abstract ideas or concepts like teaching are difficuft to internalize

because' we cannot see them in the same way we can see a table or a building,
yet we frequently use them in our language. The following steps ".walk
through" a typical synectics exercise for teaching.

Phasn. What is a teacher? Ask for one word descriptions or very brief
oit

statements. Record them on newsprint or blackbOard.
-Phase II. Direct analogy the rask is to try and find out more about

teachers through the use of differen1 kinds of comparisons, e.g., a teacher is
like what machine? Record responses and ask when considered appropriate
.why a teacher is like a cerfain rpachine. What does it 19k like; what does.it
do?

Phase III: Personal analogy from the list select one machine that the'
group feels best describes their perceptions of a teacher; Ask the group tO
pretend tIrt they are that machine..Ask for bne work descriptions or brief
Vokements and record them. "How do you look?" "How do you feel?"
Develop a list of responses.

.

Phase IV: Compressed conflict pick two words from thilist thot arc
opposites of each other or seem to fight each other. Record the words.

Phase V:, New direct analogy .ask participants to make a direct
analogy for which these two wordmire a good description. Felt instance, if
the two words chosen are "powerful" and "abuses", givp ttie names of some
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things that are tioth powerful-and abused. -Select one and describe'your
selection by using these two.words in a paragraph', a short story, a poem, etc.

Phase VI: Ask the group to examine the original task; teachers. Use
ev.eryt lung. they wrote about in their last -direct analogy to writr about
teachers. Ask them to Lnake this your longest and best story.

ns evrcise should take about thirty to forty-five minutes and is mos7.i..,
effectiv in small groups of seven to ten members plus a facilitator.. Groups
slusmId share their stories afterwards.

I he second activity of the morning asked the small groups to undertake
the task of planning a trip what would you need to do, what would you
need to have a plan and implement a successful vacation trip? E.ach group
spent approximately one-half hciur mapping out their steps. After sharing
results with each other, a facilitatsrAlebriefed, the group by suggesting
categories for the various types of planning anil implementing steps, such as
gOal statement, resources, plan of Action,'and evaluation of results.

. With this framework in mind the groups were given the task of planning
a spelling lesson with the systems approach. Upon Vharing their efforts, it
was found that most groups had come up-with most. of the steps that were
included in the first five competency categories which were presented earlier

assessing and diagnosing, planning activities,, conducting instruction,
. .

managemZ,nt of the environment and resources, and evaluating instruction.
.At this time, the eight competency categories and list of forty-five

teacher Competencies. were presented t'o the total group, ending Part One of
t hé, planning process.'

For thc afternoon, two consultants presented short, general awareness
workshops to familiarize participants with the first cornpetencvategory
assessing and diagnosing.

It war originally planned that the other sev n categories' would be
presented in much the same way short works ps conducted by outside
consultants, peesenting information primarily through a lecture-type
format. This is one of those iZleas which did not work very well as teachers
expressed the dekire for vacied formats of presentation.,Hence, the next thre&
categories planning, conducting, and managing had consultants lead
brainstorming sessions with groups of teachers, who gave their own ideas of

., what should belong in the various categories as well as the skills and abilities,
derived &Om the categories. The final fourtegories were presented via
learning .packets which included readings and questionnaires related to
evaluating instruction, evalua ng self, working in the school/community,
and with auxiliary personnel. ch inaividual school will piobably conceive
its ow n.ways of presenting the ca egories and their companion cOmpetencies.
The important Itssons to be learned from the AlliSon qperience are as .
folloWs:

..

/5I. he format of presentation should be varied. k

a. Too much shoukl not be presented at one time.,
,
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3. Feachers should understand that the Purpose of these programs
etc. is not to give them skills; but to provide them with awareness
for futbre skills workshops. -

-Measuring What Happens,

. the workshop, process was tonitored by two types of planning
worksheets which are included in the companion packet to this handbook.
Planning elements (e.g.. materials, facilities, and pacing) anegroupobservations problems with norms, leadership style, and group
decision-making) were.hoted by an observer who was independent of the
program implementation process. Feedback for sp9cific problem areas was
provided to staff throughout the workshop proces, thus allowing for "fine-
tuning" as the day's activities progressed.

The independence; externality, of the observer is important. His
participation in planning and,adjusting is appropriate, but.non-involvement
in the actual conduct of exercises is vital to assure objectie. yalid feedback
to faeilitawrs. Planning for breaks in the program sequence for staff
debriefing and consultation with the observer helps identify emerging

' problems to adjust the process as it unfolds.
At the coaclusion of a workshop's activities, a standard evalUation form

was distritnned1to participants. Suggestions for future workshop topics,
maintenance of participants, pacing, and the like can.be compiled from,these

'forms.
The final step in data collection involved asKing teachers whether they

would be interested in following up' their workpop experiences. A 'short
survey was administereti for this purpose. On the basis of these survey results
a variety of follow-up activities can be developed to maintain participant
interest. Providing'follow-up activities to letservice tr4eing is a good idea
under most circumstanCes because'it makeS'profsssiolal development an
ongoing process and perpetuates teacher interest. During the readiness part
of planning for inser4e, it must be emphasized that the foliow-up activities,
like the worl6shop itself, are not designed to meet teacher needs per
,se. Rather, they are meant to provide overviews tif skill areas And. to keep
teacher commitment to the needs asses4ment process at a high levd.

Some of the follow-up activities which were designed after the
awareness workshop- on aessingand diagnosing included a small group
seminar- discussitin and a session with a university professor on
observational methods t.f assessment. Anothef.follow-up option was
arranged with the principal to give teacers the opportunity to observe
another class. The terms of these obserV lion periods were as follows:

C. Vigo

The teacher reqUesting the opportunity- to observe another teacherJ
will approach the teacher he/she wants to obser.ve to obtain
permission. AfteNkciding on'a time and date eollsboratively, the
principal is tO be advised at,least two days in advance so that release
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time can be arranged. I he observation should involve a minimum of
one how' and a maXimum of two hours, if the observation is to occur
at another school, the maximum time will be extended to three holirs.
It will be up to the teacher involved to also coordinate this with the
other school's principal and to inform Allison's principal as to the
name cd the teacher, the school, the specific purpose of the observa-
tion', and. t he time block (8:(81-1 I :00 Or 9:00-12:00vtc.) to bt utilized.

I he "teaming" workshop took place well bAciri; the submission of the
Cycle NI p wposal. Ilosseser, it wb-tild be feasible to schedule such an activity

2.1-rfring the hest month of the school year. Tire readinesactivitieslook place,
for the most part. during t he remainder of the fall semester. By the time of the
Christ mas mid-term break, all of t he 'competency categories had been
presented to teachers in one format or another.

Identification of Teacar Inservice Training Needs

Methods for Assessing Needs

Now thpt al of the teaChers have.a common frame of, reference for
talking about the role of the teacher, they are prepared to participate in
activities designed to assess what their professional training needs.

I he itext step in conceptualizing the teacher's role examines each of the
45 Competencies in pore detail. Whether a teacher is.able to completely
fuhilf a given competency can be determined by the degree to whiCh certain
behasiors can hjoperformed..Fhese component behaviors can be thought of
as operataomtnefinitions of each competency.

I.wo methods will be presented for needs assessment. One will be
mi.biect/ve. In thi:s method, the teacher judges self-proficiency relative to each
of the competencies. In the objective metliod, someone who is expert in
assessment judges th teacher's pro'ficiency. For both methods, it is first
necessary forothe teacher to indicate hmv important each competency is in
regard to classroom performance. This priori:Lotion helps to determine the
most pressing training needs after the teacher's proficiency is judged,
whether by the subjective or the objective method.

Subjective Needs Assessment
-

I he data collection process itself is designed to broduce manheable
data in a simplified format. In small groups, teachers are asked to indicate
what they need, how proficient they would like .to be.come, and how critical
these needs arc in relation to other aspects-of their job. Simple ranking of
priority and. Likert-type scale estimates of proficiency provide adequate
information about the training needs and priorities of the teachers.

5 A'
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Method

Psirticipants-

he participants involved in the needs assessment process were the
rtgular classroom- teachers at Allison School plus all special teachers,
including 'resources, art, and tl.F. telehers, counselorsr and Jibrarian!
Background de.scriptive information was obtained., by means of a
WographicalTh.ua Sheet. Data were caleeted in small groups-of four or five
teachers each.. t he largest group was that of special teachers seven in all.

Instrumentation

Biographical Data Sheet. A wide range of information about ?he
teachers will need 4 0 be considered for program development. The data sheet
kontains such items as educational background, number Of years of teaching

.experience, and career goals.

ltnportance ltwentorS,. The purpose of administeringthis instrument is
to determine the prioritu assigned t each category and behaviO( by the
individual respondents. Te.achers a e requested ts ,generate two sets of
rank`ings I ) one of theseight skiH ategories and (2) one of the behaviors
within each of the categories.

Needs Inventory. 'The Needs Inventory consists of a set of rating scales
by which eath teacher indicated ( I) their level of performarice for each of the
behaviors in the eight skill categories and (2) the settit kr which they engage
in that given behavior. .

. Profile Sheet. The data collected with the Needs lnventdry are compiled
according to areas of strength and areas of need for each teacher and
reported on this data shtet.

Procedure

The data colle ion process should be handled in small groups of live tO
seven teachers each It takes about two hours tO eomplete.

' Review. TF4rst activity on the day of the needs assessment was to -
review the role of the teacher. Information supplements containing detailed
descriptions of each competency category were then distributed to all
teachers and discussed. Biographical Data Sheets were tdistributed, with
instructions to cdmplete and return the forms.

_

Prioritization. Coplies of the Importance Inventory were distributed to
teachers, and they lc re instructed to comftete and return the forms. The -
information supplelhent served to clarify any questions regarding the
component behaviors of each rom.petency. ,
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Self-assessment of needs-. Copies of the Needs Inventory were
distributed to-teachers, and they were instructed to complete and return the
forms.

4

, Performance Level Conseisus. Each group was given approximately 20
minutes to discuss his prioritrations and needs in the context of the level of
proficiency rweded to eerform at a satisfaotory level. Copies of theiteven-
point rating scale from the Needs Inventory were made available to each
group.

I hroughout the data collection process, teachers were encouraged to
cOnsult each other and staff membrs. Each group engaged in discussions
concerning a sharingst how the component behaviors were interpreted.

go, Results.

the data provide several source§ of inforination:
e

. Areas of need: skills which need to be More fully developed (ratings
of 1-3).

2. Areas of strength: resources within the faculty (ratings of 6 and 7).
3. Areas of most immediate needi skill areas of need which are rated as

being -very important for high pfiority program planning.
4. Contexts of performance: the,setting in which the behavior occurs

togive direction as to the appropriate type of inservice intervention small
group simulation, total classroom perspective. etc.

5. Areas of similar.need; broad categories of need to be determined
according to such dimensions.as grade level: subject matter area, or generic
Competency category.

Objective Needs Assessment

This method of assessing teacher rneds imuch more complicated than
the subjective method. It is an experimental method whigh avoids the
prroblem of relying on.clata from teachers who are not able io atcurately
judge their own proficiency. It-could be used to validate t he data collected by
the subjective method which seemed inaccurate based on a principal
personM-knowledge of a particular tedcher's skills. 2

The rather hIfigthy chart . "Measuring the Component Behaviors'''
offers object ive "tests''' of performance for each component-behavior, In the
parentheses which follow each instrument is the location of that item in the
objective test battery described below.

Teacher Questionnaire (T15): test items, survey items, attitudinal
items:

2. "Standirk" Checklist).si--
a. Lesson Plans (LP)
b. Classrelom Records (Ca)

/ I.
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3. Observational Chec ists:
a. Pre-ohserva on `Checklist of Classroom.'F.nvironment (Pre-.

Oh) ,. /
b. Chec list for Total Class Actiyityi Dis'cussion tOb-tos).

C ecklist for Small Group/ Individualized Acttyities (Oh-.
. Post-obervation Conference Checkkist (Post-oh)

' e. Notation Form for Special. Events (SE).
.r. .

I heprocedure for collect in3 data sith these instruments would operate
according to the following sche k:

s
. a .

1.-Alpihister questionnaire.
2. Pre- ervation conference -to review ",standing"rchecklists.

1 Pre-observation survey -Of classroom environment.
4. Observation,41: small group/ inkiVidUalized activities:. .

./ .
5. Observalion til.lotal olass activ.ity/disc,ussion.. .,..
6 Post-observation eonference.

.,..
.7. Other nyasures a§ sche'diiled: special events, simulation exercises.. .

cu'As mentioned earlier, it would be necessary to consider the dataaaken..k.r.;
"from the Imporlance. Inventory to internret the data ..colleted by the
objective Instrumentation.

Training Tr acks qp.

As can he irnagined, both of these needs assessment methods gerterate
:large amounts of data. Before taking these data to launch an insel-vice
program,,it iS necessary to go through one last step to get the data nip a
manageable form.,.

Although the role of the teacher breaks into eight major categdries,
these categories need to be re-arranged somewhat to, arrive at foctised
curricula or tracks for training purposes. These training tracks are listed .
beloW along with the subject matter areas they encompass. The competencia
which fall into each track axe listed in parentheses.

I. Bilingualism' Biculturalism; language dominance, dialect, culturg.
(1, 14)

2. Learning disaibilities (Mainstreaming): Wtifying, accommo-
dating, coping. (3. 20, 26)

3. Reading: assessing needs,.selecting materipls, individualizing.
activities, transferring knowledge, selecting )inclic+Ne0tructing
evaluation measures. (2, 9, 16; 19, 31) °
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4. Language .krts: assessing needs, selecting materials, individ-
uali'zing activities, transferring knowledge, s'electing and/ or
contructing evaluation meaSures. (2, 9, 16, ,19., 30)

Science: assessing needs, selecting materi, idvidualizng
athvitieS, transferring kno*le210, selecting and/ or denstructing
evaluation measures. (2, 9, 16, 19,-'31)

Mat.h: assessing needs, selecting materials, individualizing
activities, .transferring.knowledge,' selecting andzor Constructing
'evaluation measures. (2, 9, 16, 19, 31) ,

7. .Social Studies: assessing needs., selecting materials, individualizing
activities, transferring knowledge, .selectill and/or constructing
evaluatiotpmeasures. (2, 9, 16; 19, 31) -
Instructional Objectives: ident( ing and selecting .svish diagnostk
inforMation, sequencing activiti , selecting -criteria; assessing
performance (selecting and/ or constructing measures consider-
ing,extenuating factors.) (4,,5, 6, 7, -12, 29, 30)

9. Interpersonal *luman Relations/Communications Skills: involvT
ing students, analyzing interaction and communications pattirns,
awareness of and reaction to.needs and feelings, self-concept and
social skills; soliciting and using feedback. (8, 13, J 5, 17, 18,22, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37)

10. Behavior Management and Discipline: structuring leartiing
activities, facilitating curricular goals, establishing prqcedures and'
routines, coping (with individual differences, maladaptive
behavior), behavior management techniques. (II, 23; 24, 25, 47,
28)

1 1. Working with Parents: involving parents in instruction through
planning, soliciting information, facilitating learningat home (38,
39, 40, 41, 42)

12. Working with ResOurce Personnel: team4eaching, roles and
services of the_ special teacher.. (10, 21, 43, 44, 45)

Operationalizing School-Based Teacher litservice Programs

Teacher Management, Implementatiol,. and Evaluation

When the needs assessment of the Allison faculty was completed, three
of t he 12 tracks weVselected by teachers as those areas in which they felt they
ha4 the.must immediate needs. The three tracks that surfaced were Science,
Learning Disabilities, and Inferpersonal/ Human/ Relaqo ommuni-
-cat ions Skills (renamed Teacher-Student Interaction). I-IofThe three tracks
operated dtiring the following semester can be looked at as'a type of "case
study" on, how such a program could be run at the local school level.
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.
.leacher Corps gave ach track a budget of $800 to be spent in any way

the group decided su li as L'knsultants, instriictors, or Materials: Each
., .

..) .
3 track was responfitde lac directing it's own trammg experiences; this,. included finding a cithsulfant (usually but not always a/person from Vie

unives,sity). negotiating for meeting times with the princiraOurd purchasing,,
materials, it needed.

x ..
'.._..,

Tesicher-Student lnteragtion TrAck

I he I-eat:her-St udgit I nteractien track had the largest membership of
the three tracks about fifteen teachers. The consultant chosen by the track
members was a ChildaPsychiatri administrator tor the state who provided a
Six-week training cimrse in seff-management rind dealing with feelings and
moods. Sessions met .weekly for approximately two hours after school. The
attendance at these sessions was fairly good, especially since they were being
held on "tired tiMe". Often members of other trac s would sit in on sessions
to hear the consultant's presentations.

' e;,- .

Science Track

Although the Science track was the smallest in membership, it turned
out to be the most productive, securing the services of a university educator
and setting as its goal the development of a curriculum to provide continuity
in science teaching between grade levels. To that end, they' negotiated
meeting times during a few school days, observed science demonstrations at
other 'chook.pn "inservice" days, and acquired materials for use at the
school. More than the other two tracks, Science was a "hands-on" learning
experience for the teaChers.'

Leirning Disabilities Track

Of the three tracks, Learning Disabilities hadlhe moSt difficulty getting
going. A fundamental pr.oblem for the *group was .trying to reconcile
perceived dispkrities of training needs (althougkall members had requested
membership in the track based on their needs assessment data). It also
appeared that some members were looking for trainingto help them cope
with mainstreaming problems, while other Members were looking for a
consultant who would take the problems out of their hands. Three different
consultants worked with the group during the semester. One offered feelings
and opinions about dealing with' learning disabilities, advising track
members to beciime'completely knowledgeable in all subject matter areas as
the most beneficial coping strategy for learning disabilitigs. The second
consultant made four trips to observe in track members' dlassrooms and
make suggestions about specific students and situations. The third
Consultant was the psychologist who was concurrently working with the
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Teacher-Student Interact itn thick . She provided t he track with a three-week
training course Which took place late Irftye semester.).
, I o check on the effectiveness of .the tr , an lnservice
Evaluation Checklist .wast deCelope admiinistration. to nember1s of the
various trackts. h prOvide,d information on Vfe aplicbilitde training,
the effectiveness of the instructor, the utility of the trainin , the teacher's
commitment to-participating in the program, and the teach 'g awareness of
the training as fitting a competenicy-based format.

By Iiirtite oi the competency-based, needs-focused design of the
inservice program at Allison. any workshop/intervention offered for the
teachers will have a set of "giken" subject matter areas and terminal/
outcome behaviors which are t o be addressed by the instructor. Hence, of the
six elements of a cqmpetency-based intervention target populations(s),
terminal behavions), method(s) of instruction, method(s) of measurement,
time(s) of measurement, and criteria for measurement most ire either
exphcitly or implicitly predetermined before-solicitation of resource
pliwsonnel. target population will, of course, be the teachers who showed
weakness in a particular area through the needs assessment process.
Terminal behaviors, then are those component behaviors associated with the
compete* in which need was shor toexist. Methods (if instruction can be
planned by whatever resource peteCOnnel are secured. Issues of measurement
to assure that teachers have succesisfully acquired the component behaviors
are essentially the responsibility of the inservice instructor. However,
methods and criteria have been implied through the detelopment of the
performance profile instrumentation which appears in the objective needs
assessment section. Times for measnring teachers: levels a performance
would be determined by the instructor, but pre-workshop, post-wdrkshop,
and follow-up measurement after the teachir has had an opportunity to test
new skills in the classrbom, would appearTo be indicated.

It would appear, though, that the only way to get this model of
measurement and instruction off the ground is to cbnwletely familiarize the
resource ittructorsi consultants in the 45 competencies an&what the track
expects in terms of acquiring new skills. This would require laying a lot of
groundwork before training could actually begin. The coyoffs in being sure
that time and money have been Well spent are worth the extra effort.

What are some of the lessons learned for managing and operating an
inservice program?

I. Someone on site must, assume the leadership for Coordinating the
whole program. In our case, it was the 'clinical professof for inservice
education. For other schools, the principal -or vice-principal could fill this
role.

2. A track will probably function better if an outside consultant can be
secured to give the group some direction. It's probably too much to ask a
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regular dassronin teacher to assume,. that responsibility/given everything
else whieh -already. tonspires to fill every minUte of lheir day.-

ge

.
3. Althonh it is sometAes cliffkult .tct negotiate, time during the-

school day for eithei- individual, 'small gro4,.or tw-41 track activities, should
be secured whenever possle.. t he use eit' teacher aides'', .stuctent leachers,
I eacher Corps interns, atit voliinleer,parents. as wellyis .teachfrs who teami.

, 0 ,tk ettid, can facilitate this.' . , I * '.e
*:4. " I ired time' is pretty undesirable trØç. tin g tintes10 diffictilt to

find much motivation after a full *day of te/h g. ..
.

/
S. .Be creative. One doesn't have to sti rth lecture-type workshops.

Individual convdtation, observation 1 AL tiler teachefs',classrooms,
individual projects, and group projects (s afi building a science learning
center) are all viable approaches to ins e education. %

6. All members-of the trak shoo! e approximately the same goals.
for training. That is one factor %%chic arted -the Learning Disabilities
track. '

., 7. It must be remembered 00 me 'teachers may have needs in
classroom planning which make it/ es ecially difficutt to plan their own
inscrvice curriculum. Program lealier ip should help out here.-

ithere are other lessons, to I4'su e:bne last idea which was generated..
out of Allison's experclences was tI(e d signat ion of oneday per week as a staff
developmeni day. This would in'Vol ea district-wide policy decision, but it

, should be explored. Instru-ctional time with the children could be more
concentrated during the o; her On. days with{he fifth day being devoted to
social-emotional developmen1i a ivities led by volunteer parents, teacher
aides, and the like. -This wool gi e a definitely more professionaLclimate for
staff development as well a s1leg imizing it in the eyes of both teachers and
community.

/
There are several poss. ble -Variations on the theme." The faculty can be ../divkled in half !i,o that on, o e staff development day half the, faculty is

involved in inservice whiille t enther half supervises the children. The next
week, roles would be reve ed. If one day sounds like too miich, one
afternoon or one morning r week can be devoted to staff development.

this discussion )is,t mphasize the importance of continuing,
meaningful inservige itrai i.. g which has enough status in the eyes of, administrators to be bUilt nto the school schedule. But these are old battles,
oneS which have be n:f ght for many years. The influence of individual
schools, adopting sc oo Oa sed inservice programs with the support,of their
school districts, car g a long way towards turning the tide of inservice
tt:aining fOr teachers, e ho'pe that this documentatio as helped to further. ..
that end. I
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CHAPTER2

The major influences of the training,complex.were experienced
through the partiCipants themselves.

k ,

In this cha'pter, Dr. Doris t'a ish (the direCtor of the Texas'Southern
Teacher Corps project). Mr. Ronald B. Johnson_and Mrs. Birdia
Churchwell describe the impact ot the project's Inservice prAgram (in the
professional development of mathematics and science teacheq. The project
and inkyvice Model are generalizable to othe- institutions.and idiiduals
resyonsible for staff and inservicEdevelopment.

A
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AN INSERVICE MODEL FOR
MAMEMATICS/SCIENCE TEACHERS

o

by
Doeis Curry Parrish
Ronald B. lohhson

Birdia W,Chhrchwell

-Introduction'
In keeping with the mission of Texas Southern University to serve as a

"pecial purpose institution for urban programmine and inresponse tothe
severe need for Competent science and mathematics teachers in the Houton
I ndependentSchool District, Teacher Corps/ Peace Corps sought to develop
a quality inservice model.

The content or insttuctional phase of the model was planned
incorporate eff&tive strategies and techniques but. also to provide for apd

.elicit the-interaction of teacher/ profes'sor, university and school district in
order to derive optimum sharing. This feedback or sharing system provided
a Product comprised of-findings froth consumers as well as producers of
practical curriculum models for teacher., training. The participants or
recipients of the model repiesented allilevels Of science and mathematics
instructors and all areas of science and mathematics taught in the district.

The actualization and implementation of the model was further realized
when Texas Southern University #SU) and Houston Independent School
Distlict (HISD) collaboralivFly developed end received lundin$ for the
training copplex thrtist of Teacher Corps and the =international thrust of
action of (he Peace Corps. Therefore. the yroject, Teacher Corps/Peace
Corps (IC/ PC) based the .objectives of theinodel on needs indicated by a.
comprehensive H ND survey, on requests from West-African. countries for
PeacF Corps mat he,matics and scienceteachets, and.on input froin previous
groupssof TC PC interns- (s(atistics-indicate that 90% of those who had
completed the African teaching experiende chose tile field of education for
employment):"

Description a the Project
0

/The projectcomprises an inst ructio nal design with a dichotomotls bloCk
serving both mathematics and science teachers. Training included
experienced, inexperienced, ansi prosi3ective teachers. These prospective
teachers included ten interns who were recruited for .a one-year Teacher.
Corps program and, a twa-year PeacevCorps program. secOncl group of,
degree holding interns was recruited for the second yer'of Teacher Corps
and forthe same tyPe of Peace Corps program as the first group.



Teacher Corps Anse

Interns worked in Jaok Yates Higq School, att inner city school in
Bouston. I exas, from 7:30 a.m. Nail I :A a.m., as intern teachers under the
leaderspip of &master teach& the Team Leader-. Interns, who were placed
witti competentcooperati4 teachers, assumed the full teaching _respons-
ibility after three mOnths of pSrticipatory Observation and generic skill
building, including microteaching, classroom management.; moditle
development, and planning. Fhe university course workyled to an M:Ed.in
Secondary Education with, specialization in Mathematics, chemistry, or
biology and ako led to Texas 'Teaching Certification at the end of the first
year of the program.

The interns performed ten hours of weekly volunteer work in the
community. i'deirifying and responding to specific needs which their roject
could address. Some 50 residents completed the General Education
Development (GED) program and all were eligible for emplo9ment in HISD
as teac`her.,aides in the content, area of mathematics and scittice.
Additionally, GED graduates developed skills to attain advanced job
placement in gaernment, industry, and business.

1

Peace Corps Phase

Interns' credentials must be acceptable to the legal, 'medicl, and
educational departments of Peace Corps. Interns were not forced to accept
the Peace Corps phase of the project, nor were degree programs set which
were intended to penalire interns MI6 refused the West African experience.
Pos§ibly due to the concerns of all participants, interns, without exception,
accepted their Peace Corps invitations. It was felt that this 100%effort was a
first and must in someway have been attributed to the inservice focus of
TeaCher Corps. Interns became,volunteer teachers in Sierra Leone and
Ghana where they taught at. the secondary or college level, conducted
workshops on teaching strategies and methodology, rxecuted community
volunteer services, and completed the Masters Degree requirements.
Adjunct professors at Fourah Bay College in Freetown, Sierra Leone, and .

the University of Science and Technology at Kumasi, Ghana 4,yere
- I

contracted for the 6 hours of education, history, and science/ mathematia
needed for cOmpletion of the 3 year program.

The,Model

Approach and Impkmentation

filSO conducted a comprehensive needs assessment. The following
needs related to this model:

I. Stronger emphasis on instruction in basic skills.
a) strengthening the basic skills program for boys and girls
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through additional instructional materials, guides, dignostic
testing, and well-trained instructional srsecialists.

b) provisions for consistent and continuous inservice irainigrfor
teachers, ,specialists, and teacher aides.

'c) eXpansion of the Teacher (Staff) Development ('enter.
d) establishment of two mathematics resource centers.
e) organization of a mathematics laboratory in each elementary,

junior, and senior high school.

2. ProvisiOns for improving the competencies of the staff through
a) a sound, continuing program of staff development .and in-

service training.
b) the operation of a center for staff development which Will

provide inservice training for student teachers, teachers, in-
syuctional specialists, counselors, administrators, teacher
aides, and clerks..

3. Maintaining and improving existing programs for District pupils
in (erm's of cost and benefit effectiveness, mainly by the
reallocation of existing funds. Special emphasis should be placed
on

a) early diagnosis of learning difficulties through tests and
observat ions.

.b) programs for the severely handicaiped.
c) bilingual programs.
d) iredividualization of instrUction in all subjects at all levels.

4. Promotion of parent and community involvement in the daily
, working of the school.

This 'IC/ PC project facilitated the implementation of the following
aspects of the HISD strategy tO upgrade the educational program ofylów
income children:

I. Early diagnosis of learning difficulties by, identification of the
educational needs of children through tests and observations.

2. Certification of a significant number of Earth Science teachers.
3. University registration in order to yield renewal and enhancement

oftontent skills, newethOdology, and innovative developmental
practices.

A. Training for regular teachers to deal effectively with the mandates
of Public Law 94-142, i.e., traiding for all students in 'the least
restrictive environment.

5. training for teacher aides and paraprofessionals in order that they
obtain skills in typing, businessmachines, audio visual equipment
usage, and corifent of mathematics/science courses,
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6. Individualization% of instruction through the publicatipn of new
curricultim.guides in mathematics and science to help individualize
instruction. Deverop t of .clearly-written, well-defined
behavioral objeclives or mathematics and science. Dissemination
of these materials to teitcherZ in other schoolkto help them plan for
special nelxis of all children.

7. Expansion of inservice training opportunities for teacher aides in
science and mIthematics and the development of a staff training
model 'to be used in strengthening instruction and providing a
continuous retraining program for mathematics arid science
teachers and aides.

8. ktablishmeAt of additional mathematics resource centers.

9. Preparation of a model for use in the systematic evaluation of
math! science curricula.

410. Expansion of the cookrative relationship between .TSU and
HIS!) to.provide for continuous university courses for the training
of H1SD staff. 4

.11. Encouragement of continuous community input for the identifica-
tion of priority concerns through organized Community groups.

12. Expansion in the process of individUalizing instruction in
mathematics:science by the training of more teacher aides, for
service in these fields.

The target population was a selected number of inservice teachers who
needed to complete requirements for certificatiOn in science or mathematics
or who needed to upgrade their skills in these subjEct areas; interns ith less
than twelve credit hours in education; teacher aides who needed to upgrade
or learn skills generic to mathematics and science classroOms; and a group of
experienced master teachers 'who could provide valid input from experience
and testing of the model as well as exert influence in their school buildings.

'Die elements of the program for preservice and inservice teachers were
integrated in the instructional aspect of the project as both the interns and
the inservice teachers. were Tr011ecE in similar courses. This approach
maximized Ihe interpenetratiop of ideas and the sharing of experiences
between the experienced and inexperienced participants. The training design
fostered the multicultural approach in staffing and in program implementa-
tion.

Teaching teams.formed the nucleus around which teaching strategies
were developed and implemented in the schools! Substantial spinoff and
multiplier effects were realized by the procedure of training key teachers to

-serve as trainers for other teacherS -and teachcr aides.
The delivery s,ystem for the tra.ining complex consisted .of field-based

instruction provided by a TSU faculty member and an H1SD teacher for

1
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each course offered. Each participant Was allowed to achieve at his own rate,
arld ci iterion referenced evaluatidn techniques were'utilized.

I. he maror influences of the tr-aiingcompl .x were experienced through
.

t he participants themSelves. Once the participart received the training, they
were responsible for, conducting inservice work. hops to train others, in the
IILSD,_,Mini (Jniversity. whili; others provide a meaningful and valid
impetus for change and improved instruction their buildings.'

C.omponents of the Inservice Program

A certified mathematics and science teacher who helci the Master'sTA* A

egree was the 1 earn Leader for,the ,interns and the foundation of thV
ir el-vice program. [he ream Le'ader's familial-ity with HISI) and TSU
pr )vided them with the necessary contacts, leads, procedures, and public
rek ions necessary to obtain desirable participants.

Certified teachers from 33 inner city schools were recruited to ern-oll in
ru, graduate courses, some of which were with interns. These clItses were taught

at I Sit and Yates (only 2 blocks apart). Teachers had ready access to the
library, learning resource labs, and thher facilities of both institutions,.
1.1niversity proles;airs were readily accessible to I-I 1SD teachers and interns in
t hc target school. Each course provided three contact hours per week, and
teachers were able to obtain six semester hours of graduate credit per
semester. I. he basic .content included diagnostic prescriptive teaching,
learning theories, teaching of the various sciences and mlathematics, human
growth and development, and pure and interdisciplinary curriculum module
preparation.

A'substantial amount of time was devoted to prepaiing students to serve
as teacher trainers during the second semester. The teachers who were
retrained during the first semester were used to provide short term intensive
retraining renewal courses for approximately fifty science and mathematics
teachers from othet schools during the second semester of the first year.
During the second year, an additional 200 mathmaticilandlcience teachers
received similar training._ During the 1976-1977 schOol year, fourteen
teachers: were certified: five received the Master's degree; thirty-two
continued their training in this inservice model; and forty-six teacher aides
received ti-aining.

. A broa,f1 ,program was implemented to involve parents 2nd *other

community 'personl in activities that established a greater degree of
comMunication arid iritterrelated involvements among the community,
university, and public schools. Programs 'also were initiated to provide
community persons With more information about community service
agericies.

The training design fostered the multicultural approach in staffing and
implementation. The mulricultural aspect of the inservice program was
enhanced by the internation education component afforded through the
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Peace QorpSt phase of Teaclier Corps/ Peace Corps. Duringythe second
semester and intervening summer, intents received instruction in cross-
cultural educationcomparative educatio-n, and language training. This
instruction prepared the intern psychologically and educationally to adjust
to the life, culture, and educational system of the host country prior to his
Peace ('orps,,assignment. Upon arriving in the hosbeduntry, a series of Peace
Corps sponsored in-country training activities4oriented interns to the host
country anti facilitated further adjustment to local conditions.

Because.of the upgrading of the competencies of inservice teachers in
su .t matter ,knOwlgdge and teaching methodology. students ill the local
schools ined better knowledge of mathematics and science. The retrained
teachers utilized modules prepared, tested, and refined in the. Training
Complex to teach basic mathematical and scientific concepts to their
pupils: :reaching strategies were enhanced by the knowledge gained by the
retrained 'teacher relative to 'diagnostic/prescriptive techniques, motiva-
tional strategies, learning behavior, ari'd socio-psychological relationships.

During the first year, at least 350 pupilAirectly benefited through the
upgrading of instruction in Mathematics and science in their classes. By the
end of the second year, at least 5,000 will have benefited.

Retrainhig/Renewal Through the Multiplier Effect

Certified teachers retrained during the first semester taught H1SD
teachers of science and mathematics. These teachers received up to six hours
of instruction per week in seminar sessions. Techniques of individualization
to overcome impediments to the learning of science and mathematics were
emphasized, along with relevant information about basic concepts of
mathematics and science. Evaluation of gains and behavioral adjustments in
relation to diagnostic! prescriptive procedures were continuous.

HIS!) Staff Development Center, TC/ PC, comMunity volunteers, and
returning Peace Corps volunteers worked collaboratively to develop a model
which could be delivered to the greatest cross section of teachers and
paraprofessionals. 4-1 a

Incentives for lnservice Attendants

lrisaddition to intrinsic rewards. it was felt that some extrinsic rewards
would be desirable if the program was to, be successful. Some of the
incentives were as follows:

I. Reduction and; or abolishment of various fees at TSU.

2. Course ollerings to teachers who had been given a deadline date
August 31, 1977, for obtaining the required Earth Science courses.

3. Hourlf wages paid by HISD for teaching in the Mini University.

4. Use of equipment and resources of TC/ PC and the HISD, Staff
Development Center.
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5. Travel to workOlops in Texas and in Washington, D.C.
6. Wages paid b'y Teacher Corps for paratiation in the kot

Teachers Workshops in Austin, Texas.
7. Content concepts explained and demonstrated through dance,drama, music, pantomime, and d,ialectics.
8. Serninars .and workshops conducted in an open atmosphere of

movies, refreshments, and'after-party chats.
9. Opportunities to discuss individual concerns 14ith university

professors On a one-to-one ratio.
10. A stipend training program for paraprofessionals who completedthe practical skills development courses.
I 1. Interdisciplinary activilies between mathematics, chemistry, andbiology teachers.

12. Registration of,participants by TC/ PC staff.
13. Continuing,education units provided by HISD.

It was assumed that many teachers preferred non-attendance touniversity work because of the inconveniences of travel, parking, transcripts,and paperwork.
The univerSity courses were planned and 'structured to respond tospecific needs of teachers for certification, renewal,. enhancement, andgraduate credit. Examples are Geology and Texas Government forcertification, topics in Mathematics of Chemistry or Biology for renewal. purposes, the teaching of science or mathematics for enhancement, andlearning theory for graduate credit.

6The inservice model implemented by TC/ PC has provided manybenefits, outstandingtof which was the institutionalization of a CompositeScience Certification program.

Interffcing with Other Agendes4

Experienced teachers who have shown meritabJe degfees of su'ccçss,growth, and responsive adaptation to varying student-abilities shared a v,talrole as resources in the implementation of any Teacher Education program.The university and inexperienced teachers gained practical data on sample'classroom situations jvhere the exPerienced teacher tiad shown success indifferentiation. speciahration, and innovation. From this teacher sharingand input, the model is readily adaptable to renewal, reinforcement, anddevelopmental needs.
The development of this model was not a matter of a hodgepodge ofcourses but.derived from identification, needs response, professionaldevelopment, aild cOntinuously evolving program. Consistent collabora-tion, data gathering, flexibility, and evaluation were necess.ary. Theuniversity must be ever cautious of teacher needs in structuring courses.



.4

('he comparative structuring of available federal programs and
interfacing where possible are strongly recommended. l n:the project, various

objectives were being duplicated, and interfacing became advisable wit the

Elementary and SecondarY Educational Act. Various inst ructional aids ere

ddeloped and purchased along with the central stocking of supp ies,

\<-_.
development of Modules, and teacher made material4Jhe resource centd
served the needs of many teachers and students and femained in existence for

aU fi151) school personnel. 21%

-I-he community component interfaced with Houston Community
College and was thereby able to get the free service of one GED Oacher,

counselors, and materials. Graduation exercises Were combined with other

centers in Houston. The .IC; PC project kept a mitiminn of fifty7rivestu-'

dents and graduated seventy-five_
Any inservice program should be fourded on the desires of teachers' felt

needs and on the specifications of t hedistrict and the state education agency.

Additionally, success depends on the inclusion of all publics community.

school and university. .
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CHAPTER 3

THE INSERVICE EXPERIENcE AT PRAIRIE' VIEW,, .

A&M UNIVERS/1X
hy Juanita Carter and William H. Parker

. .Die [Rh Cycle lnservice Experience of the.Teaclier Corps ProjecLatPrairie View A& M University has heen largely one of gradtial acceptance by, teachers and administrators in a school setting where the guiding conCeptshave been limited by resources and available expertise.
;Situated in a rural area northwest of Hotiston, Waller County is now

beginning to be affected by the urban sprawl of.the nation's fifth largest city. ,Both the Waller Independent School District, where'Teaclier Corps efforts
are focused, and .the University are facing transitional periods 'as tIle.time
approaches when suburban needs will replace the traditional quiet of the±.
area's..immediate rural paSt. Testifying to its roots, the A&M in Prairie
View's offii.iial title once spelled "Agricultural & MechaiiRav but now theacronyrit holds on to traditional values %Ode fitting into a more mOdern role.
Prainie View A& M University ha en redefined as'att institution which ik to

. he responsiNe to, future needs ofan u anized Society. From its older role as a-: preparer of teagers, the redefiniti n has created a new emphasis on the
continuing professional d elopment of educators.

.. In such: a context, T cher Corps entered a local setting in' which
.- teachers atteadministrators may have been, sloWly implementing changewithout a hill awarenesF% of their existing competence and often without

Lonfidence in the mutual relationships between the teaching staff and
adminjstration. Without Knowing the jargonized- terms for some
ipnovations, the teachers had already been using newer techniques andmiterialS.

.Where administrators-have-fended to retain'COntral of.tite decisioning-
procesiOteachers have-had an understandable reluctance ti? feel they weret,
meaninieul partners in the making of decisions. The mandated stress ori
diagnosti-c prescriptive techniques is often only semantic .- teachers have
been paYing heed to individual needs since before thecreation of such
phrases as Individually Prescribed InstructiOn and tbe life.

As-,,the Teacher Corps began' to implement its program, a nee&
assessment was carried out to identify.urgent areas for attention in the later
aPplication of inservice programs. Planners determined that a critical needwas in tht area of self-pereeption.

-Perhaps because teachers had not always been involved in the
decisioning process, perhaps because the); had not received_ S'ufficient .

professional reinforcement or perhaps even for personal reasons, a teacher's
"laundry list" of needs indicated that the first inservice effoits woUld be
toward the creation of a positive approach to teaching.

.

. i
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With ihe aid of a Superintendent's Advisory Council, a plan for the :s

year's. effOrts was drawn up. The needs assessment which prveded the
planning phase asked teachers to respond to their perceptions-about the
importance of items such as the following:

Decision-making processes are based on cooperation between all
major interest groups...

, Decisions are made by the xeople who are affected...

Explicit procedures exKt to assure fairness in decision-making...

Professional growth is seen is a continuum from preservice
preparation through career-long professional development.

Respondents to the needs assessment were as ed to rate their
perceptions ibout "what is" and "what should be.' for 2Sdifferent items
(including those above).

Based on the "laundry list" of needs, plans for the year's activities were
implemented. One of the most successful inservice programs of the year was
a "shot-in-the-arm" approach for the teachers to emphasize therewards of
teaching. Mini-workshops aimed at current topics were stressed to heighten
the benefits of involvement and participation.

Tise first program of the year had been directed toward explanation of
new requirements for accomodative education. Follow-ups to that piogram
had re-emphasized the need for enhancement of professional esteem.
Teacher Corps project members spent a great deal of time between general
sessions in informal meetings with the teaching staff, and reported numerous
incidents of "counseling" teachers the types of interaction which enabled
leadership potential to be identified and enlisted in local inservie; efforts.

A noticeable handicap of effectiVe inservict programs in settings where
there are limited resonrces is in the beginning dependence .on outside
consultants and larger neighboring school districts for staff development
assistance. .

As the Prairie View Teacher Corps effort began to pick uP steam and as
initial reluctance to teacher preparation began to be eroded, the emerging
leadership began to form the nucleus of a local resource "bank" of talent
which can be tapped for continuing inservice efforts. The limited resources
can be spread even further, sMce lo'cal regulations ensbre that professional
and personal service is more important than consultant fees. Now, there is a
tendency toward local reliance on the taknt being developed in the Prairie
View lef cher Corps project.

An additional spin-off of the ideOfication of key people is the clear
interest on the part, of teachers fOr increased academic work. Since the
Itacher Corps project Vas been progre'ssing off-campus courses have been
introduced in the Waller school district to start nearly 1t5 teachers on their

-.4*
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way to,ard state certification in special education. (Proportionally, thatnumber is about 15e; of the school district caching staff). It is' anticipated
that t14 program will continuehrough a 12-hc r certificate endorsement
sequence, and it is likely that an additional source of students for Prairie
View's graduate Ciducation program will have been uncovered.A part ot the inserice program was to introdUce,teachers to
terminology, systematic approaches to curriculum development and the like.
A recommendation from the updating of teachers' professional competenceis the recognition that there is a definite need for implementation throughexample.

l'he adage about "do as I say, ani not as I do," is unfortunately true inmany cases. 1 here are compelling reasons to incorporate Teacher Corps
objectives into feat:her Corps programs. For instance, an effective way of
really getting the message across about diagnostic/ prescriptive teaching is to
incorporate the technique in inservice programs. At the beginning of a year,
or cycle, why not prepare a prescription for the individual teaCher's need? Apersonal profile can be prepared which lists palticular objectives,
measukable outcomes and even rewards.

It is recommended that. Teacher Caps projects, with their relationshipsto institutions of higher learning, explore and insla ll procedures which canlead not only to academic credit at the graduate level, but also toward thegranting of Continuing Education Units' (CEU's). With professional
involvement, enhancement of self-esteem, the rewards of leadership,participation, an d eveiNntangible benefits such as CEU's, it is possible tomake inservice training a more painless way of giving each participant
something of meeting some personal or professional needs.

If meeting the individual needs of each child is important in
diagnostic prescriptive procedures or in accomodative education, wily not
meet the needs of each staff member to the fullesrextent possible?

Initial reluctance often meets an effort to4tome into a situation from theoutside for the "Ivory Tower" oft he university or from an outside agency.
Theafendency is to be defensive about the outside eXpert. It is belipved that as,
the Prairie View Teacher Corps project moves tihvard its fullest maturity, it
has been successful in confirming its partnership with the local education

.agency in striving for educational good.
Again .by example, the lesson to be learned is that good leadership

techniques must be demonstrated as Well as taught. If the personal
interact iolIns of the Teacher Corps staff exemplify good leadership qualities,
then presentations in more formal sessions will bear more credibility. Tact
and diplomacy are effective traits to demonstrate and to teach.,, The third inservice session of the cycle year was a "potpourri" of topics
which had been indicated by the needg assessment, but missed at other times
during the year. Because the plans were, and, should be continuously
updated, it was seen that an immediate need for updating of information was
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in the area of handling the disruptive student. Perhaps in testimony to the
departure from the quietpess of its rural mist, to the nearing of Metropolitan
Houston, or. just to the current American seene, the most popular topic in the
Waller inservice sessie was one on drug abuse. HerePagain, the need is
pointol out loran accepta-nce of reality versus the expectations of the teacher
population. It is possible that the expectations might still hold on to a past
which never existed compared to the reality of a situation which many do not
wish to face. I

A hard lesson learned irtInthe'inservice.cycle deals with the required
emphasis on multicultural education. The reality of the situation is that the
topic is and perhaps ala."ys will be one,which cuts directly tgo the bone of each
individual's personal values. Where topics such as 'positive values of.
teaching" or "diagnostic prescriptive techniques" are prevalent, there isjitt le
likelihood that. personal values will be threatened. Where there is a topic
whichtouches on personal values and beliefs, there is t he extreme possibility
that someone will fed threatened. Values clarification rather than group
processes on multicultural education may be a less imposing way...jndivi-
dual attention rather than "group therapy" may indeed remove a great deal
of threat.

To evaluate the effects of the inservice cycle; forms were administered at
die close of each session, asking participants to rgact to prograntcontent,
relevance, clarity, methods. preparation Of trainers, interest, responsiveness
of trainer and group participation. As could be expecled, the ratings ranged
from very good te less positive feedback, depending on the subject and the
inservice trainer. The lesson to be learned is -that feedback is critical to
improvement, whether the information is soothing to the trainer or pot. It
can- be expected that as the inservice acceprability of. Teacher Corps staff
continues to improve, key points of preparation., interest ahd grouP
partic:ipatioriwill become more fAvorable.

This brief summary of the inservice program at the Prairie View A&M
Teacher Corps project -has listed some of the lessons leained in the recent
experience of Corps lea`ders. Rather than the specification of inselvice
techniques, it is felt that others may leah best from successful efforts mid

those which have not been so soccessful.
Points to remember are that there must be a careful cultivation of good

will with local administrators and there must also be a cultivation of
acceptance among the teaching staff. Key people must be identified and
involved, and there mu;it be an effort to identify the real leaders as well as the

imagined ones.. In cad] setting there will be a dual hierarchy of formal and
informal leadership, and as in a clique, the real leaders may be the silent
workers and not those who noisily imagine themRelves to be in control.,

-The needs of the local situation must be identified and dealt with in a

priOrity fashion based on the availability of latent and resources'. The threat
to personal values must be carefully handled and removed where possible (as

e
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in values larificationy With attention to individual needs (teachers,
administ ra ors and students); vakiesclarification can be a more painless wayof effectin change 'than in areas which can appeal th force issues,

llt tely, ins'en:ice education must pay attention to "what ought tohe" rather t an "what is." that umbrella is all-inclusive, and implies that the
assessment )1.needs will 'give planners an oppormity to examine and seek apath to edu .ationa I succels.
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CHAPiER 4

a

The trust level between administrators and teachers is an
important variable in the effectiveness or inservice and otlier
professional development programs. Teachers must feelfreeto
express their professional needs withqut being evalukted.

Freiberg and Townsend present a detpiled picture of the experience of
theleacher Corps project inservice activities as theiwere continued through
the 1 lth Cycle. A systematic model of inservice education is dqscribed which
highlights some of the succtes of the Houston program. Collaborative
processes and the individualizing of concerns were effective strategies used in
the building of the staff development rirogram.

The authors desctibe the evolution of a clinical inservice model through
which the Advisory Board, Management Team and other components were
welded into functioning decision' makjng bodies. Freiberg and Townsend

's? outline' the specific activities of summer workshops, a district survey which
resulted in the identification of topics` for mini-sessiofis and other methods
which were implemented in the formulation of staff development plans.'
According to the authors, "the clinical inservice program is based on the
assumption that itiservice education should be systematic and ttbn-
retlundant." Their recommended solution is that individualized inservice

edhcation will achieve that goal.
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FIELD BASED CLINICAL INSERVICE EDUCATION
A CASE STUDY

by LI

H. Jerome, Freiberg
andj

Karan Townsend

Background

This chapter describes a developmental approach to the professional
growth of teachers and support personnel in one schOol from February 1977
to February 1978. This case study has implications for all educators who are
actively involved with the inservice,- staff development, and the continuing
education of teachers and other Cducators.

The definitions of the terms inservice education, staff development and
continuing education developed for this chapter expand on the statements
by Harris (1977), Howsam (1976), and others. These definitions provide thc
framework within which the following discus;ion should be interpreted.

Definition

Staff Development Defines the training of all educational personnel
(certified and non-certified) by the school district who are part of the

4 operation of a school. This includes teachers,aides, ttitors, parent
volunteers, secretaries, custodial, administrative, bus drivers, etc. Staff
development is usually job and site specific. The'skills acquired by the staff
may not be generalizable to employment in other school districts.

Iriservice Education Defines the training of certified instructional
personnel within a staff development program who are part of the operation
of the school. The inservicetomponent is the responsibility of the school
district and is usually job and site specific. The skills acquired may be
transferred to other job situations depending upon the generic nature of the
inservice component.

4. Formal Continuing Education The forme continuingieducation
program is usually the responsibility of the individual and includesgraduate

level courses, certification programs, which would increase the opportunity
for job advancement; master's degree programs, iind other professional

rs responsibilities (e.g., some states require a specific number of courses to
maintain a state certification). Some school districts give financial or release
'time support to teachers in continuing educati8n programs. The continuing
education component is usually delivered by the university and represents
the professional smanil of a teacher's educational career. The teaching
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profession has the greatest impact in the area Of continuingeducation. The
teacher may readily transfer the skills*gained in the continuing education'
programs to other schools or districtc.

Informal Continuing Ethication lnfoynal continuing education is
the responsibility of the individual and may 'include reading of books and
journals, traveling and attending cultural activities, self-help progratns and
courses, etc. The infortaaLcomponent helps the professional through the
improvement of the self. (Freibek 1977).

The need for effective i nserv ice education has been discussed by Edelfelt
and Lawrence (1975), MacDonald (1477), Joyce and Showers (1977), Rubin
(1976), Freiberg (1974) (1977), and others. Enhancing the instructional
effectiveness of tedchers will facilitate attainment of high quality education
in the.schools.

There is a-general public concern about the effectiveness of our schools,
and the teachers within thein A recent G.allui) Poll indicates by a 2:1.
majority that Americans believe the quality of education is declining
(Cawerti, 1977). To some extent; the responsibility for improving the quality
of education rests with tekcher educators. P.reservice teacher educators have
the basic task of facilitating the procelsby which students master broad-
based generic eompetencies (Frieberg, 1077). However, this type of general
preservice education represents only one end of a teacher's professional
growth Continuum. Teacher educators from many agencies, not just
universities, mus develop inkrvice education programs which help teachers
become more effective and better adapted to their spedific situations.

Professio al'growth is a continuous process, 4tot only in the mind of
li the indivi ual professional, but also in the formal provisions made for

professional growth. Presefvice preparation provides a substantial
beginning toward a holistic concept of a pcofessional teacher, and
inkrvice education continues development within the framework of
that concept. Teaching competence,)fhen, is developed and honed in a
constant and conscious effort to make professional improvement a,
carear-long process. (Edelfelt, 1975) /

The implication of Edelfelt's coMmentd is. that inservice education, .

should have an irnpact on the quality of school programs for students. The
new procet l skills, attitudes, and curricula emphasized in an iltervice
program must be adopted in the. classroom in order to have an impact
(MacDonald, 1917). Joyce and Showell (l977) report that there is evidence

4, which indicates that teachers can learn new teaching skills through inservice
education, but they also report that there is ey,idence to suggest that newly
acquired abilities do not transfer back to ihe clastroom. Day-to-day habits
and routines whikh have been previously established by the teacher are
continued rather "an altered to reflect new knowledge and skills.

I ..

\
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The apparent lack of inservice programs which resulted in the
application ol new skills by teachers in, their classrooms led to the
development of a field-based clinical inserfice program which had its origins
in the Providence Free School of Teachers founded by_Freiberg in 1972.
Freiberg (1974) describes thc Free School as an inservice program which:

I. had no.,grades,

2. clearly let the learner know ahead of time what he would learn,
3. awarded incentive credit,

4: practiced what it preached,
6 5. encouraged the implementation of educational theories in the

classroom,

6. had voluntary participation-,

7. was based on the stated needs of the teacher.

Frieberg (1977) further developed the foundations of the model of field
based clinical inservice when he describea the kind of program that would
result from an effective staff developmint model:

...the staff deVelopment program must also be open, flexible,
multicultural-bilingual and creative. It must have effective formative,
and summative assessment procedures 'Ind must utilize needs
assessments and data .from teachers; students, parents, community
and school district staff,.university faculty, And state organizations.
The model to bring about effective staff development programs would
utilize a discrepancy-analysis procedure in which the goals and
objectives established by the different role groups would be evaluated
on a continual basis. The staff development model needs to present the
teacher whh a learning environment which may be duplicated in the
teacher's own olassroom.

Based on these foundations, tDe model was expanded through a review
'of educational and temporary systems literature relevant to inservice
education and through an analysis of practical experience with existing'
inservice programs. Five criteria for effective inservice education were
identified. The University of Houston4liouston Independent School
District Teacher Corps Project professional development program was
developed to meet ihese criteria which include:

I. Effect ive'inservice education utilizes techniques that are consistent
with fundamental principles of effective teaching and learnittg (i.e.,
needs-based content, field-based instruction, demonstrations,
active learning, practice of skills, and feedback) (Lawrence and
others, 1974; Joyce and Showers, 4977; Bush, 1971; and Rubin,
1971). .
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2.. Effective inservice education utilizes a systemic model of program
development, implementation, and evaluation (l...awrence and
others, 1971; Jeffers and Mc Daniels, 1975; Smith, (975; Lippitt
and Fox, 1971; and Allen, 1971).

3. Effective inservice educatic utilizes a collaborative decision-
making process with a conce t of parity among representatives of
teachers and others who are Ived with the inservice program
(Lawrence and others, 1971; Jeffers and Mc Daniels, 1975; Smith,
1975; Lippitt and Fox, 1971; and Allen, 1971).

4. Effective inservice education takes into account the needs of the
student', teachtr, and,school system, organizational ontext, and
support systems (Lippitt and Fox, 1971; Tyler, 197A Tikunoff,
1977; Ward, 1977; and Rubin, I 97r).

5. Effective inservice education tirovides extrinsic and ittrinsic
rewards (Bush, (971 and fdelfelt, 1977).

Systemk Model

in accordance with the preceding criteria, the professional growth
programs designed by the University of Houston/ Houston Independent
School District Ilth Cycle Telacher Corps Project staff (Frieberg,.White,

'Townsend, Daigle, Vigna and Thornhill)-are based on a systemic model of
inservice education which reflects the grounding of educational theory with
practice and experience. The programs are based on the assumption that the
use of a systemjc approach to professional developthant increases program
effectiveness and improves the possibility of a temporary Teacher Corps
system influencing the permanent systems of the University and school
digtrict.

The effectiveness of .a professional development program requires a
smooth entry into the teaching culture Of the school. This is a soCiological
issue, yet teacher educators rarely view inservice programs as-sociological
problems (Lortie, 1975). The trust level between administrators and teachers
-is an imporkant variable in t he effectiveness of inservice and other
professional development programs. Teachers must feel freetoexpress their
professional heeds without being evaluated.

An example of the importance of trust is the story of-the superintendent
of schools who asked teachers to complete i questionnaire on their inservice
needs. After reviewing the returned questionnaires, he suggested to the
School board that those who expressed inservice needs be replaced by more
competent teacher5.

Although this point of trust seems quite basic, it is often ignored by most
designers of inservice programS. One means of developing trust is
involygment of teachers in the plannirig and im'plementation of individu-
alized development programs (Lawrence, 1915 .a.nd Freiberg, 1974).
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Individualiting the insery ice activities would require a total collaborative
planning and decisiOn-making mai betwgen universities, school districts
and professional organi/ations. Mitny believe collaboration is important
during the planning phase Of a program and at all points throughont the
'development,. implementation, and evaluation phases at which major
decisions must be made (Ede lfelt and 1.awrence:1975; Jeffers and
Mc Daniels, 1975; Smith. 1975; Allen, lt)75k Aceordingto these educators, a
program should be structured in such a way that it is sensitive to continual

c

inputs from teachers, uni ersity professors, the community, and others and
is modified,ni accordan4 with the input from these groups. The program'
should he subjected to formative and summative feedback and evaluation
because these processes helpyep a progra'm flexible and responsive.,

An example of a collaborative process and product resulted from a
summer workshop in Houston, Texas. TN, teachers at RooSevelt

A Elementary School described the type-Of inserviceprograms Teacher Corps, .

should offer. Ihe following statements were developed by three groups of 15
teachers and administrators. A cdtensus metljod was used to generate the
statements:7
r

GROUP ONE .. We agree Teacher Corps inservice education should
promote cooperation and cohesiveness amg building staff. It
should provide teachers' with methods which are creative:motiva-
ting, diversified and resourceful in order to better reach all students
at the levels where they are.

GROUP TVVO We agree the Teacher Corps inservice education
should be planned program designed around the needs identified
by the participants including the administrators, teachers, aides,
parents, substitutes, University staff, clerks, etc.; flexible enough to
allow nformal ice-breaking activit es prior to actual presentation
of pla ned inservice, based on w.11 defined goals- and objectives
that are understood by all who are involved in the inService;

-*stimulating enough to generate improved perfqrmance in
designated assignments.

-

GROUP THREE We agree that Teacher Corps inservice should be
adaptable to the needs of.those people inVolved; planned by those
who participate; planned so that the participants reap a tangible
reward even if the inservice is held during the school day;
interesting, stimulating, humanistic, motivational, rewarding
(both intrinsically and extrinsicalry). i

Individualizing Concerns and Needs

Our experierices in designing and implementing inservice, staff
development, and continuing education programs support the research by
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Francis Fuller (1969) and others. The Fuller Concerns Based Model
delineates six devdopmental categories of concerns teachers may experience
while 'interacting with their teaching environment. These include:
I) Concerns about Role; 2) Concerns about Adequacy; 3) Concerns
about being I.ike or Liking; 4) Concerns about Teaching; Concerns'
about Pupil Needs; and 6.) Concerns about Edueational IMprovement. The
Fullei reacher Concerns Model has.enormous implications for designers of
staff.development programs.

Within the context or an individualized staff development model, the
teacher vi,ould select a, single mode or a combination of modes based on
unique needs and concerns. A teacher concerned with classroom
managvnient can gain .1it t le from a required inservice session about
professional rights and responsibihties. The varied concern levels of teachers
may be' viewed from thtr following perspectives:

I . H igh Self-Concern Levels. The teacher is concerned with his basic
functioning on a daily, basis. There is tittle thought given to the
future. Actions which may cause high concern are:

a) change in schools
b) new job or role responsibilities
c)- personal changes (e.g, marriage, frfregnancy., dWorce, death of

spouse or close relative)
d) change in curriculum, number pf class preparations,, school

rule and regulations
e) ch ge in elialuative criteria or procedures for job continuance
f) per I conflicts (e.g., studen s, staff, principal, parents)

2. Low Self-Concern LevelS. The te cher is "other" oriented. Most
immediate concerns are satisfied, nd the teacher is concerned with
greater 'issues. Teachers in this ckegory may be concerned by:

school management and climate
b) school-parent relations
c) professional development
d) curricurum effectiveness
e) colleague relationships
f) collaborative decision-making on educational issues

Since the concern levels of teachers are relative to time and
sequence of events, value judgments about good and bad teaching
are not being made. Each teacher may beat different concern levels
in vario& 'Stages, of his career. An effective staff development
program would incorporate the concerns of teachers into their
prograins through a self-selection process and active involvement
in the planning and implementation of the staff development
programs.

4
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Relativity of Needs

A staff development pro4ram which focuses exclusively on
teacher needs, however, is limiting its scope. The needs of parents,
students, school, district, and the profession as well must be
incorporated into an effective staff development program. The
importance of continual needs assessments is evi ent, and a
developmental prOgram should meet both 'the ide ified and
unidentified needscof teachers. This statement may seem
contradictory, hut it reflects an educational theOry of relativity. If
an individual functions in a univeve of five, the needs of the

individual will reflect his five-factor universe. If the dimension of
the univerSe is increased to a factor of ten, the individual has needs
relative to the new universe. A truly unique program would.
incorporate teacher concerns, stated needs, and community and
institutional needs which Would increase the universe of each
individual (Fleiberg, 1977, pp. 58-59).

Intrinsic and Extrinsic:Rewards

The teacher's day may be analyzed. as 75% teaching, 25%
paper work and 50% special activities, such' as school trips, candy
sales, rehearsals for plays and schqol bus head counts. Most
teachers see their 150% wOrk day crowded with many demands and
few rewards. The thought of additional peofessional responsi-
bilities at the en&of an exhausting day causes most teachers to be
less than enthusiastic. Dan Lortie discusses the extrinsic rewards as
"earnings attached to a role and involves money, income, a level of
prestige, and power over others:: The intrinsic or psychic, "consist
entirely of subjective valuations made in' the course of work
engagement; their subjectivity means that they cari vary from
person to person." (1975, p. 104) In his study, nearly 6,000 teachers
were asked about work satisfaction. The report concludes- that:
"76.5 percent chose psychic (intrinsic) rewards compared with 11.9
percent selecting extrinsic rewards and 11.7 percent ancillary
rewards." (1975, p. 104)

Evolution of the Clinical Inservke Model

The University of Houston/ Houston Independent School
District Teacher Corps project began its.teacher training activities
using a standard approach to theidesign of the inservice program.
A variety of sessions were offered on various afternoons. General
topic areas were determined, through a needs assessMent. There
was some enthusiasm, but participation was minimal. Although
the inservice activities were attempting to meet immediate needs,



the program was not utiltzing systemic mod el to cause long-range
professional growth.

Atter feedback from teachers and project personnel, designers
of the -inservice program (a pirent, teachers, project staff, and
school district administrators) re-evaluated the original model and
designed a three state program which included:.

.Phase I. Staff Development Activities
'teachers, Administratvw and Non-certified personnel

Phase II. Inservice Activities
Teachers onty

Phase Ill. .A. Formal Continuing Education Activities
Teachers, Teacher Corps Interns, and Administrators
B. Informal Continuing Education Activities
Staff and Teacher Corps Interns

Phase I
,

the first stage which began in February 1977 and included a series of
mini-sessions based on extensive teacher and stait-nfeds assessments. The
mini-sesgions usually lasted One or two hours and were condacted after the
school day. The sessions consisted of both one-time activities whish ChInged
each Week (e.g., -a session on bulletin board), anddevelopmental activities
which lasted for 6-8 weeks (e.g.. Spanish for the classroom). Teachers and
staff had the opPortunity .to attend either or both mini-sessions through
vpluntary attendance. These activities were classified under the staff
development. In the areas where teacher Reeds and interests were unique,
additional inservice activities were develope&The mini-sessions represented
an effective entry point for the teachers into the fiist phase of the
development strand.

A relkard system for the inservice and staff development activities
aintributed toward increased effectiveness of the.program. For example, the
teachers were giveliten I nserv ice Units by the Teacher Corps project for each
activity completed. The I nservice, Units were redeemed through the Teacher
Corps Project eor'instructional materials to be utilized in the classroom.
Some teachers pooled their Inservice Units and hired consultnts through-
the Project to, work .in their'classro,oms for a half day. The Inservice Units
combined the elements of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. 'Although the
number of l-nservice Units varied from individual to individual all teachers
had opportunities in earn the Units.

To give the teachers an incentive for attending additional Teacher
Corps meetings, each teacher was given a Golden Opportunity cbupon for
every meiting attended.. These coupons, mirth 50 Units each, wcre placed in
4.. box, and each Month four teacher's names were selected. Teachers could
use, the 5d Units to either attend a professiOnal -meeting, workshop, or
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Aconference in the state or to obtain instructional materials. The Golden
OppoQinities seemed to make after-school meetings a little more popular...

Phase I, with its reward system supplied the.initial incentive.for.tenchers
and srall to easily enter the system. During the Spring 0141977, plan4 were
develped for the more intensive and irr-depth Phase a staff development

_program for the entire school. r he following is a steplby-step description of
the design, development and implement*tion of the UniversAysof
Houston, Houston Independent School Kstrict 11 t ('rele .Feacher Corps
Summer I nservice Program.

Phase II Eleventh Cycle feacher Corps Summer Itlervice Niigram,
Roosevelt lilemotary School (Vigna. Daigle, Frei-berg, Slote I).

Uhe ensuing report documents processes and .straregiesi utilized in
,planning the June, .July and August Tett:her .,CorpsSum'mer lnservice
ProgOm at Roosevelt Elementat-y School (Vigna. Daigle; am( Freiberg,
1977). Part One outlines the guidelines formniated for.designing the
Inservice Program. Part Two included the procesSos Ind procedures
involved in developing the.curriculum for the Inservi rogram. Finally,. ,

Part Uhree discusses program implementation.* .

A general overview cif the entire planning process including formal,
communication fines is prOvided in Figure 1.

Part I Program Guidelines

The major goal underlying the University of, Houstdn/ Houston indepen-
dent School District Teacher Corps InseNice Program wag-the develop-
ment, iMplementation and evaluatioh of a training program designed to
maximire the professional growth of inservic-e personnel. An additional goal
was the ihclusion of insei-vice personnel iti.the development,of the program.

- During the initial- planning of tile June'Program, theAdvisory..Board
and Management...learn formulatec[guidelines within the parainetep,of the
objectives ofihe Eleventh Cycle Teacher Corps Prdject. The Inset-vice
Program wasincused on the following qbjectrve:

To develop. and field test a tioordinated preservite/ inservice. staff V

developinent program which incorporates training'experiences for a
nuMber of educational roles.ranging from instructidnal aide,through
instructional manager.and which provides profesonal development
fdr community volunteers, undergraduate student teachers,inservice
teachers, feacher Corps Interns and project staff.

Fhe Management .Team had the responsibility for identifying
appropriate personnel for the'project; for assigning gcajact per;onnel
operational units at the appropriate times; for monitoring the management
functions of each operational unit: for'allocat ing resources equitablyamong

'
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operational units; for coordinating preparation of all reports; tor monitoring
the operations( of the total project; for maintaining personnel records and
budget records; and for working closely with (he Policy Board to interpret
and implement policies related to the projectl

The Policy Board was responsible for supervising the planning and
operation of all aspects tithe project. The Board assumed responsibility for
interpreting policies and needs of the collaborating agencies; fdr informing
project staff of collaborating agencies' policies;.and for advising on policies'
and priorities for the operations, of the Houston Independent School
District/ University of Houston `Teacher Corps Project. The Board, also
advised project staff in regard to the coordination of needs, goals, priorities
and project procedures in the collaborating agencies, the feeder school and
its community.

The planned and implemented June program also includes Objectives
'Three and Five of the Eleventh Cycle University of Houston/ Houston
Independent School District Teacher Corps proposal..

Objective Three -- To develop and field test multicultural, bilingual
studei3t instructional materials which incorporate student 'talents,
interests *and abilieies and vhich utilize a positive application of
diagnostic/ prescriptive' instructional procelses as means for
facilitating student achievement and success.
Objective Five To establish a Center for the Development of
Human Potential which serves as: a) a demonstration site for project
products, processes and training activities; b training resource...
center housing instructional materials, equipment nd resources and
in which mini-courses and workshops are provi d; .c) curriculum
enrichment center where students participate in instructionhl
programs based .on interests, talents, and abilities; d) a community
education oenter in which members of the community work to
increase their effeviveness within the educational arena and
contribute to the educational experiences of students; e) a "model"
training community educational center supPorting alternative school
implementation.

The guidelines established by the Advisory Board and endorsed by the
Management Team specified that: '

I. The target group for the June Inservice Program would be teachers
and aides at Roosevelt School, Teacher Corps Interns, staff '

. and interested Area VI supervisory staff;

2. Approximately 754 of the program would be based upon the
needs of the inservice personnel. In addition, 25%; of the program
would be based upon and determined by project and school needs;

11.
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3. Inservice personnel Would be inClude during the developmental
Rhase of the program. Program come' nticipated outcoines and
learning activities would be identified y the participants; ,

4. Instructional supplies (e.g., reference books, construc.tion paper,
meter sticks, tag board, etc.) would be made available on site for
the participants to,facilitate the designing of instructional units for
pupils;

5. Stipends would be4 provided to inservice personel".at the rate of
$90 14er week of attendance;

6. [he responsibility of coordinating, planning and assisting in the
evaluation of the June peogram included the' Director, Team
Leader, Inservice Coordinator, and the Project Evaluat'or.

4t0An Ad Hoc Committee was established in Mar& 1977 sikcifically:

I. to, plan, design and implement an evaluation of the Inservice
Program; .

,
2. to assist with the planning prcKess aS required;

3. to facilitate communication among the collaborative partners.

Membership on this committee included representation from ttle
Teacher Corps. Project, Houston Independent School Distrid and
University of Houston.

Part II Program Desigh
Awareness meetings wcre developed to communicate to the target

personnel information about the anticipated summer inservice ptogram.
They were scheduled and co-chaired by the Project Director and the
Principal. The purpose of these meetings was basically twofold:

I. to invite the teacfiers and staff toparticipate in the Planning and
designing of the summer inservicc prfigram;

2. to communicate guidelines established for the program (e.g.,
'stipends, instructional supplie..

During the two meetings (February 17 and March 3), interested
participants were requested, to indicate calendar. pays they would be
available for inservice sessions and were encouraged to suggest topics that
could ''be scheduled. f .

The written preliminary survey proved the in itial interest of
instructional personnel in the Summer Inservice Program.

Although all participants identified days of availability, indication did
not assure that the teacher would attend the sessions, Five teachers requested
more specific information befoje they felt they could make a commitment to
attending a summer inservice program. Three others were able to identify
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areas of interest and concern which formed the basis for subseqilent planning
of the summer program.

Feedback from these preliminary meetings included .a suggested
schedule for summer activities:

I. June: Rcspondents indicated a preference for Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays, and Thursdays for three to four weeks.

2. July: Respondents indicated Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays for two to three weeks.

3. August: Respondents indicated a variety of days:

It is important to note that the patticipants were informed that a final
schedule would be based ori the preference of the majority. However,
individual teachers could also be accommodated in a plan designed
specifically to match their preferences.

A major outcome derived from these two awareness meetings was that
the June Inservice Program would be all-day Sessions; Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, antl Thursdays beginning June 7th and continuing for a four-
week period. Monday and Friday would be 'used by participants for
pr.eparation and reading clajN.

Suggested topics for summer sessions were usually global in scope
rather than limited to staff needs, interests or concerns. For example, five
participants defined subject areas (e.g., mathematics, reading, social studies,
science, language arts). It was acknowledged that a concise specification of
topics would be tequired to assist the coordinator in designing an effective
inservice program. Specificity of outcomes was funher.investigated during
the consultation phase (two) of (he planning proCess.

In summary, inservice staff to be included in the summer program were
invited; their surveyed responses were initially positive and usually identified
days of availability while some defined specific program outcomes:

Houston Independent School District Survey

In April 1977, questionnaires related to the desigri of Area VI Inservice
Programs were administered to alj Area teachers. The questionnaires from
Roosevelt School were tabulated andrthe inibrmat ion was made available to
the lnservice Program Coordinator to assist in formulating the summer
program.

It is worth noting that the respondents indicated a preferenceior mini-
courses offered by Houston Independent School District and/or University
of Houston consultants. Among topics listed by the inservice staff were:
PLATO computer *gram, bilingual education classroom management.
Additional suggestions were speeific topics of interest and concern.

The date obtained from the awareness meetings and tile Houston
Independent School District questionnaire were combiktfin fnrther

A
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.
refining the planned summer program. A tentative schedule was designed
and presented to the Management Team for reaction. Plans were made to
consult with interested inservice personnel to encourage them to speck,
additional topics and arnicipated outcomes.

In .consultation with theprincipal, additional topics were suggested
which could be included as a possible area of interest for teachers. This
informatioti was inCluded in the tentative schedule and anticipated
outcomes. In addition, the Assistan( Superintendent for Area VI provided
information on .planned Housto'n Independent School District Inserivice
programs, suggested consultants and approved the attettdance of alternAtive
school teachers in the Inservice Program in lieu of attending District Magnet
School inservice programs.

On April 14 a meeting, chaired the coordinator, Kalph Vigna, was
scheduled by the Roosevelt princi for staff interested in attending the
Summer Inservige Program. During this meeting, copies of the tentative
schedule and the anticipated outcomesieedback sheet were provided to the.ft,
faculty and staff whO were encouraged to suggest any topic that may not
.have been inclu'ded. In addition, they were invited to suggest consultants. It
was also announced that a day care facility for children of participants would
be available during the sessions.

The reactions of the teachers were .positive. One fifth/grade teacher
emphasized, "it is good to be able to plan our own inservice because we know
what we really need.',

When requested to identify anticipated QUICOInes there were various
reactions:

I. often' teachers expetanced difficulty in expressing in writing. what
they really hoped tAchieve;

4
2. some teachers could identify broad and general outcomes;

3. other teachers specifically indicated what they would anticipate
from the sessions they planned to attend.

.The Coordinator indicated-that these outcomes would be presented in
original form to assii't the consultants in planning the mini-course sessions.

From the feedback during this meeting, adjustments were made to the
schedule staff indicated that individual and/or team planning time
should be available).

1%

Constiltants to conduct the mini-sessions were identified and
recommended by participants, Director, Principal, and,Area VI Asoistant
Superintendent.

Each consultant mas_vontacted by the Coordinator.apd was provided
with relevant information. Contractual letters of inservice particiPation
including anticipated outcpmes, pre-registration, dates, time, and locations
were forwarded to each of the consultants.
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_ .
During individual interviews conducted on May 25th a finalized draft of

c
the inservice schedule and activities was discussed privately with each of the
anticipated participants. These interviews were deemed necessary by the
Project Director in order to accomplish the following:

I .interpretation of the schedule activities and clarification of
anticipated outcomes;

2. accommodation of individual needs in s heduling;
3. accommodation of individual concerns th ay not have been

included in the program outline.

The interviews were held shy the Stimmer Inservice PrOgram
Coordinator and 'Yearn Leader. Personal data was recorded including
names, addresses, telephone numbers, zip codes, social security numbers and
numbers oechildrenfo use the day care facility. Of the thiry-one participants
registered, nine aides indicated they would attend for the duration of the
June program component three weck), and teachers indicated *they
wourd attend foryarious lengths. The reasons for the variation in attendance
were differing availabilities of teachers, ranging from marriage to domes ic
problems. The individual interviews reinforced the idea that the Inservic
Program would providea prograni beneficial to the staff. For example. three
teachers indicated that it was "nice to know that people are really interested
in what we want to do". The .affective component of the interviews (i.e.,
shaVing interest and concern towards thc participants) and the ability of the
interviewers to accommodate insk.vidu.al differences cannot be over-
emphasized. For example, according to the Inservice Coordinator, one
teacher was.telephoned to indicate that the session shc intended to take could
bc rescheduled at *her convenience. She established a date and the
coordinator was able to confirm her request.TLater she told another teacher
that she was really surprised that someone had called her and was able to
accommodate her request. The useof an interview team made it possible to
conduct individual interviews with potential inservice participants. It is
recognized that ihis personal contact can Anfluence participating 'personnel
through the accommodation of their interests and concerns in the design of
an effective training program.

A finalized draft of the Inservice Program schedule listing consultants
was presented to the Management Team 'and final details were addressed
(e.g., lunch arrangements, key note speakers for the first two days,
management team participation during the first two days).

Copies of the prpgratt were circulated on June 2nd to members of the
Advisory Council, Management Team, Ad Hoc Committee, Area VI
Administrators, University,of Houston personnel, and inservice partici-
pants. (The program cover was designed by one of the Teachcr Corps Interns
and produced by the Learning Resource Center at the University of
H oust on.
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LPirt III lmpkment tion -
,..,

1

%; During the firs week of activities, participants included Management
Team members, te chers, aides, principal, Area VI administrators and
Teacher Corps pro ect staff. The purposes of the activities were to facilitate
organiiational gro th by focusing upon individual human developmental
activities. During he twoday development,process, participants became
better acquainted With each other; felt more warmly toward each other; they
became more s nsitive to colleaguss and prepared to use human
development acti ities with pupils; became equipped with specific skills in
small group dyn
sensus forming a
statements spec'
more open to li

mics, including the complex processes involved in con-
d maintaining a positive attitude to.tasks; desjgned a set of
cally related to I nservice and Teacher Corps; and became
es of communication.

, to facilitate small group work during the inservice, four teachers from
the 'Roosevelt! staff had been. trained by the workshop leader on
May ,23,d1977. '

In additio
consensus gro

A final st
inservice edu

'development
development:1

We A
sional
inserv
the.g
need

role
envi

to the affective putcomes, the participants developed
p statements on what TeAer Corps Inservice should be.
tement by all the partiecipants indicates a commitment tb
ion. In addition, the statement provides a basis for the

f a conceptual framework for future Teacher Corps lnservice

ct
rec Teacher corps Inservice should be: inclusive of profes-
and nonprofessional educators in a 4Alaborative effort, the
ce program planning should include input from, participants;
als and objectives should be clearly defined and based on the
of the participants to help them become more effective in their

, the inservice shbul,d_tike place in a positive and cooperative
onmerjt. Program design should allow for flexibility, adapt-

ability, stimulation, creativity and motivation;- the inservice should
provide eduCat ors with alternative methods to better meet the needs of

fall children at their level; the inservice .should be held during the
regular school hours and' if not, tangible compensation should be
made available.

From participant evaluation after the first week, participants perceived
the inservice program as relevant, posifive and meaningful. Among
participant comments after the first week were: "Well planned and
organizee; "most helpful to me personally and I lenow it will help me in the
classroom"; "I didn't know that she-was so interested in me". "What a way to
start the inservice. Hope the minilcourses are all as interesting."

Individual scheduling to accommodate 'individual preferencea, and
interests wete not covered in the program booklet. An example of individual
accommodations included the following: one teacher attended a special half
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day at the.University of Houston Learning Resource Center for a session in
photography; teachers requested more planning time In lieu of attending two
mini-courses; five teachers were scheduled at various times for PLATO
computer program follow up courses in July and August.

During the second and third week, teacher aides were exclusively
involved in activities to improve their effectiveness in the classroom7Humati
developmental activities, diagnosis skills and construction of instructional
aids to support these skills were covered by4heir training program. However,
they expressed the concern that they would like to meet with teAchers to
share the activities they had experienced. For example;-they expressed the
'feeling that if teachers weremore aware of their two week programs, their
rOles in the classroom could be mOre effectively employed by the teachers.

To lagilitate communication between the two subgroups (i.e., teachers
and Aides) a sharing session was scheduled on June 16. As a result of that
sharing session, some teachers requested that the aides b:etter share their
instructional support materials. The aides provided complete masters of all
their instructional support materials- fox the Teacher Corps Resource Center
which were accessible to all Roosevelt teachers this fall.

The aides also indicated they would prefer to have more time designated
for planning with the teachers. Joint planning sessions should be given
Consideration for implementation in future staff inseivice programming.

Evaluation data indicated that teachers who were specific in statini
their outcomes usually achieved them. When specified outcomes were to6
general, one of the following occurred:

I. The consultant would begin the .mini-session by requesting the
participants to clarify what they hoped to achieve. This approach
appeared to be effective in that the participants had.the
opportunity to re-state their outcomes and advise the consultant
specifically what they hoped to achieve.

2. The consultants conducted the mini-seisions assuming that the
participant's pre-stated outcomes were valid. In some cases,
participants' needs and concerns had changed during the inservice
program..

Thc participants' rating of the mini-sessions indicated that the pre-
stated outcomes were-met. An evaluation of the mini-sessions and the
consultants indicated that the participants perceived the summer inserviceas
extremely valuable.

Phase Il of the staff development program became the foundation for
Phase Ill, the Clinicalinstructor Program. The preceding phases may be
viewed as developmental both organizationally and instructiomlly. During
the summer, a joint faculty and staff statement became the basis for the
clinical inservice program which was developed and implemented in Phase
Hi in the fall of 1977.
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Phase Ill The Clinical lnservice Model

['he, director of the Eleventh Cycle University of Houston/ Houston
Independent School District Teacher Corps Project designed the clinical
inservice model to meet the needs and constraints of a large urban school
district. Hie model is an outgrowth of the consensus statement made by the
faculty and staff during the Phase II summer inservice activities (see p. 132)
which indicated the teachers' desire for professional growth activities during

, regular school hours. ['his may seem revolutionary for the educatiiin
profession although similar programs have been commonplace in the
businesssfield for decades.

I nserv ice daring regular school hours in a field based setting addresses a
critical issue of inservice edtication: transference of skills, attitudes -and
knowledge from the inservice environment into the classroom. The millions
Spent on inserv ice activities, which represent less than 3% of most school
budgets, have had negligible impact on classroom instruction or learning.
The cost-effectiveness of inservice programs Must be realized in the
classroom.

The clinical inservice model presents teachers the opportunity to:

1. r ieceive nservice training during the regular school day;

2. team teach with a'norher teacher;

3. observe a consultant demonstrate, specific teaching skills in the
classroom wit hitt udent s:

4. receive feedback on teaching skills the teacher has acquired during
the inservice sessions;

5. combine theory And practice to meet the needs of teacher and
student.

A key element in the clinical inserv ice program is the clinical instructor
who is an experienced teacher with a .recommendation from a previous
principal, a master's degree-and some e4erience with /earn teaching and/or
staff development.

The clinical inservice process consists of three stages (see Figure 2).

During thc first stage, t he classroom teacher team teaches with a clinical
instructor who demonstrates specific skills which will be mastered by the
teacher as a result of participation iri the inservice program during the second
titai-lf:-Thelirs't stage of-teaming provides an opportunity for the clinical
instructor, to become oriented to the classroom procedures, policies and
management which will assure continuity and stability in instruction and
classroom roneines, and to become acquainted with the students.

During the sefond stage of the process, jhclinical instructor asiumes.
Ilhe _class while the teacher is re ed to attend inservice

seS-Sions in another -Art of the school. The inservice se sions are designed to
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MON DAY
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY

MONDAY t-

9:00'to ,

TUESDAY
'-'9:00 to 12:00....

WEDNESDAY
9:00 to 2:00....

WEDNESDAY
3:00 to 4:00....

THURSDAY
9:00 to 12:00....

FRIDAY
9:00 to 2:00....

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY

*Note: The classr
students.

ht Week of Cycle
Classroom Teacher and Clinical Instructor Team.
Plan and Teach

2nd Week of Cycle

Clinical Instructor assumes instructionil responsi-
bilities in the classroom*

Classroom teachtrs attend inservice in Teacher Corps
building at Roosevelt.

Consultant' works with classroom teacher in her
classroom (demonstrations of,skills presented at
inservice, etc.)

Same process as Monday. Inservice session reintorces
Monday and Tuesday activities and extend into new
areas--.,--k\s

_
Mini-session-*th Consultant4or I hour after school.

'I teachers'irdm Roosevelt, Janowski and Burbank'
dissemination schools are invited to attend.);

Same process AELTuesaay. lnservice Consultant
reinforces skills presehitil--,_Ms,:TdaOhursday and
extends into new learning areas.

Same process as Monday and Wednesday. Inservice
Consultant develops clospre with the classroom teacher/
in skills development.

3rd Week of Cycle
MONDAY
Classroom Teacher and Clinical InstrUctor Team Plan
and teach to apply newly acquired skills. Clinical.
Instructor gives feedback to classroom teacher.

oom teacher begins-and concludes each day with his/her

Figure 2. Clinical Instructor Cycle.
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help develop a cognitive understanding of the research and theory which
supportslhe skillihe teacher is attempting to master. The sessions help relate
the skill to classcoom situations and to plan for actual application. In"
addition, the sessions provide an opportunity for the teacher to ,practice

. Q&ipplying the skill in a protected setting. File consultant will bie aVallable to
demonstrate the new skill in each classroom upon request by ,/he teather.

During the third stage, the clinical instructor and teachef team teach'
again. The clinical instructor,assists the teacher in application7of the skill and
provides feed-back at the teacher's request. The. purpose MI this- state is to /
en ble the teacher toli"bridge the gap" between cognitive and practice
ac ivities during th& inservice,sessions and skill application in the classroom;

Thc_p_rograM begart,i0slovember 1977 with the selection of the clinical
inst ructors.-lhe teacheprincipal and project staff were all involved in the

NN selection of four clinical instructors.
The clinical iMtructors were trained through the School-Based Teacher

Educator program (Houston, et al, 1977) by completing the introductory
modules: Interpersonal Communication, Exploring dinical Prtietice,
Planning, and Classroom and School Data Collection Procedures.1

Based on the information obtained through the SBTE Se lf-Assessme nt,
training time and materials were next devoted to the improvement of
knowledge and skirls related to assisting teachers in select n and utilization
of various strategies avid models of teaching. The Un rsity_oftlousthii
Professional TeactiOr Preparations Program mater Is related to this
competency were utilized.

Orientation of the clinical instructors to the project and to the school
was accomplished through sessions with the project director and school
principal. In addit ion,"t he clinical instructors participated in the furmulation
of a clinical inservice handbook (note 2).

Finally, the clinical instructors worked with the individual inservice
consultants in order to learn the specific ways in which they might assist the
teachers in mastery and application of new knowledge and skillS.

The inservice sessions were designed by the various inservice
consultants in order to meet the following conditions:

I. The objectives of the inservice sessions should include the
Outcomes specified by the teachers during the needs assessment.

27-rhe-Ettservice object Ives should be phrased in behavioral terms and
should reflect what the teacher must kpow (cognitive objectives)
and do (skill objectives).

3. The inservice'consultant should identify ways n which the clinical
instructor can assist the teacher in mastering and Applying for new
skills and s'ould provide appropriate training for the clinioal

,inst ructors.



4. 'The inservice sessions should provide alternate means of
mastering and applying the objectives.

5. The inservice sessions should provide opportunities to practice
new skills in a protected setting away from the classroom.

6. The inservice sessions should provide opportunitie;for the teacher
to plan for application of the skill in the classroom setting.

7. The inservice sessions should provide alternative learning activities
for teachers with differing interests and abilities.

8. The inservice consultant should provide demonstrations in the
teachers' classrooms.

9. The inservice sessions should allow for active par ticipation in the
learning process rather than the passive reception'of information.

10. The inservice consultant should provide the teacher with feedback
with regard to her/ his mastery of the new skills and knowledge.

"rhe clinical inservice program is'based on the assumption that inservice
education should be systematic and nop-redundant. This type of
organization is achieved through individualized inservice education.
Teachers of various abilities and with different concerns add interestscan all
have their needs met through an individualized program. In the program at
ROosevek each teacher was asked to state the topic in which he/ shtwas most
interested and the outcomes he/she hoped to achieve as a result of the
inservice program. These outcomes, became the objectives of the inservice
sessions. The inservice consuliants arranged learning alternatives which
enabled each teacher to achieve the identified outcomes. Prerequisites for
each inservice session were stated by the inservice consultadis, and the
activities within, the sessions were individualized to meet the specific needs
and abilities of each teacher.

The larger issue of' preservice/ inservice articulation is 'indirectly
addressed through the collaborative planning and decision-making of
p eservice and inservice teacher educators associated with theTeacher Corps
roject. Incongruedeieslin goals and perspectives of each group were

dentified,and resolved in the collaborative planning and decision-malcing
rocess.

ps roject is the .

institutionalization of products, practices, and processes which prove
effective during the life of the project. Teacher Corpsprojects throughout the
United States represent a temporary system within the permanent university,
school district, and community systenig.

The key elements to the institutionalization of the Clinical Inservice
'Model are! 1) acceptance of the model by educational personnel;
2) effectiveness of the ModelaS perceived by educational persodnel; 3) dis-
seminatioN of information about thc model and its Consequences;

t,
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4) availability of funds and resources required by the model; and 5) inte-
gratioh of.the model into existing staff developmept,programs..A plan or
institutionalization was developed and implemented by the Project's '
Demonstratdmi Dissemination Unit.

The Clinical Instructor Model is beingevaluated using a variety of
evaluigive approaches. The teachers and principal will receive pre:- and post-
questionnaires'to identify attitudes and general perceptions on the
knowledge and skills gained. The total effectiveness of the prograrPwill be
meastired by the teachers, principal, and staff (including the clinical
instructors). An thnographic study \vas conducted to obtain data on the \-

transfer of the k owledge and skills gained in the inservice activity to the
classroom settin

A final eva ation report of the in-service pfOgram may be obtained by .
writing to the Teacher Corps project after Ottober 1978.

Lawrence and Edelfelt (1975, p. 16) summarize the issue of inservice

education:

t1

r.

Piecerreal. patchwork, haphazard and ineffective are the harsh words
we ha e used thus far in pressing our indictment of inservice
education. The w s esugges t do. not clearly state, the
fundamental 'noble There ha ver been a broad scheme of
iPservice education wi a clear concept of its purpose, appropriate
undersirding of poli legitimacy of commitment and fixed
responObility for attain g agreed upon goak It is with a broad
scheme that we now want to deal; lesser schemes will be too
incomplete to work.

The University of Houston/ Houtton Independent School District
Eleventh Cycle Teacher Corps inservice program described in this chapter.is

a response to the concern for a systemic model for.the improvement of the

teaching profession.
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REFERENCE NOTES

I. The supporting documentation for the proiram may be acquired by writ-
.,

ing for The University of Houston! Houston Indepentlen6Sc400l
District I I th Cycle Teacher Corps Project Summer Inservice 'Fr ogram.
1977. Farish Hall, Room.445, Houston, Texas 77004.

2. The handbook prepared by the `Piogram De'vclopment Speciallit, Dr.
Mary Daigle and a teacher at Roosevelt School, Pls. GeorgiaChambers,
is available through the University of Houston/ Houston Independent
School Diwict Jlth Cycle Teacher .Corps Project.
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CHAPTER 1

One of the basic challenges for Teacher Corps is to develop
inservice mechanisms that will provide for constant renewal

and change.

ilk

In the chapter, Multicultural Dimensions for Toacher Corps Inser.vice
Education, Dr. James Anderson develops a philosophy and process for
implenitnting multicultural inservice education. Dr. Anderson proposes a
series of learning experiences which will expand the curricular dimensions of

inservice education.
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DEVELOPING MULTICULTURAL DIMENSIONS FOR
TEACHER CORPS INSERVICE EDUCATION

by James E. Ander-vein 1!

Introduction

From its very inception, Teacher Corps has had, asfits fyndamental
mandate and perennial "charge:" the task of4nproving the quality bf
educational instruction and the relevance of eduation for low income and
often neglected chikiren. Specifically in 41965,Teacher Corps was initiated as
an educational force and instrument for preparing teachers to work With
children who had been educationally excluded for generations. As a result,
Teacher Corps has been involved from the beginning in the task of idenrifY-
ing and encouraging specific changes in teacher education institutions in
order to address the needs of those children from low-income 4reas(Wegher,
1976).

As a demonstration program concerned with relevant educational
alternatives and adaptableAraining processes that could be made available toschools and higher education institutions across the nation, its specific
educational 'challenge was, and- is today, to develop exemplary model
projects ,that demonstrate the integration of graduate preservice and the
more recently emphasized notion of inserviee education.

Directly related to.these Teacher Corps goals and hi rapidly increasing
emphasis on inservice education are four permeating and interrelated themes
which have served; with varying degrees of effectiveness, as basic
dimensional contexts for the development of many Teacher Corps programs
and educational endeavors. The first of these themes is "collaboration,"
which means that Teacher Corps is, in fact, a "family affair" which involves
federal, state, network, and local facilities interrelated on various levels with
total school faculties, interns, students, parents, Laid local communities and
institutions of higher learning. .,

The s'econd theme is "community-based education," which ;means that
the community in which the project exists is of paramount importance ?Indthat it plays a significant-role in the conceptualization, development, and
operation of the project in its area.

The utilization of "field based schools coupled with spccific
instructional programs" is the basis of the third theme. Both of these
components are manifeeted through the plaeini of interns and inservice
teachers who are learning and practiting new or refined teaching skills in
actual classrooms in field situations.

The fourth theme is "multicultural education," the development both of
multiracial and multiethnic staffs and of multicultural insights into
pedagogical practices and instructional materials (which are more reflectiv



of the multicultural nature of our society) is the basis of this theme. Teacher
Corps has made a- significant contribution and start toward the total
realitation of this theme. However, unlike the first three themes," which have
grown in many ways put of and evolved from more traditional and well
established philosophical frames of references, the ,concept of multi-
culturalism is still an emerging dynamic.

. As one looks closely at thc conceptual nature of multiculturalism, the
essence of the idea and its significance to Teacher Corps becomes
increasingly clear. Multiculturalism and its educational embodiment (often
referred to as multicultural education) have many definitions; but in its most
meaningful context, it is education that facilitates learning in children or
adults at Optimum,levels of achievement, regardless, of their race, ethnicity,
socio-economie status or environment Pr fact is that multiculturalism is
the true spirit and essence of Teacher Corps. lenlike the other themes, which
are important but yet soknahat provincial and one-dimensional in terms of
total programmatic impact, multicultural education is at once both universal
and ,multidimensional in its total impact on Teacher fortis. Multicultural
education is the universal context. and the total encompassing frame of
re1cnce that all other Teacher corps programmatic themes and experience
must1ribody if, in fact, Teacher Corps is to' respond to "its fundamental
mandat

Equally important in tems of the current overall impact of Teacher
Corps has been its recent programmatic emphasis orrinservice education.
Much of this emphaqs has been miaj,,vated by the recent teacher surpluses
which have allowed fewer rww teacher interns into the system. Miditionally,
this has been coupled with the need to tenew and change the skills and
comktencies of many of the practitioners that are already within the
sthools. In a. generat-sense, the purpose of inservice education has been in
gaining additional degrees, credentialing,'Ikensing, overall school
improvement, pro-Tessional advancement Or promotion, retraining for-hew
assignments and personal professional development (Far West Teacher

Sorps Network. 1976). More specifically inserVice education/staff
develOpment is now beginning to bear the brunt of continuity of program
quality for responsiVeness to educational needs, for the initiation of
programs for change, and for the opportunity for individuals.to engage in
self-examination and renewal (Bish4;1976).

It has become apparent that Teacher Corps in its current context is
being affected by two significant developments: I) the emerging of an all
encompassing dynamic known as multiculturalism and: 2) the develop-
ment of a substantial programmatic thrust in the area of inserviceedueabion.
Without a doubt, a lengthy discussimi could be given regarding the-growth
and the impact of these two significant developments, both intirnat and
external to the Teacher Corps effort. However, given that both of these
developments are realistic postures in Teacher Corps at present, how then

11
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does "reacher Corps -address the real. functional question: "How does\
Teacher Corps combine multicultural education perspeclives and inservice
education into productive experiences and programsr

This question has two aspects, which will be treated in turn. The first
-aspect inyolves impressing Rpon individuals involved with Teacher Corpi

the need for and the importance of (1) developing a multic Rural frame of
reference and philosophy for all intervice education 4periences, (2)
developing and securing individual and programmatic com tment to that
philosophy, (3) developing and implementing for ins ce education
multicultural curriculum dimensions 4flectiye of that philosophy and
commitment and (4) developing a plan to monitor the ongoing iniervice
processes. The second aspect involves sugesting some developmental' and
programmatic (process-oriented) notions diet permeate these four
comments.

Initially, it is imPortant to view the four areas from, at least, two
perspectives. The first perspective is organizational, in that the 'four areas
imply in a very limited fashion, a,notion of direction, scope and sequence in
terms of the total prog-rammatic development fdr rptakicultural insebice
education programs. The second perspective is both informationat and
operational, in that they also relate to the total programmatic development
of a multicultural inservice ,tducation program. Thus, in actuality, they
becOme. integral factors in a planning process for assisting Teacher Corps
projects in determining where, to go and how to get there.

4

The Development-Of a philosophy for
Multicultural IilserviteAditcation

The development of a comprehenstve philosophical stance for
multicultural inservice education is of paramounk importance. As new
educational needs and challenges present themselves, a plethora of
educational possibilities begin to emerge under the rubric of eduational
reforni, bringing with them demands for new programmatic forms and new
roles for the teacher (Joyce, l972). Multicultural inservice education is a
renewal and a change moV nt which represents demands for new inservice
education training ap ew. kinds of teaehers based upon the reality of
ha*ing to serve a culture y diverse andcomplex society. Therefore, in order
to develop an inservice education program that will help Teacher Corps
personnel function effectively with students in a cultitrally diVerse society it
becomes critical to develop a philosophical foundation. Such a philosophy
would serve as a tool to organize diverse data and information concerning
essential understandings-, skills, attitudes, and process's& which would assist
in identifying the-essential content for multictiltdral inservice education
programs (Hilliard, 1974). This philosoiThy would proyide a form for 4..
interpreting, as acculately as possible, the forces that might influence the
preparation,of teachers and other educators for a multicultural society.
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Secondly, the iihilosophy would proVide the opportunity to identify&
select or synthesize from the data and information collected a bodyof helical"
or principles that would give to a person who entertained them a certain
philosophical bias for changing,educators in a particular way for a
multicultural society. Die result of this second philosophical not ion.mlight be
a set of assumptions and tenets from which programmatic respOnses for
inservice education could be derived.

l'hirdly, a philosophy could provide for the Teacher Corps personnel an
integrated personal view that would serve to guide professional conduct and
thinking in the difficult task of helping' to renew and change teacherg.

The result of this philosophital inquiry might well he a personalized
interpretation or self-realization f what the Teactitr`Corps person might
view as his own particular role. lationship to the accomplishment of the,
total objective.

.

We suggest nine processes which are helpful in the development of a
phildsophy for multicOltural inservice .education.

1. 'Fake part in self-assessment to examine personal -frames of
reference predispOsitions, biases, and prejudices as they relatelo
cultural diversity, 'reacher Corps, and inservice educAtion.

2 Develop new knowledge bases, explore and learn about other
cultures and ethnic groups.

3. Initiate and dvelop meaningful dialogue with schools, parents,
community people, and students of all cultural and ethnic group's
about all facets of the inservice education process.

4. Critically examine the relationships of various cultdal and ethnic
groups to the ideology of the "melting pot" and the ideology or
"cultural pluralism."

5. identify, interpret, and evaluate educational problems and their
ielationship to inservice education, particularly in the areas or
objectives, practices, outcomes, student needs, societal needs, and
curricutummaterials from various cultAral' and ethnic. group
perspectives.

sdhr 6. Utilize various research mbdes, (such as analytical;
deliberative, experimental, historical, investigative, and observa-
tional) to ex'amine various educational philosophies and inservice
education practicies.

7 Utilize critical thinking InetAds (such as reflective thinking,
reasoned inquiry), to study concem, catsgories, and hypotheses
that relate to renewing and changing educational experiences and

, programs.

8. Observe and participate in culturally diverse and cross-cultural
experiences both in and out of the field of education.

1 5 f
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9. interpret and oiganite the experiences and data collected in the
above eight processes into generalsstatenynts about multicultural
inservice education in the areas of (a) goals, (b) inservice
education curriculum, (c) inservice training strategies and
methodologies, (d) nature of learning theories as they relate to
teacher training and inservice education, (e) roles for the inservice
educator or trainers, (f) roles of content for inservice education
and training, (g) roles of inservice education participants, and
(h) role of evaluation in the inserviee education process,

The Development of Individual and
PrOgrammatic Commitment to That Philosophy

If one tiegins to think seriously about what kind of innovative impact aphilosophy tor multicultural inservice education would mean in tems of
training practices, it becomes very clear that it could mean a major
programmatic change for Teacher Corps people and the institutions
involved. However, it ibust be remembered- that neither people nor
institutions are often changed by philosophies or perfunctory processes that
operate solelY on cognitive insights or in an intellectual vacuum. Teacher
Corps yersonnel and ,Teacher Corps prograrris must recognize through
cultural assessment and introspection that their professional motiations areby nature both "self-derivative" and "other interpreted" (Anderson, 1975).At the same time, they must realize that their sincerity and the value
commitments embodied in their philosophies and in their individual and
programmatic frames Of references do affect their educational efforts with
both their peers and the people they serve (ibid.). Additionally, it should alsp
be noted that most educational renewal. has not in the past and probably
cannot in the future be accomplished by either Teacher Corps personnel,
teachers, administrators, consultants, parents, teaQher educators, com-
munity people, or students working in isolation.

In order to facilitate a philosophyand to realize its objectiyes and goats,
a consciously well-planned effort to_maintain a supportive project and
program-a-t-movhereför tile achievement of those goals must be sustained
(Ibid., p.- 21). .1'he following ideas are suggested as Components of a total
process that would seek tO gain and establish individual and programmatic
commitment to multicultural inservice education:

I. that the significance and need for multicultur#1 inservice
education be recognized by the Teacher Corps and its related
institutions of higher education and the school .districts that it
serves.' That -this commitment to the philosophies and tenets of
multicultural inservice education be the frame of reference for all
inservice education processes in Teacher Corps.

2. That the national, network and local project leadership ofTeacher
Corps and its inservice education 'programs encourage and



prom ktite individual enitiative on the part of all Teacher Corps and
its in.s vice education programs encourage and promote
individual initiative on the part of all Teacher Corps staff and,
communities to take part in multicultural inse ice education. It is
also important that thee efforts be rec9gfiized by the regular

s reward systems of Teacher Corps. t

3. That a clearly defined organiiaI1aI pattern for a curriculum
plann g and development process for multi-cultural inservice
ed ation be defined with procedures for effecting the needed
c anges. .,.

..,

4. That adequate 'facilities and time for curriculum planning and
yurriculum development with new and innovative practices be
given to those individuals involved.

S. That adequate financial resources be allocated to the inservice
education programs for the teaching materia,land media, staff
position& consultants, and program develop ent purposes.

6. 'Ibat adequate technical and. consultati4 services be made
javailable to the multicultural inprvice edudation plannjng and

7eevelopment phases.

. That opportunities fox the interchange of ideas, training
xperiences, and materials with other projects concerning

multiculttral education and inservice education be provided by
Ttcher Corps.

8. That Teacher Corps projects and their inservice education
programs javelop relationships with the communities that they
serve so that they may take part in the decision-making procekses
that affect them (Alexander, 1%6).

The Development of Multicultur urriculum
Dimonalons jor Teacher Corps I6ervice Education

,
Traditionally, inservie ce education has h d as its major esponsibility ..;e

task of credentialing, maintaining, and providing profe nal grow I
teachers and of 'assisting them in becoming compete educ riff all
children in_our society. Just as.traditionally, inserviceed cation has failed in
its task to maintain teacher competence paaticularly as t related to many of
thcse children. Lewis Rubin points out:

...1nservice education has indeed been virtually lostcause.. teacher
.-: professional- growth has not been taken seriously, it lacks systematic

methodology, an21-ittglieen managed with aStonishing clumsiness. It
is not surprising, therefore, that teachers have grown accustomed to

Its impotence and that administrators have come to regard it as a
routine exercise in futility (Rubin, 1971). ,
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the logical questions then become: What impaet is being made upon the
students by the currently produced types of teachers? In what ways are the .1
various groups or kinds of students nut being served? In what specific ways
should inservice education curriculum be changed?
If the question of inservice education reform is looked at in the context of
better preparing teachers to teach the great variations among children ol the
.American people, the enormity of the task becomes clear4Thereare as many
reforms as there are reformers. Nevertheless there appear to be, at least, three
repeatedly voiced main concerns to which inservice programs need to
respond. 'they are: (1) All teachers need to become much more know-
ledgeable about the impact and influences of culture, ethnicity, race, and
socio-economic status on teaching and the tudents who are bcing taught;
(2) All teachers need to become mote chinpetent in their abilities to
diagnose, analyze, and interprel the ongoing dynamics of new classrooms
situations which they must face. daily: '(3) All teacherS need significantly
more preparation in the basic teaching skills tO 'make them effective
classroom educators (Smith, 1969).

With these concerns in mind, this writer offers the ((glowing list of many
of the new multicultural curriculum dimensions that might be utilized and
developed into significant learning exSeriences for Teacher Corps inservice
training purposes. Thrs compendium is not complete nbr could it be.

A Compendium of Pbssible New MultkttItural
Curriculum Dimensiions for Inservice Education

Personal Identity, Assessment, nd AWareness

Unders ding the need for competent teachers 1 in a multicultural
soc y.

Utilizing personal and self assessment batteries. '

Understanding myths about teacher education.
Understanding studies of teacher related probleMs in a culturally

diverse society.

Education and Culture
-

Understanding theories and dimensions of culture,.
Understanding and utilizing cultural and ethnic group histories arld

studies.
I

Understanding cultural.and ethnic values in society and education.
Participating in cultural group and community studies in education.

Language and Cultural Communication in Education

DeVeloping skills in transracial communication for educational
purposes.
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Understanding dialects.
Utiliting bilingual skills and techniques.
Developing- skills in interpersonal communication in multiethnic

groups.

Understanding nonverbal kinesics in the classroom in multicultural
settings.

Prejudice, Discrimination, and Racism

Understanding theories dp'rejudice, discrimination and racism.
Devaoping skills in the identification .of prejudice, discrimination,
and racism in society and educational practices.
'Feacher-student recognition of prejudice, discrimination: and racism
in the classroom.
Utilizing strategies, methods, a d techniques for teachers to combat

racism in education.

Multicultural Curricular and Instructional Development

Studying myths about curriculum and instruction in niultieultural
eduatio n.

Gaining cognitive and affective insights in learning styles.
Developing modelslind design strategies for K-I2 curriculum

development
Developing, demonstrating, And utilizing methods and techniques for

K,.-12 curriculum modification.

Multicultural Learning Materials and Media

Developing and utilizing criteria for selecting appropriate multi-
cultural learning of materials (including mediated materials).'

Gaining knowledge of sources for multicultural learning materials
and media.

Developing techniques for utilizing multicultural learning materials in
learning activities.

Demonstrating te4ehniques for developing Multicultural learning
materials.

Community Involvement in a Multicultural Society

Examining the nature of communities in a multicultural society.
Participating in community analysis and study methods.
Developing strategies for involving the educator in communities.

Directly related to the successful development and implementation of
any substantial curriculum reform in inservice education is the planning and
organization of a process for accomplishing that task. In order to facilitate
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*that change, it sterns necessary to describe a sequential process that could
..prov ide direction and guidance for effectively accoMplishing that goal. Here,
a Seven step 'process is suggested' to 'assist in the development of new
multicultural. curriculum dimensions fo eacher education. ,

I. Develop work channe s and communicatiOn lines with'all
projected groups who might be involved (including school district
administrative and supervisory personnel, school boards,
community roups, interns, parents, classroom teachers, college of
education faculty, and Teacher ('orps staff) in the development or
operation of a multicultural inservice education program for
Teacher`Corps concerning curriculum needs, instructioUal
innovations, and critical educational isiues that are confronting

.various commu or groups of students.
2. Review available search anerelated literature on multicultural

education to sec h w it relates to inservice education, particularly
in areas of purposes and goals, general decisions about curriculum.
instructional strategies, thc nature of learning, roles of the teaclier,
roles of the student, roles of the the content, 'and the nature of
evaluation processes.

3. Inttiate an identification and selection process for multicultural
inservice education programidevelopment or.reform and
curricular directio9s to meet- the needs of all the demographic
groups which your network, project, or inservice education
program serves. Needs assessment and delineation of teacher roles
offer two conceptualizations for approaching this task.

4. .Begin to develop proposals and design experimental programs
with prototypical learning experiences and activities for
multicultural inservice training. (This phase should emphasize a
research and demonstration.)

5. Develop working relationships between multicultural education
specialists and Teacher Corps so that various curriculum areas
may introduce multicultural learning dimensions into their special
areas (such as: language arts, reading; special education, business
education, science' education, art education, music education;
social studies educatiort, guidance and counseling, and physical
edqcation).

6. Initiate the development of Teacher Corps staff inservice for all
Teacher Corps networks and projects and for the people outside
the Teacher Corps staff who would,be taking part in thc inservice
etlucation prOcess.

7. Develop a timetable for the introductlon UM inclusion of new
multicultural inservice learning experiences with adequate support
systems under very careful supervision (Gilchrist, 1963).

fr
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The Development of a Plan to-Monitor Ongoing
Inservice Education Processes in Teacher Corps

One of the basic challenges for Teacher Corps is to develop inservice,
mechanisms that *ill -provide for constant renewal and change. In order to
ac.complish this, several kinds of decisiOns.will have to be made based upon

----- data regarding such things as ( I ) needs assessment, (2) possible programs
tbat will meet the identified learner needs, (3) the competencies of are
related educational personnel and. (4) the procedures, administrative
leadership, and supportive mechanisms needed for successfulinservice/ staff
development programs (Bishop,t p. 268). Among the most important of all
related procedures and, support mechanism.s for inservice education is a
systematic approach to decision-making, known as a monitoring plan.

A Well conceived monitoring plan could provide Teacher Cows with'"
ways. rif enhancing its efficiency and effectiveness while at the same time
producing data that could be useful in terms of credibility and a ()brit-

ability, In developing new and effective multidimensio ed ational
prirgrams, such as multicultural inservice experience, it is imp rtant and
necessary to establish creative met hods.to "overview" the entire endeavor as a

>.it operatics.
The exact nature and subStance of a monitoring plan for a particular

inservice program is directly related to the mission a the program and the
particular function tasks that are needed to carry it out successfully. In the
case of multicultural inservice education, the development of a carefully
conceived plan coil Id be especially instrumental and highly valuable in terms
of facilitating productive experiences. This notiOn is partictdarly true in the
senselhat many of the-experiencei will be cross-cultural and will necessitate
the highest degree df planning in order to deal adequately with the
sensitivities and subtleties that this- kind of training oftendemands.

With full recognitiori of the complexity of this task, the following list
presents groups of.suggested generaj components for a monitOring plan. In
each of these seven general areas, the personnel involved in the inservice
program would generate a set of questions or statements that would cover
areas such as procedures, responsibilities, materials, resources, personnel,
.schedules, timing, sequence, participants, goals, objectives, and overall'
programmatic format. (Or particular significance in terms of the monitoring
plan is a charted and projective time analysis and record of events for the
planning period and during the program.)

Suggested General Components for a Monitoring
Plan for Teacher Corps Inservice Educatkpn Program

I. Organizing and conducting Inservice Education Development
Activities

This component involves the Teacher Corps stiff in planning the
resources and procedures that facilitate all program phases.
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(Develop a pertinent sct of questions or statements related to this
area and a tiMe tabie.) .

2. Conducting the Needs 'Assessment
this conaponent involves conducting a needs assessment to

gather data about students, schools, Teacher Corps personnel:,
and communities relative to Teachei! Corps.

(DeveloP a pertinent set of questions or statements related to this
area and time table.)

3. Developing Statements of Goals and Objectives
This componest involves stating for inservice.education goals
and objectims that are data based and shared with 'Feacher
Corps personnel, teachers, students and community members.

(Develop a pertinent set of questions or stateimints related to this
area and time table.)

4. Selecting the Educational Improvement Activity
This component involves deciSion-making .about the appro-
priate educational improvement activity that meets goals and
objectives already dei/eloped:

(Develop a pertinent set of questions or statements related to this
area and-time table.) .

5. Determining the Competenies of the Target Educational Per-
sonnel

This component involves identifying the knowledge, skills, and
attittides of Teacher CorN personnel whAill be needed to
implement and operate..the inservice education activities.

(Develop a pertinent set of questions ol slaternents 'related to this
area and time table.)

6. ConClucting Regular Evaluation
This component involves looking at intermediate and terminal
outcomes and using data for decision-making, reporting and
feedback procedures.

(Develop a pertinent set of questions or statemerns relatfd to this
area and time table.)

7. Implementing the Program
This component involves the iniplementation by TeaCher Corps
personnel involved in the inservice.educatyn programs of an
inservice education program (with continuous refinement and
expansion of the procedures, structu4nd evaluation coin-
ponents). /

(Develop a pertinent set of questions or statements related to this
area and time table.)
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: Ihe...deVeloPment, of multicultural- iiimensibris forjeacher Corps ip-
service fducation programs, as- well. as their potential impact,- will depend
greatly upon the combined capacities of the individuals:,and the projects
invOlVed. It is important to create and Sustain a "process': that will.facilitate
:teither Corps programs in this area. In order to assist in acconiRlishing this
objective, this' paperhas suggested ideas useful in"providing some scope,
sequence and.direction to this area. .. .

To have any significant impact on improving the abilities of teachers to
facilijate higher levels of achievement with the students that Teacher Corps
serves, the development of a mUlticultu*erspective in inservice education
is not debatable; it is imperative.
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CHAPTER 2

'Teachers learn more effectively through active involveinent in
the learning process. .

Dr. Carol Urzua and Dr. David Dillon present an alternative model for
inservice education which actively involves the participant in the learning
process. They feel theoretical principles are better understood, remembered
and accepted through an inductive, illustrative approach. This chapter
develops a model which will give developers of inservice programs an-
alternative to the standard format for implementing an effective inservice
program.

...
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LEARNING CENTERS:' sA VIABLE ALTERNATIVE
FOR INSER VICE TRAINING

Carole Urzua, University of Texas at Austin
David Dillon, University of Alberta

Place: A room in any school.

Time: feacher inservice day.

Setting: The room is noisy. Small groups of teachers are working together
around tables. Some are reading directions, some are working on'
materials, and others have put the materials aside to engage in
discussion. Occasionally the groups move from table to table, usually
re-forming as teachers choose one table instead of another. At first
glance there appears to be no leader in the room, but after awhile it can
be noted that one person moves from group to group; sometimes
participatirt in the activity, sometimes answering questions, and
sometimes just listening.

The scene is an alternative approach to teacher inservice training
devised to provide an alternative to the frequent ineffectivenesS and
limitations of the traditional lecture approach. First, the time limitations of
much inservice are usually severe, from several hours to one day. Second,
subsequent follow-up with the group of participants is usually difficult or
impossible. Third, topics. to be dealt with are often broad, e.g.,
individualizing instruction!, teaching reading in the content areas, etc.
Finally, teachers are generally concerned with their actual behavior or
instructional activities in the classroom, while the leader (the consultant,
Supervisor, or principal) often feels a need to first provide a theoretical base.
As a result,at the end of such a session, leaders often feel that they have not
sufficiently developed the topic and teachers leave feeling that they have not
received what they nipeded.

In order to void the frustrations felt by both leaders and participants in
these situationJ, an approaCh has been iltvised which utilizes indep,endent
activities pla5id in learning centers or stations. The instructional activities
are design to teach 'general principles inductively, while application of
these theoretical tenets is illustrated by the activities. The activities are
designed for small.groups in which teachers share common experiences;
jointly seek answers to questions, and exchange ideas. Each center contains
I I background information on the topic, (2) directions and Materials for the

activity, and (3) discussion questions focusing on the general principles
illustrated in the activity. Extension of the newly-acquired knowledge to
generate additional instructional goals and accompanying activities is also
encouraged. The leader's role changes from the traditional one of a central,
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directing figure dispensing knowledge to a multi-faceted role as guide,
resource, prober, encourager. 'the approach could be called "teacher-
centered" since the teacher is the student in this case.

this alternative approach is described in this paper as follows: First, key
concepts upon which this method is based are enumerated and explored in
greater detail, utili/ing examples of actual activities to illustrate their
implementation whenever appropriate. Second, the procedure of this
method is discussed in greater detail.' ,All illustrations are from recent
inservice sessions devised by the authors on developing oral la nguage ability
as part of the elementary language arts program.

Key Underlying ('oncepts ,...
1) People learn inure effectively through involvement in the learning

process. "Acting on" the surrounding environment is the major tenet of
Piagers theory Of cognitive development without which cognitive
maturations remains only a potential, (1952). That tenet applies to the
cognitive developmept of adults as well as to that of children. In order to
fully understand ,and utiliie effectively the information provided, learners
must go beyond mere listening and seeing. Bruner calls this kind of learning
"the act of discovering...obtaining knowledge for oneself by the use of one's
own mind..." (1961). There are fOur benefits, he says, to providing discovery
experiences in an educational setting: I) the increase in intellectual potency,
2) the shift from extrinsic to instrinsic rewards, 3) learning the heuristics of
discovery', 4) the aid to memory processing.

..,.

Active involvement will cause learners, in this case the teachers, to
comprehend the information better, to note its ramifications, and to
associate the implied teaching:learning strategies with their own teaching
situations:7Teachers may retain the learning longer due perhaps to the more
intrinsic reward of success in their own class.

the following is 4 example of an active -experience in which\ participants are discovering something about the physie-al world, and are
\sharing their perceptions u..ing language.

Read first:

The activity you are about to experience is established to help yor;
understand what kind of language functions (purposes) occur
naturally as people are involved in a meaningful experience. So you
tvill have data to study at the end of your experience, one person will
be the recorder. -That person should have pencil and paper and be
seated near the table which contains the materials. The other two
p )ple will then go to the table. The material youzill beworking with
s the substance in the dishpan, As the two pelople talk about the
substance, the recorder will write down all language heard from
her/ his two partners. When the experience ceases to be "fun," quit and
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'then return to read the remainder of the iystructions. HAVE FUN!!!
(Author's note: the substance is cornstarch and water, mixed to the
consistency of thick gjue.)

Read when you are finished:
.

Look over the language data you have collected. Discuss together
the (ollowing questions: I) What kind of language (language
function) was used most? ItisCexamples of those functions. 2) Why
are these functions used? 3) listv.v cOula theexperience be broadentd?
(For example, would it make a difference who the participants were?)

2) Tbeoretical principlfs are ketter zinerstood, rememliered, and
accepted through an inductive, illustrative approach. The presentation of
general principles in any format usually requires illustrations so that the
principles,can be well understood. The.more illustratio'ns of a certain concept
acted upon by participants,.the more it is likely the general principle will be
learned. Learning centers, then, provide a concrete learning situation in
which participants can test their previous knowledge, revite or'add to that
knowledge, and generate new specifics based on the principle. Piaget (1952)
refers to this evaulative mode as assimilation-accomodation, two sides to the-
largely unconscious equilibration process.

As an example of how a learningcenter can provide the illustration for a
general principle, here is an activity from a group of centers developed
around concepts of the interaction between language and cognition.

Contrived Situations for Oral Language/Creativity
Read first:

We use language for various purposes = informing, entertaining,
persuading. These skills can be developed fora student by placing him
in a communicative setting, real or contrived, in which he must
actually use the commulication skills and by providing the student
with appropriate information and feedback. A student's creative
thinking ability can also be developed through In activity such as the
following:

se

Activty; The Gatekeeper

One person takes the part of a newly hired gatekeeper with strict
instructions to let no one pass through the gate he is guarding and
enter the property on the other side. The other players approach the
gatekeeper one at a time and try to convince him that they are the. owncrs of Mt property on the other side of the gate and that he should
let' them through. The gatekeeper on the other hand, must try to
present h wn reasons for not accepting the alleged property owner's19

I
argume)

nt . (e.g. Player I: Can't youesee my name on the mailbox in
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there? Here's the same name on my driver's license. Gatekeeper: Sorry
sir, there are a lot of people with the name John Doe.) Each alleged
owner should rry to come up with at least .5 arguments for going
through the gate. 'lite gatekeeper can allow th'e owner through if he
can't respond appropriately to the owner's argument or if he thinks.

r that the ownxr's reasoning is very good ot original. Sevetal
otekeeper-owner conversations can be going on at once but some
participants should listen to one player's arguments.and then follow
him, trying not to duplicate any of the reasOning.

hi/ow-through:

I. Do you feel that being asked or "pushed" to think of at least 5
reasons was an aid to creative thinking?("Creative thin-king" refers
to unexpected or uncommon responses.) Explain further.

2.
t

)id one role, the gatekeeper or the owner, seem more difficult to
assume.' Why?

Y-
3 . What do you think would be i good type of evaluation procedure

to use for this type of activity with a group of children? Teacher,
peer, other?

-1,
4. Aid this type of activity help a child recognue, analyze, and

spond appropriately to various types of persuasive discoursei
which he encounters in his daily life? Why?

5. think of similar types of altivities to help children develop their
,., oral language and thinking skills and share them with the rest of the,

group. (e.g.. children may select any item from a store for free if
they.can think of a reason why they, must have it and only it.)

When participants have gone through this experience, theyare engaged
by the leader, or sometimes encouraged-through a written directive, to
discuss what principles of language learning they have gleaned from the
activity. It is not difficult to articulate the general principles that:

a) ('hildren's language ability is determined tiia great exstent by the
type and variety of language input they have encountered and the
kind alid amount of opportunities they have to produce language.

b) Oral language develoOment for children is a. creative, yet rule-
governed, trial-and- ror process which, over a period of time,
finally approximat s the adult model of a child's speech_
community and in w h errors are just as important as, successes
for language learning.

c) children focus on meaning when using language, yet still learn
\ form and structure. Significant others respond primarily to a

meaning and only indirectly and infrequently to form.

r
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1)1 earning general principles through illustrative activities better
enables participants ki apply the irdOrmation and to e vend the theoretical
prim ipks. I wo ditkrent theorists have relevant information to this key
concept. Bruner (1960) talks about two aspects of the act of learning:
t rankformat ion. Which is the manipulation of knowledge to make it fit new' tasks, mid evaluation, which is checking whether the information gathered is
adequate tor the wk. Only when a learner understands a general principle
can that learner apply the principle in new situations; it is only Very young*children who engage in. transduet. thinking where a specific instance
relates to another specific ikIstance thout including a generalization.

Another way to approach this key concept is 'explained by Bloom
. (1956). Although theory and practice cannot he separated, they do involve
different levels of cognitive abilities.

Knowing general principles of language learning or instructional
strategies is opounatte`r, but applying them in practice is another. Thus.110.
activities are designed to teach not only the knowledge Of general facts but
also the methods of applying them in the classroom. A teacher can become
much more independeni and responsible for instruction ',by attaining both
the level ot-knowledge and the leVel of application in thiti regard.

Discussion questions to provide opportunities for apPlying the general
-

principles and extending the, scope of the application are \ncluded in each
center. Several examples follow.

a) How wo'uld yog vary the task to deal with dif rent kinds of
describing and With d(fferent levels of difficulty?

-

b) Besides requesting. what other types of practical Oral language
skills could he developed in this manner (e.g., 'irking intro-
ductions, giving directions, making announcements,itc.)

c) A game of this type can be used to aid ( I ) vocabulary d velopment,
e.g., words such as "horizontal" or "shaded," and (2 the use of
certain sentence structures. e.g., yes! no questions. Wha variations
of these two areas .can you Ihink of in an activity suc as this?

d) ('an you think of other experiences or stories to drama 'ze which
would involve more verbal interchange and might possib be used-
to -aid the development of specific vocabulary items, .entence
structures, or ways of. speaking appropriate for certai social
situations? At what age levels wOuldahey be appropriate.,,

e) I hink of similar types of activities to help children develoP their
oral language a nd thinking skills and share them with the rest of the
group. E.g.. children may select any item from a store for free if
they can think of a good rgason why they must have it and only it.

4) leachers' learning is greatly increased and enhanced if they have an
opportunity to share ,their knowledge. reactions, and solutions. TeacRqs

1 P.7 0
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bring unique backgrounds and perspectives to a session and, after
particoRating in a common activity, they are well prepared to share ideas,
discuss problems, disagree with each other in short, to learn from each
other. the instructor does not relinquish his role as a leader for by devising
certain activities and certain discussion questions, the group can be moved in
certain directions. However, a format such ao this provides for many other
perspectives. When teachers are given responsibility for part of the learning,
not only are they motivated to a greater degree of participationobut their-
self-image is also enhanced.

5) A learning center's approai.h providesva great degree individual
participants are engaged in var us activities,

-

_i:ation in a presentation. As
if

the leader is able to move from group to group to listen to the verbal
interact-ion, help. with directions, prod with further questions, encourage,
provide further information, and answer questions in order to deal with real
needs os they arise. Participants, on the other hand, are able to choose
centers on the basis of topics they feel a need to learn more about and also on
the basis of the amount of active involvement with which they would feel
comfortable. I.earning centers, then, provide ample materials and
experiences for each participant to exactly find their own niche, or "the
Match" as Hunt calls it (1969). Since not all teachers are ready to commit
themselves to an activity which calls for a great deal of participation, a few
centers were devised to accommodate lesseri degrees of activity and
responsibility. The following center, utiliiing 4 slide/ tape presentation.
illustrates a minimum level 'of particiPation. 1

i I

Creative Dramatics

Read first..

('reative dramatics is one way in which the oral language deelopment
of children can be aided. It is not children's theater, which is a h ly

contrived, "programmed" situation with memoriied lines, ps,

costumes. etc. Rather, it consistt of a stimulus and a loosely structured.
situation contrived by the- !elder in ..which the players have a
framework within which to work, but also a oil deal of freedom to
develop their character, the plot, wid th dialogue creatively.

'efiss""'

Activity:

Watch the accompanying slide/ tape presentation of several groips
children engaged in creative dramatics play and discuss the following
questions:
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Follow-through:

I. Although a good deal of- the creative dramatics shown in these
pickures is non-verbal, in what ways do you think creative
dramatics can aid a child's oral language development? Try to be
specific.

2. Can yw think of other experiences.or stories to dramatize which
would involve more verbal interchange and might possibly he used
to aid the development of specific vocabulary items, sentence
structures, or ways of speaking appropriate for a certain social
situation? At what age levels would they be appropriate?

3. What role, if any, does nonverbal communication play in oral
language development?

4. Creative dramatics purports to benefit the development of the
whole child. H iirziln you think it helps a child's growth physically,
emotionally, socially and intellectualr

PROCEDURE

Let's return to the opening scene and describe how the environment for
the learning centers is established. Several key questions guide this analysis:

11(!ware the learning centers introuced? When teachers enter the room
at the beginning of their inservice session, they find Stations already set up so

stead of sitting in rows wait ingfor the speaker to begin, they are facingotranother in small groups from the very start. Although somewhat
threatening at first, the physical arrangement has the advantage of setting a
mood which promotes interaction. Often teachers begin one of the activities
while waiting for the session to start.

An introduction to the day's activities must several things:. (1) it
must motivate and generate excitement, (2) it must co municate objectivesof the session by introducing the main concepts to e dealt with in the
centers, and 13) it must give adequate information concerning the expectedctions of the participants so they can function securely. Prolonged
introductions will destroy the mood of interaction, so all of this must be
accomplished very quickly.

How can this be done? First, tliere is a nced for carefully prepared
cominent's which give complete yet concise information. Just as important is
enthusiasm on the part of the leader. If there is doubt in a leader's mind that
the approach k less than wise, the participants will recognize it. Assume that
everyone in the room will learn from and enjoy the activities and let themknow that Smoirrtomments as the ollowing are encouraging and non-
threatening: "Since it seems effective for c ildren to interact with materials
and each other, we thought it/would be. helpf ul for teachers to do likewisfi'
or "We know you bring a grtat deal of rnowledge about today's subject with

-1 '47 ;
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you already, and :we think you will find the activities today will give you
opportunities to share that knowledge."

In keeping with this pattern of encouragement and enthusiasm, one
should introduce the key concepts through questions or examples of
children's behavior which parficipants will be addressing. For example in the
oral language development centers described in this paper, the authors
introduced the activities with a series of questions: "Do you dream using
language?..A re there times during the day when you say '1 know what !want
to say, only 1 can't say it?'...Do you know of children in your classes who
'know' certain concepts but who cannot verbalize those concepts?...What,
then, is t he relationship between language and thinking?...Between language
and reading?Theseare.complex questions, but we hope you'lLbegin to have
some answers as you deal with today's activities," Again be brief, inforMal,
and istipportive. Too much information over too long a time will allow
participank to get the conflicting message that the centers are but "follo
up activities" to the main speech.

Finally, it is essential to describe each center enough so t
judgments and choices can be made, but no so thoroughly as ruin one of
the built-in benefits of the centers themselves: the independence in reading
directions and carrl/ing out the activities. (The authors have noted that
t)articipants at this point will get out paper and pencil; ready themselves to

* copy directions in each of the ceniters and, as.a result, are distracted from the
task at hand. It is most essential then, to have mimeographed copies.of all
directions for all centers which can be distributed at the end of the session.
l'hus, no one needs to worry about writing anything and participants can
involve themselves in the actkOties.) In order to- make informed choices,
participants need to know I ) the main focus of each center, e.g. "Those of
you most interested in learning how problem-solving, creativity, and
language influence each other may want to visit this center" and 2) any
specific instructions to be emphasized, e.g., "Please be sure to discuss the
follow-through questions before you finish because sharing of perceptions is
integral to .your understanding of some communication processes." Since
most of the centers deal With the same general concepts, and since all
participants will have copies of directions for all centers, it is more beneficial
for all participants to get fully involved in a limited number Of centers, rather
t han. to go center-hopping just to see what is available. Experience indicates
that approximately a half-hour period for each center is adequate. Four to
six participants at a center and no more than.a total of 30 to 35 participants
seems best.

.
.

What is ilte leackr's role:' A ft er teachers begin moving into the centers,
the leader's rote changes no Ion er the giver of information and directions.
At this poiht; the leader must b nd into the gime. For a few minutes
participants may mill about. deci ing which center they will attend first.

6\-
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Occasionally, thej.eader must help individuals decide which center might be
most beneficial tir them and guide them to participate.'

As the teachers are engaged in the centers, however, the leader must
exercise great skill in knowing when to intervene in the process. Some work
best when left alone. Others welcome questions. Playing the devil's advocate
is a technique of intervention that stimulates participants.te think further
about the theoretical underpinnings of the activity. For example, in the
(;atekeeper it is helpful for some to specifically discuss how language and
cognition are working together with the leader taking the position that there
is little relationship since the activity`is just a "game." .

,

Another intervention role played by the leader is that of expander or
applier. Since the activities in the centers are-adult level, a is curciid that
applications be made to the level being taught by the individual participant.
"What other w av could this work in your classroom?" is an important
question. At this point, teachers' knowledge-4of what might be effective with
their owia children can be shared, an experienet mentioned earlier as one in
which a person's self-esteem is often enhanced. Many times this sharing with
one another results in curriculum ideas, insights into children's learning
processes: and continued sharing of instructional concerns and ideas with

I .colleagues. .
Another role the leader plays during this time is "answerer-of-

q uest ions-t he-pa rtici pant-a I ways:-wanted-to-k now-but-could-never-find-
out." Many times, participants are afraid to speak up in front of groups. The
leader's role as prober. expander, and applier will allow participants
opportunity to fully expres their curiosity and candidly interact with the
leader on an informal give-and-take basis. The leader can suggest specific
answers to the participant's question, follow up with suggested references,
guide the .participant to others already working in that area, or a host of '
other alternatives. It is one of the few inrrvice settings in which the authors
hae truly felt they "took learners where they were" and expanded their
personal horizons. .

. .
A tinal role the leader plays is that of encourager. It is characteristic of

some participants to "look" at material in a center with some resistalice to
actual in% oh-en:Lev. This often is due to lack of experience with this kind of
learning situation. Frequently, much encouragement is needed to motivate
participants to get involved. It is important, then, to hve several degrees of
participation called for in the centers, ranging from- simple listening to

_,--- discussing to role playing .a situation before others. Occasionally, a
participant who opts for more passive invOWement at first becomes more
involved us he sees others actively engaged and enjoying themselves.

1

HOW 1.5 summari:ing accomplished? It is crucial to the learning
experience tbit all participants.share insightS gleaned from the centers. It is
usually helpful for the leader to -review the questions used to introduce the

"N
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centers so that there will be a,.sense of completion to the exercise. An-
additional means of summariling is to ask the participants to share an
additional aCtivity generated from discussion in a particular center. Aiain,
the self-esteem experienced by sharing an idea in a supportive environment is
an important benefit of learning center inserviee.

An evaluation of the session, either oral or written, should follow. As
with any model of telCher education, not everyone will feap the benefits of
learning centers. On occasion, the authors have seen participants leave the-
room to attend a more traditional "lecturedisten" session. But much more
frequent are comments of how much "fun" the experience was, what a vast
number of activities were "internalijed" in such a short time, and how

,enthusiastic participants were to get back to the-classroom. Even more
important in the hght of the goal of teaching thtory thrdugh practice are the
comments that more "understanding" of language processes had been
accomplished._

Leaders a Is-o need to nTaluate their own.behavior and evaluate whether
objectives have been met. In nearly every session, indications have been that
more was accomplished in a short time, more immediate feedback was
available for the leaders to adapt their intervention techniques, and greater
depth of understanding by the -participants seemed evident.

SUMMARY

I. he structure of inservice training, which usually dictates short
meetings, often with vague subject matter, does not always help teachers to

,und'erstand why certain classroom techniques are done ("how to
significantly change their teaching behavior. Establishing learning centers
with adult-level activities which. can be modified fo*hildren, all
demonstrating the same major theoretical tenets, can be a powerful
alternative to the traditional structure of inservice teacher educatiOn.

1
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component for all teachers remaids crdcial. s
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CHAPTER 3

A

Music is a universal and material expression ttieIery age group
within mankind.

AN

Dr. Lomucl Miller.htts been involved with three Teacher Corps projects
at the University of Houston during die past 'seven years. I ri this chapter Dr.
Miller describes the 'music education experience as it component fdr
prese6icd and inservice teachers. Mugic,eduelii0li is uspally one of the first
to 14e eliminated in schools with budgetery pillklems. However, in Dr.
Miller's opinion. the need-for music edtication ag a prirvice and inservice
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MUSIC: A 'FINE ARTS`COMPONENT FOR

ALTERNATIYE STAFF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH .
TEACHER CORPS'

by Samuel D. Miller'
1

...When 'teacher Corps wag established in 1965 by, Congress, its purpose,
as stated in the initiating legislation, was two-fold: (I) to strengthen the
educational opportunities available to low-income, minority children, and
(2) to- encourage colleges and universities to broaden their programs of
teacher education to better prepare those who would work with low-income,
minority children.' Typically, in the programs forthcoming from this
legislation, intenNive effoils in lansuar arts, mathematics, science, related
sOcial studies, and generic studies made tip the heart of the various preservice
training components, and the fine arts *ere not substantially involved,
except perhaps on a casuat,. intormal basis.

.The formal inclusion of Mimic; however, occurred within a few -of the
two yearcycles.2 This inclusion 'wag partially due to the administrative and
functional acklessibility to the Milic education staff members and facilities
associated with the various coOpeiating instituflons of higher learning, and
partially to a realization of the outstanding qualities of this art as well as its
educational advantages. Among t e most noteworthyof these are:

1..Music is a universal an nattftal.,expressionsof every.age group
wit hin.ma nk i nd. Music expression is ubiquitous. lt flothishes and
is cherished in all past and rit-qent, priThitive and advanced
societies of Mankind throughout 'the world. Thus, it is a human
phenomenon too important to be educationally ignored.

2. Music directly contributes to the seicial, aesthetic, physical, and
intellectual development of each school child,eaccordiiig to his
individual patterillof growth and development.

3, Music is a tonal analogue of human emotive' life: As such, iti
provides children with marvelous opportunities for active and
dynamiesmotional release and expression.that are both desirable

* and unique. Thus, music activities May proylde a refreshing change
of pace in'the school day. Furthermore, these activities help- in
developing sensitivity, awareness of subtleties, J:nd learning modes
that are dependent upon particular usage of various human senses
and the creative imagination. '

.

4. Music is a subject with its twin discipline its.own structures,
content, and related sJdtl. Its products are (ibyioüs, permanent
and precise..

1 8fik
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5. Music provides the child with many opportunities for developing
self-esteem arid self-realization.

.-
6. Music ,signifies many activities, and every child can succeed in at

least one of Ihem regardless, of his Mental ability. Basic and initial
achievement in music activities is not necessarily 'contingent upon
extensiVe intellectualcapacity, and therefore music may provide an
opportunity for success to some children 'who ,have difficulty
succeeding in other-subjects. On the other hand, music may be so
profound and complex that comprehensiorcof its elements and
their usage may challenge the most advarke acute minds. Its
immortal masterworks are in themselves pl-oducts of some of
civilization's extraordinacy individuals who possessed both genius
and pro'digious'powers of invention, investigation, and organiza-
tion,

7. Music helps the child develops deeper under'standing of various
world culture groups, their nature, and their contributions to the
general cultural heritage.

8., Music gives the child a source of enjoyment he can use throughout
life, and one of6its numerOus associated professions may provide a
future livelihobd.'

Consjdered also in the initial stages was the fact that the Black and
Mexican-American' subcultures, from which many of the tasset pflllic

-school populalions came, were rich in musical heritage, traditinns, and
literature. Quite frequently the literature of these subcultures Includes a
wealth of Materials passed on from primary sources thimigh the oral-r e

tradition rather than through primed media. It was fqlt that indigenou

music could provide not only .an opening .key to !import and pore
generalized learning, but would also be central to the entire music progrifm:
Since a number of the teachers, interns, administrators, and adjunct school

personrIel 1111111pling parents were frequently from these particular
subcultures, there was an immediate inroad in terms of natural iriterest and

basic firsthand 'knowledge for impiementing the intent through staff
development projects, preservice. coursework, and the associated curricula

of ihe public schools.
The *leveloplment of Teacher Corps programs during the pag decade

coincided remarkably ,well.with the emergence of a dramatic pver supplj, of
elementary teaching personnel. Upon initial consideration5 the resultant
diminished demand for teachers Might seem to present a danger-filled
situation for thoSe seeking to carry out lifelong careers as professitnal
educators. But (here were also certain tlesidtant advantages not to .be
overlooked, and Teather Corps projectstmade the most of them.

The frantic, contitwal, 1=1 long-standing efforts to search out'and'place

a teacher in every Classroom, no matter how limited or well developed their

rib(
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backgrounds and capabilities might be, were relaxed.tremendously. For the
first time, a period of relative "well-being" and stability settled over the
profession. Ibis stable situation gave the profession an unprecedented
opportunity to reflect upon ilself its goals, theories, methodologies, and
'mat'erials and to analyze its inner workings.. The results of this analysis
have become essentially manifested in two important outgrowths. The first
of these has been the establishment of alternative means for educating
children, teachers, and public school staff members, and the second has been
the development of an array of accountability systems in professional
education.

Since one of the major purpipses of Teacher Corps is to provide a
research base for education increasing the effectiveness of various delivery
systems at all levels, it seemed only naturalthat exptrimentation with these
two mandestations should be central thrusts of more recent cycles. As a
participant discipline, music fit well to the newly established thrusts.

Among the alternative means investigat1 for delivering a better music,
program were;. mini-courses for teachers ta ht on the public school campus
rather than on the college campus; on-s e workshops; preservice training
programs that involved university faculty members working with interns and
staff members in the elementary clitssrooms:. special evating programs
drawing teachers, parents, university faculty memtkrs, chilfiren, and interns
together; special retreatC; cssonterences; individualized projects; and evin
social events.

!be music mini-course, ftir example, brought seasoned elementary
teachers and a unOersity professor together at the pbblic school site. Ways &-
using music tg interject a change of pace in the child's school day were
descritied, disctissed, and demonsrrated. Teachers were encoUraged to sing
and play simple songs with the aid of a portaharp. Song records were
presented and other basic cla:Ssroom instruments were utilized to provide
tasteful. accoMpaniments to listening records or to highlight the underlying

4 Meter-beiltItndthatlicteOic rhythms. Records cobrdinated.with filmstrips
or teacter's guides that concern toiiics of special interest v;ere reviewed.
Among them. were The Smithgonian CollectioPof Classic Juzz..Primirive
Music of the.World, Rhythms Today!, Mustic of the Black Mait-in America.. i
Childris Songs of AleviceThe Small Dancer, The Small Singer, Vol. 1
-and 1 . Folk Songs of 4frica, Folk Songs of Latin America, Folk Songs of
the Arab it'oHd, and Folk Songs of Israel.4

Since-school music specialists as well as elementary classroom teatheLs
were among the participants, a great cltal of distussion centered upon how a
cooperative approach to teriohg m'usic ertibld be itprilefhtnted most
effectively. It was decided ihckthhe specia,iist. would 4gimarily act as a
resource person acfacilitator and would be responsib eforverseein g the
musical growth ofThe chilarytip. On the 6ther han classroom teacher
would be responsible for providing basic m.usical enric enkekperiences for

. c;
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children, helping them develop basic concepts about the nature, of the art.
, A t urt her desired outgrowth of this type of course is t hat teachers would

request placement of the demonstrated records, song materials, and
equipment within their respective schools for freqUent classroom use.
Perhaps music could be utillted effectively to reinforce and complement
certain social studies, readings, or class projects. And perhaps, above all.
elementary teachers would gain or regain some basic confidence in carryink
out basic classroom music- activities.

Classroom music activities generally center around the traditional so-
called ',fivefold" program. The components of this programare listening,
singing, rhythmic movement, playing classroom instruments, and creativity.
Specific teaching activities _might -include ( I ) teaching a simple listening
leswn from a given record 'and stressing Music elements and associated
historical, social, and aest hetic informa on; (2) accurately teaching simple
songs using the voice, instruments, or r ords; (3) introducing and using
basic rhythmic activities (including folk da ces of various culture groups);
stressing musical elements and child physic I growth a'nd coordination
objeetives, (4) teaAng the important musi al instruments (rhythm,
melody, and chorda ) with songs, rhythmic ctivities, and listening
experience; and (6) developing creative activities, any of which correlate
and integrate music with other aspects of the element ry school curriculum.5

there are Several reasons why it is highly des rabic for elementary
classroom teachers to be able tci, carry out at least some of these basic

activities with reasonable competence. In numerousyu ilic school systems,

there are no available music spscialists at all (or somet mes specialists are
.aVailable for only certain grade levels., usually the 1.1 pper o es), and as a resu t

classroom teachers are required to teach their own music. Because they k no
.

Their children so well and becaus,e they have developed fine generic teaching
skills, classroom 'teachers are often able to teach music in a strikingly
effective manner. Sometimes their lessons equal the quality of lessons taught.

by itinerant music specialists, who frequently service several different
schools, teaching up to eleven or twelve different classes and- 250-3015

students during each school day. Finally, since classroom teachers are with

their children t hrogghout t he entire day, often in a,singie clas.sroom, they are

free to introduce musical activities as a refreshing change of pace or for
integration purposes at exactly t hose moments when they arc needed most to

produce the best results.
As another example of an alternative mode for staff development

through music %ye might consider a recent Halloween program held at. an

elementa ry school designated as a Te4cher Corps site. In this.special evening

event; several hundred anxious, eagei children stood on a school cafetorium

stage and sang ent husiastiplly a program including, one s-ong with a text

declaring. "The world is biack, 1,fie-.worW is White, together they 'make a

bettotiful sight." It was follb,wed by a grOuring of folk songs and dances in
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costume from the Mexican-American heritage. .l'eacher Corps interns
prov ided guitar and piano accompaniments. 'tile ongoing permanent staff
assisted in preparation, organitation and handling the children. The
audience was filled with proud parents, administrative staff members, and
associated university faculty members. The program directly emanated as an
outgrowth of the preserv ice musieCompiMent of the particular ciCle. No one
could aouht that this event climaxed an' exceedingly-rich musical and
educative cooperative alternative experience for the staff participants. Staff
development took place in a subtle, yet forceful, fashion throughout all of
the learning and teaching processes leading to the program. Upon
completion of the program, it was clearly obvious to all concerned that the
'program-was a success and had offered great personal satisfaction with a
sense of significant accomplishment.

.4On an informi4 basis perhaps at the staff retreat, conference:, or
evn social gathering music, as ii affects the lives of children, becomes a
frequent topic of conversation. This topic is hard to avoid since all children
are musical and parIake of the art in one way or another and also because
music is an vkcellent vehicle for knowing about human reality. Conversa-
tion usually centers around the listening preferences of children, instru-

4?mental endeavors, and various creative behaviors. is conversation, in
itself, offers ample opportunities for staff developmen ofa more casual type.
Seemingly, the main thing sought is advice onsmusical guidance.

At such informal affairs, staff group singing, dancing, or listening to
small 'performance ensembles perhaps a mariachi band are valuet
activities, enhancing a general disposition toward mqsic as well as
developing an esprit de corps and a. good measure of fun. The educational
and social benefits of these are difficult to objectively measure.

The staff development that ia,kes place through an incorporated'
Teacher Corps music program sometimes,acurs indirectly through aiding
and working with preservice interns as they carry out their music teaching
assignments. Acting as members of an assist-and-assess team when
evaluation is called for, inservice teachers are themselves quickly drawn up in
the learning processes. I n, most instances, since we are dealing with generic
teaching a,nd classroom-management Skills essenfial for communication,
rather than with in-depth musical content and skills per se, seaspned
classroom teachers make excellent judges of the activities taught. In
numerous cases, 'their critiques are the majn feedback source to t4iej
supervising university faculty and aid imnfeastrably in the design o
appropriate follow-up Or remedial activities.

This brings uS,to the second major ,trend of the past decade affecting
staff development and preservice candidates: the development of
accountability systems. These systems, as they were variously developed,
inspired an ,array of new terms exit competency, behavioial objective,
module, mini-program or course, and many mcire (the aggregation of which
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was termed "cducationese" by one recent reviewer) and they basically
reflect central and timely educational concerns. These concerns focus upon
the beliefs that

( I) educational programs must be humanized and individualized,

(2) programs must state the skills and knowledge to be acquired by
students at the outset,

(3) programs must provide reasonable ways of measuring, identify-
ing, or documenting teacher and student competency or
accomplishment, and

(4) programs must no permit students to :progress beyond stated
points until they have demonstrated specific accomplishments,
regardless of the time required to do so.

A great deal of emphasis is placed upon learning outcomes that are
obvious and behavioristic in nature. These concerns were to reach out and
touch university and publieschool staff members, interns, and public school
youngsters alike. One of the most effeetive vehicles for the disseminatiorT of
these basic principles was the staffdevelopment program of an experimental
nature incorporated within Teacher Corps cycles.

Upon first consideration, the art of music, is nonverbal in its n4ssage
and deals with both affective learning involving inward feelings and
emotions as well as with substantive content, analysis, and logic. One.might
conclude that establishing a program of study so that the basic principles of
accountability are met is at least a staggering feat, hardly worthy of p4heeffort
or perhaps even a total impossibility. In fact, numerous music ducators
have said as much. A veritable "pen war" raged within the m c education
profession over the issue until the traditionalists felt the so-called "threat"
lessening in intensity. By then, the imprint of the newer movement was
frindelibly made, and a number of educators adopted either part or all of the
basic tenets. Others, of course, wOuld have no part of it, insisting on their
right to academic freedom withbut infringem;nt..

Interestingly, close scrutiny shows that the performance branch of
music study has almst always been traditionally oriented toward
demonstrated accountability. There has also been a marked tendency in this
direction in music 'theory. In performance "apOied music" as it is
customarily called at the college oruniversity level +dents progress from
one level to the next demonstrating they can do specific performance tasks.

Moreover, they must cover a certain body of pertinent literature. In short,
progression from one level of study to the next depends primarily
upon observable performance that can be evaluated by a specifically
qdalified assessMent group. In spite of this prescribed plan which involves a
fair amount of objectivity, we are forced to recognize the existence of a point
beyond which its limitationl" become painfully evident. For example, mpst
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experts would agrre that a superb performance of Bach's Goldberg_
Varianons by R. Mph Kirkpatrick or Glenn Could (outstanding keyboard
artists) far exceeds the performance quality rendered by the fine, even
exceptional. graduate keyboard student.

.Practically, where the fine arts and mass education of the nation's youthare concerned, there can be great danger in dwelling upon exceptional
accomplishments of the superstar rather than pon those accomplishmentswithin the grasp of most the averagea we kverage, and marginal
achievers. Uhe fact is, much about achieve nt in the tine arts can be
defined, expected, and logically demanded. Moreover, learning activities
may tre sequenced in a logical fashion. The great pity is that so many
practitioners within the associated music education professions have hot
chosen to explicitly state and make these things known through one means
or another. Perhaps there is safety in being nohcommital. In a recent
enthusiastically received speech to the Music Educaters National
Conference, John Porter, Superintendent of Instruction in Michigan, spokeof accountability and reinforced this point, emphasizing that humanistic
subject matter and accountability systems areindeed compatible, now a
generally recognized fact.6

0.....The question in this case becomes "how can studies in music be defined
in precise and practical terms And transmitted through given Teacher Corpsstaff development and internship programs to youngsters in the associated .schoolsr To answer this, one must coAder carefully the music training of
t he preservice teacher candidate. for this training constitutes the central focal
point of curriculum development, inservice training, and connecting agent
between the university, public school, and other associated components in
the Teacher Corps cycles.

.
..At the outset it was decided that interns should be held acconuntablevio

demonstrate their ability toteach effectiVely to children lessons involving the
five-fold centered activities already outlined music listening; singing,
rhythmic movement, playing simple classroOm instruments, and creative or
correlative projects. To do this, hovevei, it was also decided that interns
needed to develop certain rudimentary music skills. Among' these were:

( 1) the ability tit- read siMple melodies and sing or play them
accurately, .

.0

(2) the ability to identify and explain meter signatures in terms of'
metric beat, pulse, and rhythm of Melodies and demonstrate basic
conducting patterns,

(3) the ability to identify and explain basic music notation (key
signatures, symbols. etc.), and

(4) the ability to play simple accompaniments as indicated by chord
, symbols using either autoharp, ukelele, piano, bells, or recorder. \
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All, or nearly all, of these desirable skills can he developed rather quickly if
the competence kv el is set at a basic, functional level and the teaching
material is enjoyable and directly useful in the public school situation.

hese decisions were not 1ntade unilaterally. Ratter, the total staff, the
university personnel (music as well as non-music), and the interns made
thcm. 1 he first two groups, after the recommended competencies were
initially proposed, went through an intensive and rewarding series of
sessions devoted to negotiation, agreement and disagreeMent, and shared
learning. I. his process constituted an exceedingly profitable .staff
development exercise for all. indeed, there were fears at first, especially from
those Who had been out of direct contact with music, that the expertise
needed to check out sueh specific competencies might not exist among the
staff

I. hese fears, however, were quelled as negotiations continued and
special information' sessions were ins,tituted to go through the various
expectations, one hy one, to provide complete explanations, the exact plans
for implementiliOn, and Aple opportunities for questions and-answers.
Upon final consideration, the expectations were modified and drawn up in a
more complete and satisfactory form, and they were presented to the interns,
for information, further comment, and possible revision.

thereafter, in several of the cycles, the program of study was set in a
modular format which basically included a title, rationale statement,
objectives, prerequisite specifications, pre-assessments, learning alterna:
tives, poSt -.assetitinrnts, remediation, and appended materthls.

the modules called for a variety of activities. Cognitive information was
required concerning instruments of the orchestra, music notation, teaching
materials, and other facets of the program. Formal typewritten presenta-
tions were formulated from studies relating to development of a Music
listening prgaram from pertinent cultural considerations and the
contemporarylopular music scene. Specified musical skills in rhythmicand
melodic reading were demonstrated individually pn instrumentsr with the
voice. Most importantly, interns were requirecrto utilize all that Was learned
for planning and teaching lessons to school children. These lessoni were
evaluated by assist-and-assess teams which included staff members and the-
uni versit y instructor in collaboration to insure thy the criteria competencies
were met..Often these loissons Were video taped so that interns might study
them at their leisure.

The basic outline of MM-004.40 (H01.4),is presented as an example of a
music program ?nodule. The module comes from the Eighth Cycle Teacher
Corps Program of the. University of Houston alit Houston lhdependent
School Distriet. The Program, a two,year graduate internship leading to
certification and a Master of Education degree, was focused on elementary
school education, urban education, and the education of Black and Chicano

children.
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Module Title: Beginning a Mimic Listening Program from
the Pertinent Cultural Heritage and Contentporary

Popular Idioms

Rationale,

..Most youngsters hear popular music played An-the radio and television.
!hey arc exposed to musie stemming from their particular cultural heritage

perhaps ,at church, in their homes, at folk music festivals, or at socialgatherings. It eerirs appropriate to begin a' music listening program,
theret ore with this type of music and to interrelate arid correlate it withfacets
of their personarliyes and the school curriculum.

Such music can a Iso be yiewed as a means of learning basic facts about
composition: charaeteristics of the,melody, the structure or form (often
verSe refram alternation), harmOny (often simple and easy to reproduce onguitar or auto-haro,Prhythm; instrumentation (often using electronicequipment and folk instruments), Mt/S405M (HQU) and its.. related
materials deal more extensively with teaching a listening lesson with
emphasis on structural features. ; 4

Study of music from a cultural heritage viewpoint provides moremnierstanding of what y iungsters already 'value in theiOves. It develops
self-pnide. It opens the doo o appreciation of:various rae'r cultures andilluminates their contributions to humanity. Finally, it leads`to.studY andenjoyment of all music through the basic elements.

OhjectiNes

I. The intern will prepare% a brief paper outlinng Characteristic
features of Afro-American and Mexican-American music.

1. The intern willodeyelopan annotatedOliscography containing four
or fie selections from each of tke following categories: Afro-
America n. music, Mexican-American music-, folic. music of Sther
lands,.and pop mnsic (rock, sold, gosTiel,jaz7, or:American folk).
Some of these selections should be drawn from niusic textbooks,
some from the -I-eac her COrps ResOUrce tenter, and some from the
'71 op Forty" list in Houston.

The intern will present at least one.of his selections to his class with
the purposeof helping pupils developa multi-cultural appreciationof music. _

3.

Prerequisites

° Ihere are no prerequisites to this modulb..
, *

4
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Pre-Assessment

1 he pre-assessment consists of two parts: (1 ) the intern prepares abd

submits to his instructoc, through the team leader, his outline and
'discography; and (2') the intern .teaches one seteCtion to his class and
presents to the team leader or instructor a video tape of those lessons to be..

judged on effectiveness in presenting factors concerning cultural musical

heritage to the class.

Learning Alternathes

I . Read Samuel D. Miller and Kenneth Muckelroy, "Let's Put 'S9u1'
in Your Classroom Listening Lesson," published in the National,.

la:..-: hlucator. the article includes 'a rationale for inclusion of
Soul in the music curriculum, and it presents graphically -concise
analyses of two-selections chosen from the "Top Forty" in
Houston, April 1-7, 1973. Jermaine Jackson is the soloist. ,

2. Look through public s4o1 textbooks to find examples oLfolk
music from various oultures. Check i into teacher's mantials for
background information. Preferably go through several grade
levels of different textbook series in current state adoption.

3. Study through resource units placed in the Resource Center.
Among them,are S. Brandstetter (Folk Music from Other Lands),
C. Foley (Music for the Culturally.Different Child in the
Elementary Grades), M. Mabavier and R. Ford (Afro-American.
(iapel Oriented, ancl- Mexican Ajnerican),I. Camp and P. Hoffer
(Rock Music), and B. Duncan and S. Johnson (Blues and Jazz

Origins and Developments with a Survey of Styles and Artists).

4. Liven to records on your' own. Many of the "Top Forty" are
recorded on inexpensive 45 rpm discs.

5. Read books or artiCle4 on these areas. You will find in the mine
Center, Eileen Southern's The Music of Black Amenc a

history, and her Readings in Black American Music, a mogr"----
interesting collection of reading ranging from slave days to
Mahalia Jackson and William Grant Still. Both are published by

...41,Norton and Company, Inc.

6. Design your own learMng alternatives.

Post-Asseisment

The post-asseument consists Of two parts: (li"The.,jntern prepares and

submitsio instructor through the team leader his outline d discography;

and (2) the intern teaches one selection to his class and presents to the team

leader or instructora video tape of those lessons to be judged on effectiveness

in presenting factors concerning cultural musical heritage to the class.
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Remediation

Remediation procedures would include those activities designed by the
intern, his team leader, and or the instructor.

he Eleventh Cycle Teacher Corps Program, currently located, within
the same educationaf milieu as the finglish Cycle,. also includes a music
component.- While again, closely coordinating university instruction with ----
public school teaching and observation Activities, it is not specifically a
modularized program. Yet, the same general types of intern performance
outcomes are expected. As an additional feature, however, felker interns are
inVolved in the preservice portion of the program, and a greater ehiphasis on
staff development through a number hf already outlined activities has been
made.

In discussing the music component of these particularly relevant.
Teacher Corps cycles,.we conclude that the results tightly involve learning
processes affecting the educational behavior of a number of different people
at various levels of the 'profession school staff, university personnel,
interns, and public school students. It is exceedingly difficult to talk about
one group the staff and its development, without discussing all of the'
others. The programs, their -thrusts, and actiVities were.exceedingly
integrated to the point where all persons involved went through ah
alternative learning development program and transformation. This
alternative program, because it came during this particular period of
American education, because it 'inv,otVed minority children, inner city
schools, onsite instruction, and staff development, offered a mos( unique
and rewarding experience.. Therefore, unexperienced awareness of perti-
nent ctiltural background was couple& for many participants with
newer educational theory and practice. Atiditionally, of course, is the fact
that the beauties and joys of music were incorporated in a planned,
educational_ and relevant way. And regardless of the format, the student
population, or the particular thrust, music lent itself easily to successful
incorporation.

I.
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FOOTNOTES

l'itle'V-B of Higher Education Act 'of 1965.

=Cycles six. eight, and eleven utilizing professorial personnel from the
University of Houston are examples. these particular cycles included staff
development and preserVice programs in art as well, and they will be the
cycles.around'which most of the present discussion centers.

'The statements are based on those drawn up by the writer arid his
colleagues in collaboration and statements found in Music in Elementary
Education, Ausfin, Texas: Texas EducatiOn Agency, 1974, bulletin 743, p. I.

4Respectively, these albums may be identified as Smithsonian
Institution ttP6 11891; Ethnic Folkways 'Library #FE 4581 (selected and
edited by Henry ('owell); Silver Burdett Records #81 18P-00927 and book
(Edna Doll and Mary Nelson); Bowmar #B-14421 145S (by ALliert J.
McNeil and Roberta McLaughlin); Bowmar #B-112 (by Roberta"
McLaughlin and Lucille Wo6); Bowmar #B-550 (edited by LUcile Wooil);
Bowmar #137525 (by Roberta McLaughlin and Lucille Wood); Bowmar #13
4001 (by Roberta McLaughlin); Bowmar #4004 (by Roberta McLaughlin);
Bowmar #B-3009 (by Sally MonsourK..and Bowmar #B 4010 (by Roberta
McLaughlin).

5These activities were drawn up by the writer and his colleagues in
collaboration.

e'John Porter.- Superintendent of Instruction, Michigan, "Account-
ability: Humanistic Goals," speech de4ivered to the Music Educators
National Conference, Atlantic City, March 11, 1976.
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